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A t  the court hearing Greenpeace 
took the opportunity to  point 
out:- 

- The U.K. does not have the 
caoabilitv nor the expertise to 
reprocess large quantities of spent 
oxide fuel. Only 200 or so tonnes 
has been treated successfully at 
plants at Windscale and Cap de la 
Hague in France, both being plants 
with long histories of leaks, 
technical hitches, panics, and errors 
that tend to take place dhere there 
are humans about. The contract 
between BNFL Ltd. and Japan is 
for 1,600 tonnes. 

-The UK or France are being 
used as nuclear dustbins bv foreign 
states anxious to be rid of their 
own dangerous and embarassing 
waste. 

The Judge imposed a fine of 
Â£80 on the company and its three 
directors, but commented 'That 
they are honourable people I 
accept. I do not think prison is the 
place for them'. The members of 
Greenpeace said that while they 
respect the judicial system and 
intend to act within the law, the 
campaign against nuclear waste 
dumping would continue. Indeed, 
on 18th June 8 members of the 
Barrow and district Action group, 
including Peter Wilkinson, a 
Greenpeace director, boarded the 
pontoon crane that is used to 
unload the nuclear waste flasks 

I d 

HOT TIP FOR THE 

in the dock ANTI-NUKE BRIGADE: 
INSIDE SOURCES advise me that 
some sort of Nuclear Power 
Station is to be constructed in the 

GREENPEACE LTD hwe been fined ~ 8 0 0  for their series of protests in andaround West Country in close proximity 
Barrow that have included a march to Bodmin Moor. There may also 

activities in trying to prevent spent nuclear fuel from of 700 people led by Albert  BOO^^, be twoor three others, some- 
docking at Barrow. More than that, they will have to M.P. Barrow is particularly where in Scotland, possibly one in 

t ,~e  costs of the case brought against them by the vulnerable, as Peter Wilkinson Wales, the North of England and 

&itish T~~~~~~~~ ~~~k~ ~~~~d which add Up to pointedout With Windscale and somewhere in the South East (no, 
Drigg plutonium nitrate shipments not Dungeness 'C'!). These 

thousands. to the North, Heysham nuclear stations are something to do with 
The attempt had been made by four inflatable piant to the south, the sea to the our PEW. Public statements on . 

dinghies launched from Greenpeace's boat The  Rain- west, one road out to  the east and the stationk) will fall back on the 

bow Warrior' to prevent the 'Pacific Fisher' from spent nuclear fuel shipments, present Government's nuclear 

wing up. out of r e s p e ~  for the danwrous nature of nuclear suhwines, and now a gas power expansion policy and the 
terminal threatening in the middle fact that our coal-burning station$ 

the Pacific Fisher's cargo, the Rainbow Warrior itself of the town , , ,, it is are causing pollution problems. 
rather than provoke a ~ollision, took off for the Isle surprising the residentsof Barrow The project for the West Country 

% 

of Man. The Pacific Fisher did finally dock, despite are beginning to feel uncomfortable, is quite well advanced, and the 

the presence of the dinghies, one of which was Greenpeace's new postal address 4s public is to be told that growing 

crushed between the hull of the ship and the 
P.O. Box 371, Community Sports demand for power in the West 
Centre, Columbo Street, London makes a new Nuclear Station 

pontoon. Fortunately, no one was hurt. SE1 8DN. and they would vital. 

NUPE, the National Union of 
Greenpeace dinghies try to delay nuclear waste landing at Barrow public Employees, has just 

adopted a resolution opposing 

from Japan. After being chained to welcome any donations towards nuclear power at its annual 

the mobile crane for two hours, their court costs and continuing conference. It was proposed by 

two of the group were cut free and campaign, not only in Barrow but the Newcastle branch, and 

released. No one was arrested, in the rest of the U.K. and else- carried overwhelmingly. It has 

The incidents are the latest in a where. about 700,000 members. 



. ,.. . -. . .. ~: . . -. . ... 
the squatters to  find outwho .the house h i  already hem Â¥ol to 
-owned the pit, 4 it a property comwy.  :. . .?. 2 . .  2 
took month* to findout that Over the twenty motrtrls that 
the boards of "Pontin Charitable the house h Ã  been lived in, it has , 
Trust' and the Darlington Hall been obvious that there is6grÃ‘ 
Trust web identical. It alw need for a '~uwal 'Aid Cifrma'in 
transpire* that the Darlington/ Bristol. The St Paul's riot must . ' 

Pontin Trust has acquired have finally dispelled the image . 
buildingsover the road some outii+s,smm tp have that 

primarily to enable a CWanant Brinol li anice w a r d  Uniwr-;.,? , 
(topping building on Durdhm s i tv  town, good for cream teas . .. 
Park grounds to bo natiifiad. and antiqu; shops. As a city, it ;Â¥>: 

-.As theeviction approached, L has some of the wont (ocial ;; 
theÃˆquanar agreed to use %on- tensions in the country, and if the: 
violent resistance' i.e. becarried 'until is beautiful' philosophy is . , 

out limp, m d  go and stir things ever really to take holdit mu! . 
' 

up at Dartiiigtori. Thw did this pmve itself in a harsh city mlity, . . 
by invding Founders' Day ' ::.as,well as in pretty villages in ' 

, - pw-heel' (eaivalent to school s p a &  &vI '. Nohh h o n .  ..? .. . .. ,. . ~ ~ .  . .  ,. , ~ . .  . . 
. . = Atex Fazio, who designed the and tried to put (heir ..'76irthPnnofe, the ourah& 

, . . . ,  u . . digeitor, and Robert Hapburg Dartington trmtees, employfifs ; zf^rk ~:@j$&she q q ~ i o " ~  oÃ .̂ : ,;;, x THIS SEEMS toinÂ¥bootth now run an organisation called and students, taking th?;o]~p.ei?$~@ ofla~gerhouses. Stately, . .~,, 

+ad appropriafof ippropri* ,. OARS: Omega-Alpha Recycling !unity to ask i n c n n ~ r i i ~ ~ : :  : >  hsp$~i+Wikk cmbo turned.':;.. 
' (Â¥c,eoglf TbÃ§ plant pie. . , Systems. They are now hardat questionsebout the hierarchi~f~jnto&ther.airfufint for ,. ,. !. , 
t$+ (bow, which feÃ§d off .our work designing and building an . 'hructure at Dartington;Why was' bof+()t<&rSiÃˆ;$jrqhevca - , 

public, la f r im in ~ ' ~ i b f n  " experimental farm in West Vir- . .it,fgr example, for an organisa- agtuhllybe ~ j l ; ~ , ~ u c t i w l y  b. 1;: 
.'refugecamp in N*l, - ginia that will employ principles. tion thatbelieves in feminine the groiiiingniimbers of people ~ .: . 
ri a~commgjiity pr* wheel. . of recycling, utiiise wlar energy, ,v~lues's&mingly the only women disillusio"ed with either the. ~ .,..::''" 
Such p r a y o s ; ~  are common and so on. If there's more !: the place were Secretaries nuclear f d l y  or bed-sit d%th- . . 

., in  W; powusby gim~ Unm a ~ imagiwtion whw t h e d i i o e  . ''::a$i.~$down the grm, m h *  trap. ,. . 
Win. To produc* eiiwgy to  light . Prayer wheel idea came from . , . of themen in power?' 

' ' 
. . ~akng ton  said that they. . . . , . . .,, 

theCMipidpnmid*hii- OAR'S ought to be a pretty T o  draw attention ÃˆS.(@ii -",cgirtdnot accept the plans of the ,, ' nutrient fertilizer, t w  exciting project. If you'd ltke-to case. twowom$ft; '~$9:%9: , , , 'Bbi&tfll Mutual Aid centre' partly,, , 
~~.~ h u m  wmta in UU leam mow about OARS, wi te , Aliwn ~&ked.~tbm+~s'!ri,t@;.~~~ ba&~h~~h~&i:ptioritv for . 

d ign to rnd tobngu ta r t y  . . 
to Robert Hamburg, OABB, Elmbirst Centre t o i k t , w e l l -  " at, .,@~ettles,,partly becauv ., . * .  

Itoud.ThbkdonewhÃ Route 1 Box 51, Onna. Wett appointed,if surklly, with . ., someof thepr&&sali did notf~l,. ' .? 
-turn *h* -1, ending up Virginia 25268. a Ming Dynasty bonze head. . within their 'charitable',briet,and.~,, 
8 P n V U .  -T.T. (with thanks tv The stunt worked, and soan the part-ly I w a u ~ i  tha squatters dM. 

enough tobe givenpr~~p~~ttas promise of leaving the building 
such a t h e  spacious Durdham by May 3lst (already an extended 

:. ParkIn BriitaL Thia building Was deadline) and the trustees, from 
: mbn ow by squatters who for . the luxury of their Imostly 

twenty months have been living spacious) homes, feltthe , 
" d u n a f t v  anduina the h o U ~  souattar* should do the decent 



Promises! 
costs upwards o f  Â£12,500-th 
cost of the cheapest model. 

- The day Analogicannounced 

phones, and when it does, it does 
write down the content of the 
conversations monitored. 

I would now ask you to r e  
examine the statement made by 

ic array add-on 

THE PARTIESare the availability of this machine, it 
nw beginning to limber up for let i t  be known that one had 

next year,s county council else- already been ordered by (and 

tiom. And first to produce an ~oxiblydelivered to) a Govern- 
idea of what they want is the ment department, and that the 

contract was 'sensitive'. London hw* In contrast 
- The next day, The Guardian t o  all the parties at the 1979 

election (none of whom Printeda report w i n g  that the 

gave transport more than the Home Office had bought a 

pal ing paragraph) this first Â£12,50 array processor, which 

,,ffering sets out in detail the could be usedforvoice processing. 

party's transport ideas. -The Home Office has, 

An instant fares cut leading t o  indeed- bOu*the Analogic 

free fares, more buses, more bus Processor, and win indeed be 

lanes, higher wages for London """9 it Processing tape 
Transport staff and a halt to  recordings of speech (my inside 

major road schemes are promised 'Ources confi'"?). 

by the Labour Party i f  they win - An array processor of this 

the ,981 G~~~~~ ~~~h~ council sort iseminently capable of being 

elections. used as a 'digital vocoder'-pro- 

In a manifesto paper which, cexing various pans of the vocal 

for the first time, accepts that spectrum such as excess sibilance, 

universal car ownership is not and reconstructing it in more 

even a long term goal the Labour intelligible form. This is known 

Party have set out their targets for as c'eaning the tape- 

a transport policy in London -Nothing about all this says 

specifically aimed at supporting that the tapes are made by 

public -It is our view bugging phone cds, or that the 

that transport must take cleaning UP process is done as part ~ ~~ 

priority over the use of of atranscribing process. However, tion of aggre~ive~romotional the leading nations do not take 
the Home Office does bug practices o f  the infant food note of the will of the masses, 

Brittan, and to ask yourself 
whether it is a statement made t o  
convey the truth, or a statement 
made t o  mislead on most points. 

Brittan's statement was an 
answer to  a Parliamentary ques- 
tion. While politicians feel 
privileged to make statements 
which are true only in the very 
marginal sense of not being 

s.~edd. .a-d-  totally false, it's not surprising 
a"- .md W" co-M w. , - that people feel cynical about 
"Tii'~iiiiiB~'ic" ; them. 

BCB24s-T 
rtÃˆnÃ§M0. - 

Meet 
- - '  ~ a b ~  Food 

TO RAISE  MONEY&^^^^-1, a CARTWHEEL qn action- 
potential co-operative village, are 
pushing a cartwheel around They can be contacted at 
Britain on a thousand mile route. CARTWHEEL, 5 Fairlioht Place, 
They are asking people to Brighton. 
sponsor them in their endeavours. 

with WHO resolutions, called on ate. There are predictions that 
WHO to continue the develop- co-operatives as a viable alterna- 
mem of an international code of tive, will come to the fore in the 
marketing. 'The resolution 90s. However there is a warning 
supports thestrongcondemna- note that i f  those in control of 

industry expressed by  most 
developing country delegations. 
Its adoption is the first step in  
the struggle to loosen industry's 
stranglehold on infant food 
feeding', said Andy Chetley, of 
IBFAN. 

Copies of the report, and a 
complementary document 
Proposals for Appropriate Con- 
trol can be obtained from 
War on Want, 467 Caledonian 
Road, London N7 9BE, tel: 
6090211. 
-PNS 

there could be worse upheavals to  
come in the 90s with the threat 
of war. The general opinion is 
that Europe will not actually be 
involved in a nuclear war, 
however a war between Russia 
and China i s  possible, and also a 
short sharp war in the Middle 
East. Personally I find one of the 
most hopeful~aredictions is about 
the demise of the 'patriarchal 
systems'and a return to a 'female' 

" ~ - -  ~ - . -  

SNOOP 
Apd now... 

the Robot 
THE HOME Office Minister, Leon 
Britten. has flatly denied that his 
department has bought a com- 
puter capable of transcribing the 
human voice. 

Let us examine the facts 
which are at Brittan's fingertips 
when he makes this flat denial. 

- An American array pro- 
cessor manufacturer, Analogic, 
makes an add-on number-crunch- 
ing device. It can be attached to 
the major mini-computers, giving 
them the mathematical power of 

GENEVA: On 23 May a World 
Health Organisation Assembly 
resolution was passed on infant 
and young child feeding asking 
for infant food promotion to be 
curbed (see PNS 179). The 
resolution was passed despite 
the introduction of last-minute 
amendments by the United 
States, which had tried t o  dilute 
its strength. 

The International Baby Food 
Action Network (IBFAN),an 
international organisation of 
nongovernmental personnel, who 
have been monitoring the actions 
of the baby food companies to 
see i f  they have been complying 

future news 
AS A DEPARTURE from the 
norm, Undies is embarking on 
news of  the future. In  a recent 
publication by Pendulum, Francis 
Kinsman has gathered together 
some predictions for the end of 
the century, by various psychics, 
mediums, astrologers etc. Among 
some of the most interesting 
predictions are that this country 
is headed for total economic 
collapse by autumn '82, preceded 
by inflation of hurricane pmpu-  
t iom beginning in Sept '81. 

The peak period for this 
economic upheaval seems to be 
around 1984, after which our 
society, we are told, will regener- 

THE 462 MEMBERS of the 
Government's special fraud inves- 
tigations unit (social security 
snoopers), have claimed Â£ 
million' in expenses over the last 
year. In a reply to  a Parliamentary 
question in mid-April, Reg Pren- 
tice, Social Services Minister, 
disclosed that an average of 
Â£2,16 per year, or Â£4 per 
week, was claimed by each 
snooper on top of hislher wages. 
The Â£ million is what the spe- 
cialist officers spend on 'travel, 
subsistence and other expenses'. 
Expenses run from Â£1.2 for an 
absence of between five and ten 
hours and Â£18.3 for an 'over- 
night stay away from home'. Two 
snoopers have been transferred 
from investigation duties 
because of fiddling their expense 
claims between 1975 and 1979. 
Neither was prosecuted. 

PNSILabwr Weekly 
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to forbid humen habitation'. 28 For 72 days. the Pentagon ' 
Nweb  uranium miners have - directed a paramilitary campaign 
already died from the effects of against the people ip Wounded Hills . cmcerousradongas. Knee. Armoured Personnet Car- 

The key t o  the energy tiers, helicopters, Phantom jets, 
development plans is WATER, the end federal agents in combat gear 
most precious resource in the were deployed in accordance with 
West. The mining, milling, end counterinsurgent poicy. Two 
transport processes will use Indians were killed, end a second 
gargantuan amounts of water. Wounded Knee massacre was 
Corporate claims on the Missouri averted by only 48*hours. 

---d River already almost exceed the It was after Wounded Knee 
quantity of water it contains, when the federal 'Reign o f  Terror' - 
following through on these cleims started. Dozens of t d ~ t i o n a l  and 
would lead t o  the demise of one activist figures were found dead in THE lg80'' MAY be the most crucial this of the world's great rivers. Other the course of a few years. The 

century. The decay of our lands and lives is reaching a &dies wouldbecontaminated by controversial shooting dmthsof 
critical Stage. Many people realise that the freedom to radioactivity, heavy metals,,or Pedro Bissonette, Anne Mae 

control one's own life is violated by corporate acid rainfalls. ~ u t  it is the under- Aquash, and others were viewed 

encroachment, that our future is being co,onised. B~~ ground water bodies that give life alongside the numerous arrestson 

little, if anything, is being done about it. 
t o  the region. Corporate reports questionable charges. The US 
anticitme one of the shallow Commission on Civil Riohte con- 

The Internationat Survival 
Gathering is one effort toover- 
come the feelings of helplessness. 
This summer, thousands of 
participants willgather on land 
next to one of the largest nuclear 
Air Force Bases in the USA. They 
will be self-sufficient in food and 
shelter. The preparations for the 
historic Gathering ere linking 
together diverseconcerns for a 
common cause: the survival of 
future generations.. 

The purpose of the Gathering 
is t o  present and organise sane, 
viable alternatives t o  decentrelise 
modern society. Workshops will 
be held on education and health: 
Three major simultaneous events 
will be presented: 

1) A Citizen's Review Com- 
minion on the Energy peylopin 
Corporations; 

2) An Appropriate ~ & h  
nologyf Land Self-Suff icienc 
Project; 

3)  A Forum on Indian Geno- 
cide end the Planned Extinction 
of the Family Farm. 

It is essential that people from 
overseas be included in strat- 
egising for survival. In the words 
of Tentanka lvotake (Sitting Bull) 
of the Lakota Nation: 'Let us put 
our minds together end seewhat 
life we will meke fo 

THE ENERG 
ON INDIAN 

A Menage from 
the Black Hills Alliance 

In 1978, thepresident of the 
United States called for the. 
mobilisation of an entire nation 
t o  defend the collapsing centrel- 
iud energy society. The message 
of his 'Energy War' was simple: 
a country in disfavour abroad. 
must prepare t o  bring resource 
exploitation home. 

The first called upon t o  
' , . 

'tacrifice'are the Native People, 
for under their Nations lie over 
two-thirds of the urenium and 
one-third of the lowu l fu r  coal 

claimed by the US. The second , 
to sacrifice will be the American 
people of the Northern Plains. 
There, 27 corporations are 
attempting t o  mine and "develop' 
the region dominated by the 
Black Hills of South Dakote. The 
magnificent Hill$ are the home of 
Mount Rushmore, 'Shrine of 
Democracy'. The region is slated . 
to become a 'NeoOnal Sacrifice 

tables wilt bepumped dry within 
35 years. Massive air pollution 
from coal plants could shift the 
weather patterns in the effected 
region. One foreseen result of 
these factors combining is a 
Second Dust Bowl, with no 
chance of recovery for 20 to 
30,000 years. This is apparently 
the finition of the word 'sacri- f ' .  fice . . 

~- ~ ~ 

I eluded that 'the is &&&tin#:, 
a full-scale military operation on . , 
the reservation'. The FBI termed 
itself q 'colonial police force'. The 
media largely turned away from 
the conflict. 

On June 26,1975,200 FBI 
'enis ag6in besieged the resew- 
t ion.^~he resulting friction 
escalated into a battle at a 

traditionalcamo that left an . " -. 
AIM'. THEENERGY RUSH Indian man and two agents dead. 

The companies and v n -  No one was ever brought t o  
ment reveal frankly that their Plans for industrialisation of the trial for the death of the Indian - .  - - - 

intentions will remit i n  the Black Hills country are coming up man, but four AIM members were 
desertification end contamination against t h y  who love the land charged with the FBI deaths. 
of a vast territory. The area tar- end gain their livelihood from it. Charges against One Were 
get& is wenem South Dakota, In February 1973, traditional dropped, end two ware acquitted 
SW North Dakota, SE Montana, Lakotas called on the American on grounds of self-defence. The 
and NE Wyoming..Plans for Indian Movement (AIM) for help. trial of the fourth man arrested, 
'Midwestern Industrialisation' The coalition confronted the Leonard Peltier, was followed 
include: colonial system in the village of -closely by Amnesty International. 
- ~h~ explor.tion of ovÃ§ one Wounded Knee, site of the 1890 , It reported that two Prosecution 

million tor an 8 m-e. Subequentlv sur- witnesses reversed their testimony, 

million tons of u m l u m  ore; rounded by FBI end BIA armour, claiming they had been threatened 

- cotoMI (tripmhM for cot, the people decided to make a , by the FBI. The original evidence 

and iron om; stand for their human and o f  one was termed by wen the 
. 

- N~,,,~,,, coil.find pimtt mereion rights. prosecutor as 'totally unbaliev- 

(13 of 10,000 megmctb In the able'. Pettier was convicted 

1980's) often burning cod mixÃ§ A nevertheless, and is currently 

with uranium; interned in a Behaviour Modifii- 

-Uranium mlllsand the tion 'control unit' in an Illinois 

ponlbility of nudew macim; prison. A federal judge has 

- A  coal/waMr pipeline admitted the facility uses drugs 

system, countim powwImes, m- and psychiatric methods t o  

radioactivm uranium tailings 'silence economic end philosophi- 

dumps; 
- ~n-mbmion  of half+- 

celdissident!'. No wonder that 
South Dakota residents are now 

million people; asking themselves the question 

- Government pmdii ions of 'just whet exactly it en 'Energy 

the ' d i p p e a m a  or kw of  tribal War'?'. 

cultural huitagelvalun' of the The local people asking this 

Lakota (Sioux) people; question come from many walks 

- A Senate bill siving the The colonial authority on of life. In 1979, The Black Hills 

E~~~~~ D-- full military reservations is the US'Bureau of Alliance was founded by Indians 

powers. Indian Affairs. The B1A devel- and Americans concerned with 
oped end controls the Tribal the environment and agriculture. 

The 'Energy Ruth' inathe Councils, which conflict with the For different race$ to join in a 
Northern Plains is similar to  that traditional and legal governments common cause is new in the 
o n  Indian lends in the South-. of the Native ~ a c o i .  On Pine history of the Plains. I n  the words 
There, 6000 NmKM am being R i b  reservation. one such Tribal of AIM activist Ted Means. 'In ton 
removed from their ancestral- ~ o u i c i l  seriouslycracked down - years time, there won't b e b y -  
home t o  make way for a coal on democratic rights in the early thing left fbr us t o  fight over'. 
stripmine. In  addition, a govern- 1970s. Beatings ware frequent, For information write to:, 
ment report has proposed to and the BIAS up machine guns BLACK HILLSALLIANC6, 
'zone the land into uranium in response t o  peaceful demon- P.0. BOX 2508, RAPID CITY. 
minina andmillina districis B as strations hv woman and children SD 57009 USA. 
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Advice 
NOW THAT the Tones have don1 
their best to evoke our hard won 
rights the news is that they are 
going about cutting our ability to  
fight back. The 1,500 advice 
centres around the country which 
provide an essential service in 
informing people of their rights a 
tenants, employees, consumers 
and claimants are threatened witt 
closure. 

Already the Department of 
Rade has announced that central 
government funding of consumer 
advice centres is to  stop entirely 
at the end of the current financia 
year. As many as half the 126 
consumer advice centres may hav 
t o  close as a result. Cuts in local 
authority spending are putting at 
risk many local advice agencies, 
particularly neighbourhood advic 
antres. Central government cuts 
also threaten centres dependent 
on the Manpower Services Com- 
mission and Urban Aid. 

A national Advice Centres in 
Crisis Working Party has been 
formed to link together the dif- 
ferent threatened groups. I t  i s  
based at the National Consumer 
Council offices, and its other 
members are the Association of 
Housing Aid, Federation of 
Independent Advice Centres, 
Institute of Consumer Advisers, 
Law Centres Federation, Nationa 
Association of Citizens' Advice 
Bureaux, and the National 
Association of Young People's 
Counselling and Advisory 
Services. 

The Working Party has been 
set up to lobby the Government 
in defence of advice centres, and 
to give help and publicity for 
local campaigns to keep centres 
open. They have produced a 
useful guide to local lobbying, 
and background information to 
show the importance of the 
advice service as a vital land 
comparatively cheap- public 
service-which was used by 5% 
million people in 1978. . 

Advice Centres in Crisis 
Working Party: c/o 18 Queen 
Anne's Gate. London SW1. 
222 9501. 

IN THE AFTERMATH of Three 
Mile Island there has been a 
dramatic decline in enrollment i r  
nuclear engineering courses+s 
much as 20% at larger colleges 
according to the American 
Nuclear Society. Master's degrees 
are down 25% from last year and 
many educators reportedly feel 
that the trend away from nucleal 
engineering i s  just beginning. 
-Zodiac News Service 

'ownhill area, just off the A5 on 
ie western flank of Milton 
eynes. The next step is for the 
CPA, working in conjunction 

with the Greentown Group in 
Milton Keynes, to  prepare more 
detailed proposals for both the 
initial development of the 25 acre 
site and its eventual expansion to 
about 500 acres. 

Meanwhile, the TCPA has 
received a Â£19,00 grant from the 
Rowntree Trust. both for research 

Green light 
to Project 

THE GREENTOWN PROJECT, 
which aims to establish an 
ixperimental, co-operative eco- 
community in Milton Keynes 
[see UC 351 has now received the 
Green Light from Milton Keynes 
Development Corporation 
IMKDC). 

MKDC has made an offer in 
arinciple to the Town and 
Country Planning Association 
ITCPAI of a 25 acre site for an 
initial pilot scheme located in the 

and t o  help promote the estab- 
lishment of 'Greentowns' in 
Milton Keynes and elsewhere in 
Britain, along the lines outlined in 
the Association's 'Prospectus fora 
Third Garden City', published in 
1979. 

Apart from Milton Keynes', 
offer of land, perhaps the most 
encouraging of the various other 
responses to the Prospectus has 
been from Telford Development 
Corporation, in Shropshire, which 
is apparently willing to offer 100 
acres for a similar experimental 
community. 

The Greentown Group will be 
holding a week-long conference at 
Datington in Devon during the 
last week of August. Further 
details from the Greentown 
Group, 109 Church Street, 
Wolverton, Milton Keynes. 

WASHINGTON: The committee 
rtudying long-range nuclear 
weapons needs has recommended 
he building of a reactor to 
)rovide nuclear material for 
warheads. I t  would cost S3 billion 
ind would be the first reactor 
)uilt for the weapons programme 
n the US in the last 25 years. 

(WISE) 

SUPER BUREAUCRACY HITS 
WATERWAYS 

THE SUPER-BUREAUCRATS at 
the EEC have made a proposal for 
'Harrnonisation of certain social 
provisions relating to goods 
transport by inland waterway'. 

The plan of the grey men from 
Brussels is to insist that there 
must be three men per barge on 
inland waterways, a plan that has 
not only been vigourously 
opposed by Trades Unions and 
the British Waterways Board, but 
would 'kill small-scale canal 
transportation' as Chris Leah 
from the Co-operative Canal 
Carriers says. The proposals 
would effectively mean all water- 
borne wholefood transport would 
have to stop. Chris suggests 
writing to MPs, Eurocrats, etc. to  
voice disapproval of this particu- 
larly inane piece of bureaucratic 
folly. 

- - 

Steelyard -Jes 
IAN MACGREGOR,the Scots- company that owns mines in 
born American merchant banker Namibia. Membership of BNAC 
appointed recently t o  head the 
British Steel Corporation, is US 
co-chairman of the British North 
America Committee. 

BNAC i s  a transatlantic group 
of bankers which has close links 
with key organizations of the 
Tory right such as the Institute 
for the Study of Conflict and th" 
Freedom Association. MacGregor 
is also a director of Amax, a 

includes Chase Manhattan Bank, 
Occidental Petroleum, Rio Tinto 
Zinc and a handful of trades 
unionists. BNAC's sponsoring 
organization in the US is the 
National Planning Association, 
which, according t o  an official 
publication exists T o  strengthen 
private initiative and enterprise 
. , . NPA believes that through 
private planning we can avoid a 

planned economy'. BNAC was the 
organisation that Peter Bessell 
used as cover to  'run messages' 
between American Intelligence 
and the South Vietnamese, as 
documented in The Pencourt File. 
Sir Keith Joseph has said in the 
House of Commons about 
MacGregor; 'He is an example o f  
a type of which I wish we had 
more in this country'. But with 
his close connections with those 
completely opposed to State 
intervention in the economy, he 
seems a strange choice, to say the 
least, to  run a nationalised 
industry. 

Information: State Research 



rhe Labour Party's ANTI CRUISE MISSILE rally at Hyde Park on the * 
'2nd of June drew crowds of protesters in the torrential rain. The 

e s  varied between 11,000 up to 25,000 for the numbem of R 1 r^\ LT m 
nch activist; present. 
Miners' leader Lawrence Daly reminded the crowd of the Labour 

'arty's commitment to  nuclear disarmament. MPs Robin Cook and JO 
Richardson. actress Susannah York and old reliables Fenner Brockwav -, 

ind Michael Foot urged the soaking multitude to carry on what is 
~radually becoming a powerful international campaign. Thre were somi 
inarchist interventions from the front of the platform, brass bands 

" 
lefore the march, folk singers afterwards and no visible trouble fro* 'Inner Technology' ELEN and 
:he police. The familiar CND symbol fluttered on many of the banners one that John MICHELL among 
I few 'Tony Benn for No 10' T-shirts were sported, i f  that's the right others has been plugging by And) 
word, and a general feeling that after years of hibernation the move- DUNN. The book in question 
nent is once again girding up its loins in an attempt to  stop Britain all was perfect harmony; I heard 'Arcana Of The Big Smoke' is 

in becoming an 'unsinkable aircraft carrier'for American nuclear either the work of a madman or 
iponry controlled by military personnel who have 'forgotten that along the lines of 'If your third a genius (or possibly both) . . . 

here are no winners in  a nuclear war'. - - . .. -u ' eve is properly opened you can I hear that David LEBLANC uuncan campmii pick some really bad energiesat went all the way to Acapulco to 
their stall. . .' tsk, tsk . . . cover Ken DODD's concert there 
E A .  ST GEORGE, a magician which was cancelled at the last 
from SPOOK ENTERPRISES was minute. Inspiration for his 

k GROUP of 30 scientists, mainly 
rom Britanny, have published a 
Â¥fa t o  cover Britanny's energy 
onsumption in the year 2000 
irithout using oil and nuclear 
mwer. The 'alternative energy 
Ian for Britanny' is based on 
l~centralisation and the use of 
nergy sources which could be 
pplied in Britanny on the basis 
if existing techniques. 
The plan e.g. projects for an 
icreased use of the sea for energy 
reduction. It encompasses tidal 
bb and flow, very powerful in 
ome places along the coast of 
Iritanny. This energy is already 
sed in a power station near St. 
1alo; the alternative plan 
roposes 10 more such power 
tations along the coast. Another 
iethod would be collecting algae 
rom the sea to be transformed 

into biogas. The alternative plan 
further lists the construction of 
2000 wind generators the size of 
the one operating at TvindIDen- 
mark to be installed in those areas 
where conditions are most 
favourable. A further 10,000 
smaller generators (5 kwl should 
be applied t o  cover domestic 
electricity consumption. Sun 
power in connection with heat- 
pumps should cover part of the 
energy needed for heating 

umoses. 

telling how she stopped the 'alternative biography' was no 
Harrisburg reactor going up with doubt had in examining the 
her 'Atomic Reactor Incense' (a interesting plant and weed life 
snip at Â£1.00) Also of interest, around Acapulco . . . 
their UFO incense 'for those who At the ICA Professor JUNGK 
wish to contact alien-beings'and and a UKAEA spokesman were 
M.1.5 incense 'created for those quoting e w r t s  to  each other. I 
who deal with matters of Intelli- was reminded of Charles FORT'S 
gence'. Must send some to comment 'For every expert there 
Duncan CAMPBELL at the is an equal and opposite expert'. 
NEW STATESMAN. But as long as quite a few think 

Kit PEDLER was lecturing on Nukes are disastrous, I'm Pre- 
the 'New Science', mixture of pared to borrow their arguments 
occult and ecology. 'What a pity to help stop the Nuclear Energy 
paranormal sounds like a disease' programme's expansion . . . 

With the alternative plan the quoth Kit, who also informed us On a recent leaflet from 
hope to constructively that Niels BOHR, the atomic RESURGENCE, there was a 

respond to the recurring oil physicist, had a yin-yang symbol space for putting the amount for 
tanker catastrophes on the coast on his notepaper in 1927 (eat contribution towards the editors 
of Britanny and the mounting your heart out, Fritzjof CAPRA). trip to  the United States. 
conflict that arose around Plogoff watch out for the serieson Donations should be marked the 
where the French government Thames T.V.. the book, the film 'Keep Satish KUMAR out of the 
plans to construct a large nuclear of the book, the matching table Workhouse Fund' and addressed 
Power station. At the moment the mats, etc. ~h~ U.K. ~~~~i~ to Ford House, Hartland, Devon 
'alternative plan' is widely dis-' Energy Authority still have no I myself urgently need funds 
cussed the ecological plans to use the I Ching to site towards an important piece of 
movement in Britanny. their next reactors. . . research on 'Ley-lines and the 

Contact: Paul Treguer, 11 rue One of the PEDLER mafia Beaches of the Southern 
Durpr, 29200 Brest, France. (his cousin) was sounding off  at a Mediterranean'. All cheques 
Amis de la Terra de Rennes. WILDWOOD house-party to '  gratefully received.. . 
73 Av. de Chaeaugiron, Rennes. launch a book called ,l-he ~ ~ h .  I would have been about to  

nology of Man'. 'If I was dictator, tell you about FINDHORN'S ~- ~ 

I would allow only one child talk and summer solstice 
Dutch reactor owrating ill&ll~ 7 families' he raved wildlv until celebration in Highme. but 
THE NETHERLANDS: Recently Tom MARGERISON pointed out unfortunately giantguerrilla 
it was revealed that the 50 MWe 1 'you are not a dictator, and if you vegetables at the door prevented 
reactor at Doodewaard was were I would shoot you'. my attending.. . 
operatinn illmallv because there % MARGERISON founder of the The only good reason for - - .  - ~ ~ . -  
was more fuel stored there than NEW SCIENTIST, suggested 
the permit allowed for. However, UNDERCURRENTS should go 
when the group 'Stop Doode- monthly, but for some reason 
waard' demanded immediate seemed less enthusiatic at a 
shutdown, the Minister of request to  borrow his bank 
Economics decided; without account. Only for a few weeks, 
consulting either parliament or Tom . . . 
the Population, to  change the Forthcoming from WILD- 
Permit sothat the plant would no WOOD, now being helped out by 
longer be operating illegally. I f  an a sympathetic Sufi businessman, 

nuclear war; that of ridding the 
nation of Simon BATES, Tony 
BLACKBURN and their i lk fron 
RADIO 1, has now disappeared. 
According t o  a Government PaPi 
in the event of nuclear war, the 
war-time Radio service will broai 
cast entertainment and music t c  
keep morale up' . . . Great, just 
great.. . Aufwiedersehen . . . 

accident should occur now at a includes a book from Richard 4 
Doodewaard, it would not be - 
possible to take all the fuelrods LOONY DOOMSTER ' 
out of the reactor, because there 
would be no place to put them. 
Contact: LOBS Orsel, St. 
Antoniuspl. 14, Nijmegen, 
Holland. tel: 80-230252. 



'SETTING UP A TREE 'CIVIL DEFENCE' is the t i t le of 

Th- NURSERY' is a duplicated 
pamphlet produced for the World 
Forest Campaign. It contains a lo t  

v 4- of  general information about 
soils, etc. as well as tree-planting. 
Available fo r  35p from: World 

he CAMBRIDGE COMMUNi I 1 

REE PRESS is a collective 
i n w g  and silkscreen group who 
3 work for voluntary and 
)mmunity groups (at cost price 
the groups have no money). A t  
ie moment the collective 
)nsists of 2 women and 3 men, 
~t they are looking for another 
orker, preferably female, t o  Join 
iem. Experience isnot necessary. 
hey can't pay wages yet, but  
ipe  t o  be able t o  do so in the 
a r  future. Those interested 
iould contact CCFP, The Bath 
ouse, Gwydir St., Cambridge 
el: Cambridge 312800). 

ime  enterprising people have 
Â¥educe a number of anti- 
noking badges, wi th interesting 
agans such as 'No Smoking 
ease-Breathing in  Progress' and 
~moking Gets Right up my Nose', 
nongst others. They cost 20p 
ich, with reductions o n  larger 
.ders, and they are available 
om: Sabrrina Wowill, 2 East St., 
odicote, Banbury, Oxon. 

TOMIC TIMES is a monthly 
gest o f  nuclear news derived 
om newspapers and journals, 
i th each issue containing over 
M news items. Each news piece 
itemised and summarised, so it 
a useful source of  what is 
appening in the nuclear world. 
hey welcome people t o  send in  
ems from local newspapers that 
ley may not be able t o  cover. A 
imple issue costs 20p, with a 
bscription (10 issues) aosting 
2.50 (claimants Â£1.50) It is 
tailable from Lancaster Half- 
ife, who produce it, at 120 Main 
t., Warton, nr. Carnforth, Lanes. 

i n  ORGANIC GROWERS 
kSSOCIATION (OGA) has 
ecently been formed, as a result 
f the successful National 
inference of Organic Growers 
ast January WC39) .  I t  aims to  
ive growers technical advice, by 
~ublishing growing guides and 
rganising conferences; t o  help 
uith marketing, by  using a 
ymbol denoting organic quality 
n packaging; and to  set up a 40 
ere commercial farm that the 
)GM have been given. The OGA 
3 open t o  all growers (organic or 
itherwise) and anyone else who i s  
nterested. Details from: OGA 
iecretary, Aeron Parle, 
Jangeitho. Dyfed. 

Forest Campaign (Secretary), 
Forest Cottage, Trelleck Rd, ^ Tintern, Chepstow, Gwent. L 

vvuMENb f\tu nave muuuced a 
series of colourful, easy to  under- 
stand posters which outline 
clearly the different legal steps 
available t o  battered women in  
England and Wales. There are 4 
posters, each covering one topic 
(violence, housing, children or 
money) and showing the advan- 
tages and disadvantages of the 
various remedies available. They 
are designed as a set and would 
be invaluable t o  both battered 
women and people who work 
with them. The set costs Â£1.50 
inc. p&p, and is available from 
Wallchart, N.W.A.F., 374 Grays 

COMMONWORK CENTRE 
people are developing a training 
programme t o  develop strategies 
for peaceful energy. The pro- 
gramme seems essentially t o  
involve setting up consciousness 
raising groups on alternative 
energy-to equip people with 
technical skills and information, 
and to  clarify visions of the 
future. Send an s.a.e. tor a copy 
of the programme to:  Jennifer 
Wates, Commonwork Centre, 
Bore Place, Bough Beech, Eden- 
bridge, Kent. 

F IRSTOF MAY, Edinburgh's 
Inn Road, London WC1. radical bookshop-cum-meeting 
LONDON PEACE ACTION wants place, has moved to  bigger, easier 

to produce a newsletter which wil l  t o  f ind Premises. Their new 
n f o r m  people about other peace address is: 43 Candlemaker Row, 

groups, what they are doing and Edinburgh 1. 

what help, if any, they need. It Disabled people, or those working 
could also be used to  express with them, may be interested in a 
views, and would also provide paper produced by SHARE 
contact addresses. They are munity entitled 'Co-operatives for 
willing t o  initiate it, but  they ~ i ~ ~ b l ~ d  peopler, lt is aimed at 
want other grouPsto take turns both unemployed disabled people 
in  producing it as they don't want and those who are potentially 
it t o  be 'their' newsletter. disabled because they work in  
Contact: London Peace Action, high.risk situations such as mines 
c/o 6 Endsleigh St., London WC1. or building sites, ~h~ paper is 
Recently several groups have been available from Share at: 170 
producing anti-nuke posters. Kingston Rd., London SW19. 
These groups include: 
HACKNEY ANTI-NUCLEAR 
GROUP-poster o n  nuclear waste 
spillages. Black and red on white. 
Available fo r  50p each (3011 for 
10 or more) from: HANG, 
c/o Sunpower, 83 Blackstock 
Rd., London N4. 
NORTH LONDON ANTI-  
NUCLEAR GROUP-poster 
designed t o  appear in  areas 
through which nuclear waste 
travels. Black and white, price 
5 for 60p inc. p&p, from NLANG, 
c/o Flat 1. 83 Priory Rd, London 
N8. 
PADDINGTON PRINT SHOP- 
general anti-nuke poster, 'It's 
Childs Play'. Two-colour posters 
cost Â£ for 10, 5-colour ones 
(wow!) cost 80p each or â‚¬6. 
for 10. Available from Jay Talbot, 
Paddington Print Shop, 1 Elgin 
Avenue, London W9. 

George Firsoff is hoping t o  
publish his book "1968 Spring of 
Youth" by subscription of Â£3 
Anybody interested in this wide- 
ranging project should Contact 
George at 80  Kingsdown Parade, 
Bristol 6. Telephone (0272) 
425872. 

WOMENERGY is the name of  a 
new newsletter which is being 
produced about (yes, you've 
guessed i t )  women and nuclear 
power. The first few issues wil l  be 
produced from London, so send 
your contributions (or subscrip- 
tions of â‚¬ to:  Womenergy, 
24 Rancliffe Road., London E6. 

The current issue of  ISIS, the 
international women's bulletin, 
is a special issue on nuclear power 
and militarization, and how these 
affect women. It is available for 
Â£ + 1 6 % ~  postage from Miranda 
Davies, 35  St. Lukes Mews, 
London W11. 

a new booklet written by Philip 
Bolsover for CND. Subtitled 'The 
Cruellest Confidence Trick' it 
describes the effects that a 
nuclear bomb would have on an 
area, and shows how ludicrous the 
Government's ideas on how we 
should protect ourselves really 
are. Highly recommended. I t  is 
available for 40p from CND, 
29 Gt  James St., London WC1. 

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH 
BIRMINGHAM continue t o  
publish prolifically. Hot on the 
heels o f  'The Nuclear File' 
(reviewed in  UC 40) comes 'The 
Nuclear Power Sourcebook' and 
'Keeping Britain Warm'. The 
former is an annotated bibli- 
ography of nearly all the 
literature published about 
nuclear power and alternative 
energy. 'Keeping Britain Warm' 
is about thermal insulation in  new 
houses. Both are available from 
FOE B'ham, 54-57 Allison St., 
Birmingham 5. 

A community-based ENERGY 
STUDIES GROUP is being set 
up in  the BrackneII/Reading 
area. The aims are t o  forge links 
between those with technical 
knowledge and the community 
at large. In particular it is hoped 
to  develop an awareness o f  the 
social, political and economic 
aspects o f  energy choice. For 
more details contact: Energy 
Studies Group, The Old Coach 
House, Binfield Court, Binfield, 
Berks. 

SMALLTERNATIVES is a 
booklet containing loads of ideas 
on how t o  live ecologically-how 
t o  reduce water usage, save 
energy, garden organically, travel 
economically, make your own 
entertainment, etc. Available for 
30p from Patrick Howden, 
'Clovelly', Menagissey, Mount 
Hawke, Truro, Cornwall. 

A T  buffs may be interested in  the 
triennial report o f  the Open 
University's ALTERNATIVE 
TECHNOLOGY GROUP. 
Research into food from small- 
holdings, recycling, alternative 
transport and energy are all 
happening at the OU, and this 
booklet describes the projects in  
some detail. The booklet is 
available from: Alternative 
Technology, Open University, 
Walton Hall, Milton Keynes, 
Bucks. 

Inventive Structures of Hackney 
is currently producing a light- 
weight shopping trailer which can 
be hitched to  a bike or easily 
wheeled around the shops. The 
trailer, complete wi th a large 
canvas bag, is available for Â£3 
from Richard Lanham, 7 
Parkholme Road, London E8. 



Undercurren' 

NORWICH FRIENDS OF THE 
EARTH wil l  be cycling around 
Norfolk and north-east Suffolk 
for two weeks, starting from -- August 2, o n  a cycle roadshow. 
This is a pedal-powered tour 
which involves camping at night 
and giving two  performances a 
day o f  street theatre, music, 

- singing. dancing, leafletting and 

Longo i',lai and the European 
Cultural Commission have 
organised an 8-week series of  
discusstons on varous themes 
related to  a European identity. 
Each theme lasts a week. Those 
that are still left are:- 
21-27 July: Ecological Commis- 
sion. Ravaging our environment. 
Water Pollution. 
28 July-3 August: Social Com- 
mission. Unemplovment, 
alternative ways of living, and 
more. 
4-10 August: Cultural Commis- 
sion. Including Americanisation, 
the role of the media. 
11-17 August: 'Our Identity'. 
What traditions should be 
redefined, eg. Workers' move- 
ments, to counter the loss of  a 
European identity. 
18-24 August: 'Europeand the 
rest of the world'. Relationships 
with the Third World. Indepen- 
dent development. 

The last week o f  August wil l  
be devoted to  a summary and 
recapitulation of the main con- 
crete objectives arising f rom the 
previous weeks. 

To enroll, send â‚ to:  
Co-operative Europeene Longo 
Mai: Renpart Berlui Perussis, 
04300 Forcalquier (nr. Provencel 
France. There may be a group 
going from England. For more 
information contact: Brigit 
Wright, 12 Lytton Rd, Leicester 
(tel Le~cester 704229) BFehF Ã‡w 

&- - CLL%., 

CAMPAIGN ATOM are holding a 
vigil against the Cruise missile at 
Greenham Common USAF base, 
Newbury Berks. from August 6 
(Hiroshima Day) t o  the 9 th  
(Nagasaki Day). Details from 
Tony (tel: Oxford 724315) or 
Dick (Oxford 54701 ) .  

The FABIAN SOCIETY are 
organising a week's summer 
school in Gloucestershire on 
'Energy Planningin a Democracy'. 
Speakers include UC's own Pat 
Coyne. Anyone interested i n  
socialism, the environment, 
energy, planning, and a good 
holiday is welcome to attend. A 
creche wil l  be available. The cost 

Northern people may be publicity for FOE. Anyone able of the week is a rather exorbitant 
interested in  a conference and t o  assemble a bicycle, tandem or â‚¬ inclusive (children half-price). 
exhibition entit led APPROPRI- tr ike loaded with tent, sleeping I f  interested, contact the Fabian 

ATE ENERGY FOR TYNESIDE. bag, e t c  is welcome t o  join all or Society as soon as possible at: 
Theconference, on 20September, , . ,  f h e  two weeks. More 11 Dartmouth St., London SW1, 
aims t o  make grass roots and details from: ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ h  FOE, tel: (01) 222 8877. 
community organisations more 
aware o f  the social, political and 
environmental advantages of 
appropriate energy technology. 
They hope that initiatives wil l  
emerge i n  the campaign for 
alternative energy in  Tyneside 
communities, and full, socially 
useful employment i n  Tyneside 
industries. Guest speaker will be 
our own Dave Elliott. Details 
from: Newcastle Inner City 
Forum, MEA House, Ellison 
Place, Newcastle NE1. 

THE NURTONS F I E L D  
CENTRE wil l  be holding a course 
entitled 'How to  Start & Run a 
Small Farm', taken by Patrick 
Rivers, from September 17-19. 
This course is intended for those 
contemplating a move and those 
who have just moved and have 
intentions of producing their owr 
food. The weekend wil l  cover 
economic, organisational and 
emotional needs. Further details 
and booking to:  The Nurtons, 
Tintern, nr Chepstow, Gwent. 

I Â¥-a 1 

On August 30  the people who *, 
wrote BEYONOTHE FRAG- Â¥-** -y.zq&-'. 
MENTS (reviewed in UC39) and 

- .  -- 
others who came together after The WHOLEFOOD FAIR wil l  be 
the book plan a conference in  
Leeds to  bring together the frag- 
ments themselves. Discussion wil l  
be organised in  workshops 
covering a range o f  areas: film, 
theatre, cultural politics, new 
technology, housing, the welfare 
state, the press, etc. The aim, 
i t  seems, is t o  'start a movement'. 
Details from 39 Kelvin Grove, 
Liverpool 8. 

- ~ 

Charing Cross Centre, St. ~ o h n  
Maddermarket, Norwich (tel: 
Norwich 610993). 

Anyone who feels like a jaunt t o  
Ireland in August might like t o  
visit the 3rd ANTI-NUCLEAR 
POWER SHOW at Carnsore Point, 
Co. Wexford. The festival will be 
from 11-16 August,and wil l  
include exhibitions, workshops, 
etc. with an emphasis on uranium 
mining and waste dumping of f  the 
Irish coast. 

Cheltenham is coming alive wi th 
Think 80-CHELTENHAM'S 
FESTIVAL FOR CREATIVE 
THINKING AND LIVING. 
Topics covered at the festival 
include alternative technology, 
ecology, conservation, cottage 
industries, healing, animal 
welfare, astrology and a lot more. 
The festival takes place on 30131 
August. For more details send an 
s.a.e. to: The Secretary. Think 80, 
P.O. 88, C helten ham, Gloucester- 
shire. 

The NATIONAL EXTENSION 
COLLEGE are starting a multi- 
media project called Village 
Action. The idea is to suggest and 
initiate positive ways for villages 
to  solve their own problems-be 
they transport, education, 
housing, employment, health or 
others. The project consists of a 
k i t  on ways of taking communal 
action over these problems, and 
a series of 6 television pro- 
grammes broadcast nationally, 
The ki t  wil l  be published on 
September 1. Further details can 
be obtained from John Mead, 
National Extension College, 18 
Brooklands Avenue, Cambridge. 

held at the Campus West Exhibi- 
t ion Centre, Welwyn Garden City, Another ALTERNATIVE 
Herts on 26-27 September. The EDUCATION CONFERENCE is 
fair wil l  involve nearly every taking place again this year from 
organisation in  Britain engaged in  29-31 August. The venue is 
organic growing,and.will also Beechwood Hall, Leeds (also site 
stress the benefits o f  wholefoods of the Co-ops Fair). For further 
as distinct from foods with information contact: Friends 
additives, improvers, preservatives World College, Studio 441, O&N 
and colourings. Admission is a Warehouse, Metropolitan Wharf, 
mere 50p. Wapping Wall, London E 1.; 

South West London College 
is going t o  run another 
ENTERPRISE TRAINING 
PROGRAMME in the autumn. 
The course is aimed at people 
from housing co-ops, employment 
co-ops, etc. who want t o  develop 
skills in  managing money, market- 
ing, personnel, feasability studies 
for new products, etc. (yuk!). The 
course fee is Â£50 which is-very 
reasonable considering you get 
ten one-day^workshops, 2 residen- 
tial sessions o f  a week and a 
weekend, a course design day and 
individual tutorials. The course 
will run unti l  March. Further 
details from: Ced Jackson, 
London Community Work 
Service, 68  Chalton St., London 
NW1. 

~ u w t n  >HAW PAHM have two  
workshops left in their summer 
programme of  events. There is a 
craft camp from 10-16 August, 
and a week of 'sustainable life- 
styles' from 24-30 August. For 
details send an sac to  Lower 
Shaw Farm, S haw, Swindon, or 
phone (0793) 771080. 

The ECOLOGY PARTY 
SUMMER GATHERING (August 
7-10) sounds fun. There will be  
speakers on eco-political issues 
and alternatives, and there wi l l  
also be discussion workshops, 
theatre, alternative stalls, 
children's playspace and more. 
Admission is only Â£ (children 
free) and this includes evening 
entertainment as well. Bring your  
own tent to: Worthy Farm, 
Pilton, nr Glaston bury, Somerset. 



What Are CO-ODS For? 
4 m 
THIS CO-OP FAIR Special Number of Undercurrents alternative visions of the future Co-operative 
to devoted to the problems and opportunities Commonwealth: which one would you choose? 
that facethe fast-growing co-op movement: there IF co-ops cue merely the'acceptable face of 
are now some330 enterprises In Britainand Ireland socialism' as a Russian comrade argues, why are 
owned solely by the people who work In them, a so many capitalist politicos, pundits and indust- 
tenfold' Increase In ten years; the scale of the dallsfs, none of them noted for their altruism, so 
revival matches the heyday of co-operation Inthe keen on co-ops? Where's the catch? David Belden 
last century. dissects their purple prose and lays bare the 

I WHO are these cb-ops and what do they hidden motives for their sudden conversion. If we 
make? On the next page we have mapped and are not to be co-opted by the rich and powerful, 
listed themby town and trade; most are In markets he argues, we must develop a strong voice of our 
that are easy to enter without much capital: own. 
Jobbing building, small retailing, printing, crafts, THIS year's Fair was organised by an Informal 
cafes, entertainment, etc. However as you run and ad hoe group who felt the need for a f o r k  
your eye down the list you will see a sprinkling of where co-operators could meet to discuss In a 
more unusual goods and services: windmills, convivial but serious fashion where we go from 
dungarees, boots, bicycle menders, electronics, here. We have been encouraged by the way the 
computer software, chemicals and castings. Initial response of blank Indifference has changed 

WHAT Is it like working In a co-op? Workers to one of Interest and even enthusiasm; we hope 
from Suma (wholefoods), Northumbrian Ener that thehit may become an annual event, useful 
Workshop (windmills), Computercraft, Rag socially and politically. 
Robin (clothes), Delta-T (electronics), Interp TO quote one of our Features Editors (late at 
(theatre) tell their own stories and Tess MacMahon ght over a hot typewriter): "Let us walk shoulder 
reflects on her experience in a number of groups to shoulder out of the gloomy valley of late 
that have Med to put democracy Into practice by capitalism onto the broad sunlit uplands of the 
working collectively. Freer Spreckley and some new co-operative dawn where we see pn the 
other comradely critics point out the pitfalls of horizon the sparkling windmills of the new age 
inefficiency and tunnel vision that lie In the path which If we stick together shoulders to the wheel 
of overenthuslastlc new co-operators. through thick and thin backs to the wall at the end 

WHAT about the big bad world outside the of the day It may beour sacred privilege to usher 
cozy co-op enclave? John Southgate and Daniel in. . . ek . . etc. . . " (the rest of this uplifting essay 
Ellsberg point out the dangers of famine and war has been deleted by order of the Undercunwrts 
that beset us and argue, like Ben Franklin two editorial collective). 
hundred years ago, that if we don't learn to hang ACCESS: me co-op wr o 
together, we will assuredly soon hang separately. c-iiro, anwe lan*. 

Tek (0532) 720205. The fa And our team of ace c a M s t s  glve us three w.,9 ,,,,dm. 
L 
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RITISH AND IRISH CO-OPS 

'IRST comes the town, or county. Then 
i m e  co-ops currently registered with ICOM, 
~ $ 1  how many there are,  then w l~a t  they 
. N e t  in i i i  cnmc tile number and 
t i  ol a further group o f =  co-ops 
ullcd from 111 :he Making and a list provid- 
d by the CDA Itliese may be a little out  
, ida te) .  Inevitably some have got left out, 
/bile a few that are in may rn<>w be 
Â¥fund  There are 206 ICOM co-ops and 
18  otheis on this list. Commas separate 
q p s .  + signs show several functions 
8"e co.op 

3 D I C  

bk bookshop pr printing 
bid building pub1 publishing 
:a cafe tht t13eatr-2 
:r c a r t s  ' w wholefoods 

lingley W. Yorks. I: w 
lirmingham. 4 bk, bid. w, clothing. 

I. FOE warehouse (recycling) 
lournemouth: 1 .w  
Bradford: I: bk I w 
lraintree. 1 .w 
Brighton: 2' w + bakery, restairant 

I studios 
3ristol: 5: ca + bk. 2 bid. w, carpentry 

3 hi.. Him makers. musicio,~~ 
Burnley I con~m~m? + bld 

Colchester 1- pi 
Co. Cork: 1: v.ater treatment 
v e t :  2: bid. bk + food 2 sv 

Croydon: 1 w + ca 
Cumbr~a. I :  castlnss + engmcerlng 

Darlington: 1 '  w 
Denbigh: I. irxrilcs 
~ e r b y :  I pr 
Donegal- 2 knitters, fislu'rs 
Dorset. I :  tlleatre 
Dublin: 1 -  cafes 1 graphic arts 
Dumfries- 1 .  w 
Dundalk: I sprwss 
Dundee: I. bk 
Durha n. 2: w. bk + t w i t &  beg 

2. farm, Enrrlrcore Co.oP 

Edinburgh: 4 .  bk. bicycle magdz~ne. 
bicycles, free wl)ool 2 2 bk 

~ s s e v  1 .  holiday tour orgiiniser?, 
Exeter: 1. langiiage + o l l i t r  educ3tion 

Glasgow. 5: PC, 4 w 2 pr. i 

Hampshire: 1 .  agricultu~e 
Hebden Bridge: 3: w. bk distr~bution, 

project' I '  ressaiironr 
Helston. I. crafts 
Hemel Hempstead I :  artssts + cr 
Hem: I .  bid + s cm~ra r s  ctc. 
Hexh&m. I windmill? etc 
High Bentham, Lanes: I ca + cr  
Huddersfield 2. bk + food, coit2mtlne 

+cr+pr  
Huntingdon: 1: mobile sue units ml'i & 

hire 

Inverness. 2: xv, publ + b r ~ ~ a d c > s t ~ n g  ctc 

Isle of Hams: I .  knitweor 

Kirkudbcightsliire: I .  commune +hid etc 

Lampeter 1: clothing 
Lanarkshire, I. Bardrec Co. Lrd 
Lancaster: 1- bk + ca + w I communiry 

ProjecI 
Lenmington' I '  bk 

workshop, free school 
Leicester- I :  w 4 2 pr. shoes, carriage 

builders 
Leigh, Lanes' 1.  allernative media project 
Lines: 3 workshops, farmhouse childrens 

Project, brass rubbing centre 
Liskeaid, Cornwall: 1: w restamrant 
Liverpool, 2 .  bk + food, tailoring 

2: bk. canal carriers 
London. 56, 4bk, 5 bid, 4 ca, 3 cr, 4 pr, 

5 publ, 3 thl. 6w. 2 badges. 2 design. 
3 education, 2 recycling, 3 records, 
2 journals, info systems, decorating, 
3rd world campaigns, computers, 
removals, c l e anm~ .  security alarms, 
biblioghiphy, carnival, therapy, 
publications distribution, disabled 
self help. seeds, cliithing, furniture, 
video +f i lm 
22: bk. 4 bid. craft village, pr, 2pub1, 
rht, glassware,office cleaners, law 
e n .  s a n e  distribution, poster 
+ film. 'rational techno lo^^', 50 

3: cr. w, 3rd World centre 
Margate: I: disabled workers co-ops 
Merthyr Tydfil: 1: light engineering 

products I: fashion w a r  
Milton Keynes: 2: highway signing 

systems, Comtek (AT) 2: bk + w. 
furniture' 

Niltan, N.I.: I. furniture 
Newcastle under Lyme: 1: w + cr 
Newcastle upon Tyne: 3: Pr, tht,  W 

2: w, bid 
Newry; N.I.: 1: co-op workshops 
Northampton (+shire): 9: 2 plastics 

+ chemicals, bakery, jeweller, 
coatings and chemicals, 2 plan 
h i  c o n t r a c t o r s ,  welding 
7: 2 footwear. 2 clothing. w, 
radiators. Dally Bread Co-op 

Noiwich: 4 :  bk + en. cr +pr + w + bid. 
w, w restaurant 

Nottingham: 2 '  bk. pr 

Oldham did: 1: cr 
Oswestry: 1: w 
Otiey: 1: woodwind instruments 
Oxford: 3: ca + w, language school, 

co-op projects 
2-  educ. services, alt. tech. workshop 

Peterborough: I :  theatre 
Preston: 1: abrasives 

Ripon: 1: bid + workshops 

~ o c h d a l e :  1: journal 1: woodwork 
Settle, N. Yorks: I: farmhouses youth 

CO"?-SC'S 

Shropshire: 1: ex-offenders etc. corn 
munity 

Slough: 1: furniture 
Sheffield: 4: bk, pr, tht,  w I:  cr 
Shrewsbury: 1: w +commune 
Skelmersdale: I: wood crafts 
Stevenage: 1: artists 
Stoke on Trent: 1: w 
Southampton: 1: cr + communications 
Sunderland: 2: bid, w 
Surrey: I :  management research 
Swansea: 1: bk 

Telford: 1: Indust. agric. dom. equip- 
ment mfrs 

studio 
T o :  I .  Diggers ofAlbion 
Tyne and Wear: 2: 2 aids for disabled 

Wallsend upon Tyne: 1: community arts 
Welwyn: 1: computing 
Worcestershire: I: antique furniture 

<ep,os 

York: 7: bk, bid. pr, w, bakery, bicycles, 
lang. school = 1:w 

Access: Directory of Common Ownership 
Co-opewlves. ICOM, 1980 
In rhe M a k w  Nos. 4-6 (1977-79). 



Can Big Be Beautiful ? 

"l'ective which arows to a bers would live together as a housing 
35,000 i q  ft warehouse, a jug* . Northern Wholefoods &&$ratbe+). . co-operative in nearby property. In , 

naut and an annual turnover of Suaoffered a delivery service to - : the &tip iW idea) spacious 
Â£V million remain a collective? , N.\V.C? @embers and soonbegan t o  : ' : ,  warehouse -found in Leeds which '. 

Two Sums workers explain. .. 
hold~stocks of its. own. We moved ' " "Â¥ i s  vrtietethe'presenttlay Suma is ' . . 
intoasmall warehouse in the centre ' located.' Retrcupfstively the 

SUMA is a wholesale outlet for nat? of Leeds summer of1 97gbut . -1 ' .  , , .- As for growth, thereis no long. I:,. 
al foods, serving the North of rwidly out ' W this', moving to a .,:*: & :  term, plan lurking in any filing,;., 
England. We bring foodstuffs in large 35,000 sq. rbuilding around the, :, :+,~^~-.-.. ii,+p:c?bin@ti But there havebeena num ~. 
quantities to our warehouse in Lee& -er in the winter of 1977/78. -;.ber.of decisions pkenyerthe years. . , which we then distribute to retail 

" 

Thefirst thing to understand is, which haveled to expansionin the ,*. 
outlets tram Sheftield northwards to that we& primarily ahwork coll& size and tradeof.Su(ti&whilst  at^ .' 
the border with Scotland. In addition five. That, is,we don't work and live thesame time there have been several 
we supply a large collective ware- in thewrp place, nor do we all live. ' , conscious moves tolimit growth. - 
house (Green City Wholefoods) in 'together, and most of us lead fairly.. For example, wk haue never spent 
Glasgow who distribute all over . . *dependentsocial lives., 'any money on advertising, except 
Scotland, and another smaller collec- , por a s w e  airaup whodl sh foqissuing regular pricelists and dis- 
tive warehouse (March Wholefoods) (he- ideals ,or itison about playing our name on our bags ahd - 

, 

in Nottingham who distribute in what Suya is  or should be, so this The signs are that, this initial ex- 
Nottinghamshire and kincolnshire. piece of writing is  a lar'gely sub pansion is now levelling off. Weekly 
We do consider ourselves to be one tive effort oft the part of .t)w turnover has increased from about of the more successful ventures to workers.: . , ~. 

, . emerge from the 'New Co-operative 
Â£4,00 end 1976 to Â£25,000a -. 
present. We are now able to sell  or"^ 

Consciousness' and in th is  article 
Growth -, . . ' distribute goods from ininy ether hope to broach some of-the multi- . . .: . . . collectives': three flour millers(Tipi 

tudeof factors and forces in Sums's .:.. . i s  tradi of ~ ~ l ~ ~ b ~ ~ ,  G~~~ city of ~ 1 ~ ~ -  
~ 

development.. I , . .  . > . . - :we are actually regi gow, Gillygate of York); peanut 
Suma came into, bm 1875 & a  ;", Wholefoods Collective, using the : 

food co-op, inthe (townstairs, ; , ; .: , &OM MOdelRules as our legal . '  butter and herbs and spices from 
.~ . 

rooms of a terraced house in ~ e e ~ s v ~ f r a m e w o r k -  Until 1 st October 1 
ran Anna Wyatt and Reg Taylor..:. . . :*suma had Reg Â¥-th sole ~ r o ~ r i  
 bout this time a group called the Ã£ . .,but on this date 'it became a regi 

. cd co-operative. Anna and Reg Natural Foods Union ceased to meet;::;, . 
thishad comprised a number of ..7. subsequently moved on, and 0 

wholefood businesses from all over &e 'present 12 workers q l y  one., . 
England which had infrequent get- thd person has survived from,, 1976. 
togethe? and was concerned p r i m a r ~ ~ . -  Â : Triangte as a name is  the product 
ily with food quality Several ::v;;,:.;;,:: +a long gonevision: in 1977 plans 
bers from the North of England 

- werewell under way to,move Suma 
(plus a couple ffbm scotland) , , - ; of its minute and cramped 19th cen- 
decided to combine with ,. ~ ? W ~"""15" in central Lee&, out 

to the country to an old mill in the undertaken. a wider based more radical orienta- 
tion- and so.the Northernwhole. , . . vi!l̂ e W<sty?rkshire- ..,, . . , Net 'wage levels have . '. 



risen from Â£2 per week to Â£5 Every week on Wednesday af though, is that we have consider- 
currently. noon we hold a meeting at which able credibility now with our 

General work areas are: Ware- the business is discussed and indiv- 
/ 

bank, suppliers, and other source  ̂
housing; Driving; HGV driving iduals can air their views and feelings of finance. In 1978 we were able 
(mostly collecting bulk lots from in the context of the group. All to get a lease on our present build- 
docks, warehouses etc); General decision making here is by consensus, ing without having to sign any 
office work; Accounts and con- a fundamental premise on which guarantees, and we are at present 
trolling cash flow; Transport Suma i s  established, which can often about to borrow up to Â£40,00 
management and Buying. lead to lengthy and unresolved for the purchase o f  our building 

In particular Accounts, Trans- discussion. But it does seem that the at a bargain price: this will secure 
port and Buying are specialised jobs more necessary it is for a decision 1 the future of Suma until the rev* 
requiring a sense of continuity and to be reached then the easier it i s  kution. Although the negotiations 
acquired knowledge which one to  be made. On a day to day basis were lengthy and difficult we were 
person takes responsibility for, there is a large degree o f  delegation eventually able to persuade the bank 
along with an understudy who is in decision making, and it i s  rea1ly.a tolend this sum without any form 
learning that job, who can deputise, question of trust and confidence 

' 
o f  personal IjaMGty on the members 

and eventually assume that that we have in each other t o  get o n  of the collfictivfi, 
responsibility themselves and thence with the job in hand y d  to  brim$ 1 - - Numbers o f  Suppliers are taken 
pass it on to  another. to a Wednesday meeting those attack when we try t o  explain our 

For practical reasons the HGV things which we consider of greater ' *. qruttureto them, but when the . 
driving i s  ljmited to two pepple significance and warranting wider bilk keep gettingpaid they don't 
(who are currently but not necessar- debate. So really we are seem t o  bother toomuch. We've 
i ly the transport management) but answerable and accountable to  the also been abte fa look at other sorts 
in the three years Suma has been coltective as a whole. of ifiriaws and have just obtained a 
engaged in HGV trucking we have One @f the main reasons for work- new by a teasing arran ement. 
put four people through the test. . '-3 gng in  2.co-operative i s  for control We feel that >rty #$&Ã̂Ã w 1 atever 

-rhe more general areas of ware-) J * ~  
and determination of the work 

J ;  f: 
i t s  structure, can m l y  acpomplish its 

housing, office work and driving are situation, remuneration, and con- aims, whatever thw may be, if they 
undertaken in a more oajlective ditions. In the early years we very keep the financial side together. 
fashion on a day fac!ay-basi$ using much subsidised the business with Constantly evolving 
a rota thagepqret t k r e  are enough our labour, working long and hard 

hours for low reward. We have , Some consideration o f  the market 
people to c~Vsr.ewh area. 

steadily been working towards pay- 
must be given:Suma was fortunate 

ing ourselves a 'decent living Wage' 
in that through a group of wholefood 

'Another perpetual 
something we consider essential shops, a need became apparentfor 

dilemma that of idealism for co-ops to achieve if they are to a warehouse in the north - so it 

be considered a viable and access- 
. wfl? founded witti a firm commitment 

versus pragmatism.' - Ã  a f su~po r t  without which it might 
ible alternative to conventional . - h&'d have never blossomed. At 
work situations and to establish a # -  

Information flow, . fho time there' G@ a great u p  
' themselves firmly in  the emplol 

Working in this f ~ r e q u i r e s  a @rge% tip consumption of wtele- 
ment market. $'foods which h h f : ~ l l y  bew 

lot o f  information to be continuous- Credibility with the bank q r t i d p a t e d , ' ~ ~  this  ont ti nu ally ex- 
ly passing between people. This is . What i s  our work efficiency? A panding market (somewhat stabllis- 
one aspect that we all feel needs' question that i s  often pondered, As ed now, though) has been another 
working an a lot -tff facilitate as . already mentioned we have adopted essential element I n  our rapid 
much flow o f  information as possible : , a degree o f  specialisation as a growth , ,  
and resist the tendency for people - -matter of expediency without com- We offer a regular delivery service 
to hold or accumulate it in key . promising our collective ideals. We using our two 4 tonne box vans. 
positions o f  power (which is what are constantly looking for ways to and the service to  customers via 
any of those particular individual improve and are experimenting with - t h i s  is somewhat different to acon- 

responsibilities have a potential to  be). ' different ways of organising (at 2 vedonal business. Although we are 
Several present members have present we have a fairly complex renowned for making mistakes, the 

previously worked in other c o H e ~  rota). It i s  common for people, fact that the driver i s  a collective 
tives and have promoted the feeling especially those within them, to . " member means'thktt* areacting 
that a reasonable level of cohesion 3 equate collectives with inefficiency, , as an 'embsaryf and can upon 
and communication in the group .- This kind o f  defeatism we reject - situations, t&,w~opsibiItt~, give 
cannot be maintained with more - and do consider ourselves atileast - 'informatibn/expfanations, cotlect 

, eefficient, if not more so, as any . than a dozen peopIemWe reached A 

feedback etc. instead o f  the usual. 

these numbers-in 1975 and would - te!2u1ar -.. 'wall, I'm just doing my job'or 'oh, 
now prefer to support other collec- By conventional financial stan- 'that's nwf'than my job's worth'. In 

tives i n  new5uma related ventures dards, Sumahas undoubtedly been * ' this w a y  b% maintain a close and 
rather than-expand into them our- , - successful. Turnover has regularly .*'-friendly link with our customers. 
selves. Arrangements are in hand increased, cheques haven't bounc- ;; 'Another perpetual dilemma i s  that 
for a new group to  prepare small ed, the overdraft l imit has been &%sf idealism versus pragmatism. A t  
packets and bottles of wholefoods - 5uma we started with very high ideals adhered to, bills have been paid ' ' * 
for  distribution by us. This collec- not too late, and there have -indeed, but over the years these 
tive is renting space in our warehouse small profits declared. Since have become tempered with the prac- 
but will be a completely autonomous have decided to keep ourselves ticalities o f  running a business so that 
entity. They expect the project to going by trading, we feel we now we have reached a workable 
come on stream by the end of this to go part o f  the way with the and sustaining mean 
summer. business world. What it means Two Suma worke 

a,. 



NORTHUMBRIAN Energy Work- One Year Old 
shop employs seven people in the Northumbrian Energy Workshop 
market town of Hexham, manufac- has now been trading for a year; staff 
turirig, supplying and installing have increased from one full-time to 
wind energy equipment. one of six full-time and one part-time, with 

i ts  founders, Nick Murgatroyd, wages averaging 300% o f  social secur- 
ity rate. Turnover this year is antici- describes this new Own- pated at over Â£100,00 and slowly 

ership company. New Age Access activities, heavily 
BACK in  1974, in Hexham, there pruned during 1979, are beginning 

came into being an organisation called to reappear. So it would seem that 
New Age Access* (see uc 26) acting we have successfully weathered the 
as a focal point for New Age awareness change, foretold in  the last edition 
in  the extreme north o f  England. For of the NAA newsletter Plans Afoot, 
four years it grew until in  1978 it was to a self-supporting Co-operative 
employing some nine or ten people all finding its feet in the world of 

actively involved mainly on local commerce. The internal changes 
activities based on self-help. to the group involved have, how- 

ever, been immense and the stress- 
BY operating as a co-o~erative the>., , es and strains that have been work- . ,  . . 'value-for-money' of the limited . Ing on the group identity are s t i l l  

grants made to  NAA were  consider^""Â¥ . not totally absorbed. 
able but, during 1978, as the rural 

' . 
New Age Access is working to- 

areas began to  lose out once again . . wards an 'ideal2 rural society that is 
to  the inner city, it was obvious . . . a  long way from the 20th century indus- 
that, to  continue at all, New Age ,:.. . fialised UK society that NEW has to 
Access would have to  Support itself. ,,' ;.tiperate within. The level of compro- . -. 

>mise necessaryis considerable, even 
The economic pressure was thus more than was imagined in the original 

on for the creation o f  a new com- 
pany, but other reasons were also 

Maximill project (see UC28) and often 
the end vs. means argument is difficult 

bringing about a change, New Age to resolve. Add this to  the pressures 
operates effectively in its chosen of  a market economy and the general 
fields o f  education, R & D and disapproval o f  the financial commun- 
information exchange. But all these ity to co-operatives and it is obvious 
are service activities, mentally crea- that a strong group identity i s  essen- 
tive perhaps but only occasionally tial to cope with the problems. 
'physically' creative.>ince 1976, The extent to which Northumbrian 
NAA have been trying to  ta ergy Workshop has put new age 
a disused hospital site (see inciples into products i s  at the 
to create a space whereby s oment confined to  our attempts 
practical work of  the type make everything to  the highest 
for a change to a post-indu l i ty  we can achieve, hoping that 
society could be carried out. After slight extra cost to the purchaser 2% years of running through bureau- is offset reliability, long-life and 
cratic treacle, frustrations over this good servicing arrangements. We are 
lack o f  a practical outlet for those mostly working with wind equip- 
wishing to  express their physical ment, the basic components o f  
energies, were beginning to cause 
instabilities within the group. 

which are imported from normal 20th 
century industries worldwide. Des- 

'New Age Access are best known for their oite a reasonable. mark-UD we make 
windmill designs, like the Maximill featured no surplus on these components as 
n UC28 and their role as an A T  advice and we have to spend time and materials 
development centre for the North-east of 
England. They also publish pamphlets on on all o f  them to bring them up 
ither subjects, such as One Man's Munch, a to an acceptable quality level. 
wholefood recipe book. In UC26 we des- the smallest to the largest we've 
:ribed their plans to establish an A T  centre handled they all suffer from detail 
i t  Wooley hospital, so far unrealised. design faults that require moditica- 
PriceList (including,p&pl: ti0ns. 
Vow to builda beehive Â£1.50 Windworker Eventually the only way to  solve 
Ei Planetfolders 60p each; Funbook this problem will be for us to produce 

-- 

Lowering a 2 kW dunlite wind generator; 
after overhaul at our workshop it now pro- 
vides a back-up supply for a North York- 
shire smallholder. 

will do, but competing with a buoy- 
ant US market will be difficult as a 
mass-produced article is bound to  be 
cheaper than a hand-built batch- 
produced product. There is evident- 
ly  a need for a reassessment o f  the 
value o f  'quality'. 
Specialist Skills 

In i t s  internal operation the organ- 
isation has maintained the co-opera- 
tive principle although the method 
of  operation has changed in the new 
environment. Constitutionally (we 
are registered at Companies' House), 
we have an executive committee 
which meets weekly with a general 
meeting for policy decisions once 
a month. In practice everyone goes 
to all o f  them and decision-making 
carries on much as before. Individ- 
uals are however being forced to  
take sizeable day-to-day decisions 
and individual responsibility has 
become necessarily more pronounc- 
ed than it was in the days when 
everyone decided everything. Now 
that time available for meeting is 
limited endless discussions on the 
pros and cons o f  Â£2 expenditure 
have disappeared into history. 

Inevitatly the inherent danger 
of job specialisation has arisen. So 

'We must depend on our 
own abilities to create the 

i d  One Man's Munch 7 0 ~ .  our own machine entirely.  his we new out of nothing.' 



his has not caused any problems small l ew  on turnover could vro- 
but the ideal, of everyone doing duce a sizeable fund to co-ordinate. . 
anything is slowly disappearing des- activities then within a'very few . ., 
pite what we can do to prevent it. years we could see a substantial ., 
It is probably still too early to say change i n  the industrial base o f  our 
whether job-swapping is a necessary country. A t  the moment there is 
component o f  a co-operative. onlyone cooperative in B e  UK; ' 
Nearly everyone i n  the group has large enough to provide funds for 
gone through a massive retraining development work or setting-up 
exercisesince joining (skilled wind ' costs for other co-ops. OBce there 
turbine installers being a little rate!) are a hundred then growth will 
and a3 the learning continues the accelerate rapidly .' . . 

new skills are still developing. Only New Age Access was and always ~ 

then3 skilled task becomes person- will be an apolitical organisation. . , ally unsatisfyingwill the question Similarly Northumbrian Energy 
Of skills exchange really arise. If Workshopsees the-long-term solu- 
the level of skill i s  fairly limited, , tions not in political terms but in , , 

W on a production line or in a ways of self-help. This is not to  say 
(Mail&tiet, thenthis. boredom . , that we donptbelieve political 
threshold will be lower but the 

' 
pressure or the 'anti' lobby are not, . .~ ' 

(dterohangeability of labour will b e  important, but in the last resort we .':::: 1 w r .  f n w r  Case 'individual skills . must depend on our own abilityt,o':,:'::; 
are already developingto tht 'special- ,. .create thenew outof nothing;'%-T. . 
ist'level. hoping that those involved iri'frying 

., An obviotis extension to  this situa-, , <: to,G the ,old zbc,,vent it . . : ~ ~ .  

tion is to involve more organisations 
~ ~ , , ~ p s i n g  oÃ top of us. , with similar philosophiesin a skills- 

;., . One could say that NEW has had exchange grouping andt in our -a, a faid,, easy ride, ,,,?ving into a 
we kn.s'Ow suppOars specialist field.~itho.yt a great deal 
of ICOM North. fie iondiuon of . of,comwtitimb wrsonnel have, 
the co-operativem~ntup,there' many years experience of wind turbine is healthy, although there is'* . 

, 

? 
and related work, 'and, given the 

' 

organisational problemat PÃ nt as i ~ m  starting any 
grants expire; given another 1 , 

months or so,there could be sob business, especially a co-operative, 
when the only source of loan finance effective cordinat ion of resources. is ICOF with its limited (but much Co-operatives are nearly all small 

organisations and eventually they valued) resources, then it would be. 
ridiculousto immediately leap into , : must compete against large wgani*. competition with ~~~d~ unless you, tions with greaterbuxbg and sell- 

. were forced to. we are not a defensive. ing power. Only by co-operatives co-operative and we canchoose our ..:.. linking together willit be possible market doing our best to demonstrate to compete in the stormy years that good service and high quality ahead prior the eventual . products c 6 m ~  firom a supplier whose of the mega-business. workforce has all the advantages of. To a large extent NEW has.+lega- organisation. . ted i t s  co-operative education role , 

! to ICOM, another victim of the It is inevitable that co-operatives 

radical pruning necessary to keep will start in small specialised fields 
and, like other small businesses, they .> NAA afloat,but itprovides support 

. __Ã have a short breathing space befor, as necessary. We are trying a similar 
. .the lumbering multi-nationals start approach with NATTA, .actingas. muscling in. We are determined to .. it does to promoteand coordinate . maintain that advantage and to becorn, AT activities. The concept isuccessful business able to support and deserves the active support of 'those arms o f  our movement that Mil 

every0ne .liming the ideal,,.. . , . wver able themselves. 
of a controllable, sustainable tech-; :; ,.;: 

.,, .. . 
nolo&. , .., . ' ~  . . .  . ,. Nick ~ u r g i t r o ~  
Competing with Honda 

~~, . . 

Both ICOM and NATTA are slow - Aceas ' ' . . 
movingthrough lack of funds and i,, 

. NAA has slowed to a crawl for the . Northumbrian Energy Workshop 
same reason. The usual complaint Tanners Yard . ~. . , 

Gilesgete. (totally valid) is. the short-sightedness : 

of theGoqrnment (of whatever ~' . Northumberland ' : 
persuasion)' in not providing funds Tel: Hexham (04341 604809 
for the chokn &. Thegreat . . ~  

' 

danger inthis i s  in leaving the level If you would like to visit, we woul 
grateful if you. could make prior arrange of activity at ,wwldnink.  If the- mna wrimn qukrhe pro,,,ems . 

number of s u ~ s f u l  cooperatives ett. are we,come, an,SAE,, 
was increased to a level where a ' . enclosed if possible, . ~ , 

. ., 
1 A' 

~ ~ - 

T H E  ~ 0 - 0 ~ ~ ' w h i c h  make the . ' 

most thorough attempts at equal. ' 

ity and sharing are those known i s  
collectives. Tep McMahon describ ' 
as the difficulties and the delights. 
from her own experience. 
argues that these radical 
and must be made accessi bletoa . . 

. .  . . , 

wider public. . ' . . .. . . . . .  

GREY MEN who've long ago lost touch 
with any human values and life play 
power games across our planet and 
threaten all that live upon it. We are 
made passively acquiescent to  restricted 

.. roles. - . 

. W e  need ways of helping each other 
: br ak out of the repressionand to chat-. 

j? Ie ge it, totake control of our lives. I . 
find it very sad when even people who . . 

have rebelled aeainst societv's exoecta-. 4 
tions'are narrowed down and end up , . 

livingin ways they formerly rejected. 
For example when a couple wants to 
share waged work and childcare, and 
yet turn into a typical nhclear family. 
The man i s  out at work for far too long, 
because that's the only way they can get 
enough income to  live and pay off the 
mortgage, which is the only way they 
can see of getting decent living condi- 
tions. So the man iscut o f f  from the 
children and home, arid the woman is 
there too much, servicing the man and. 
children: Individually we are thwarted. . .. ,'. ' . . 

, G~allenging , , . 

. . Toge'ther, however, some of usare ' ' 
attemptingto create better living and. . ., 
work situations by setting up housing 

and workers' cooperatives. I'd like, them 
to,be accessible to people who are fed 
u p  with the alienation o f  their present 
situations- with the dullness or over- ., 
specialisation or hierarchy or d o m i w  ! 
tio.1 o f  some over others . . . An4 I'd; .;. ., 
like heing in coops to  help us to Be. . 

stronger and happier and freer and more 
caring, in our own lives individually I,'.:: . , . ,. . , .  



. . ,  

ment. So asmuch as possible we gave 
But we're not used t o  co-operating, ourselves flexible hours, a good hourly 

and the rulingpeople and powerful wage rate, sick pay, holiday pay, patern- 
institutions of our society try to prevent ity leave and pay. And we organised our- 
it (unless they think they can benefit selves in ways by now well recognised 
from it) so it's quite a struggle. There i s  as the usual collective approach: con- 
a danger ofromanticising co-ops, sensus decision-making at weekly meet- 
because that can lead to early disillusion- ings, sharing skills and labouring, rota- 
merit and demoralisation, over problems ting administrative tasks, equal hourly 
which are actually almost bound to wage rates. . . Problems while I was 
occur. 

I've lived and worked co-operatively A Good Day 
a lot o f  the time since 1973 and would SOMETIMES it all c m  together and 

W s  right, working, and in my CM, l i e  to  c m m  o m  my X P ~  
living, coopemtidy. ,Like today, at on some of the recurring issues and p c ~ ~ e  In Common, in Burnley. We 

@me of the things we've learnt. worked a// day on a building fob tu 
When no men were around . Althsm Workers' Co-op). 1 waxout- 

doors, mainly on top of a Ifddsr, 
Out of a concern about poverty and enjoying the air and the view of the 

injustice in the Third World some of us hills, and the work was quits mlax- 
started 'Uhuru' in Oxford in 1973, sell- ) 

ing and rewarding. And when itgot 

ing handicrafts from Third World co- e bit boring or I gat a bit timi I 
could haw a bmak. We got into a 

operatives. In  no time we were also stirring political a+nt at lunch- 
immersed in alternative and local poli- ti? (SO extended our lunch-break) 
tics, selling wholefoods and running a about whether: 

cafe. And we had to begin to work out them's any point in co-op membm' 
being in a union; a co-op can be 8 

how t o  carry through our ideas about mal choice for most woole; wa'n 
co-operation in our own group. There mally in control of our work situa- 
was openness and energy and enthu- tion; wa'dpmfer actually to haw 

siasm and ideas - and long hours and tea control and tb be able to 
. &tch off at the end of the work 

lowpay and conflict and confusion! day... ; 
Some of our first meetings were terrible I walked honk at tfif end of . 

- dominated by the confident and S ~ M  d*y agood feeling from 

ticulate, who also tended to get the 'Â¥th physical outdoor work, Ieav- 
in# a littte time for some inullec- 

lost interesting work. ft/a/ activity {writing this) befon 
Even'aftera few yeifrs, when the eatin# (a meal cooked by the 

/omen had become much stronger, 'support'person for the day) mid 

there was a point when it was men hwing the ngular People In 
Common meeting. I chatted to 

w h o  a i d  psession of desks in the tty kids anda f d n d i n  the ,,,,,in 
office writing articles and sorting out communal house, hada cup of 
accounts, while it was mainly women us, and then w n t  to thecorn- 

fortantipeam ofmyownNn?ma working in the cafe relating more couple of minutes d k  away in 
immediately to  people and issues. But mother of the small homing co- 
wegradually found ways of sharing qp houses.. .' 
skills, rotating responsibilities, quieten- 
ing d o  omneerng, encourng  there were financial strains particularly 
the under-confident. Still, it took an because of lack of capital, difficulty in 
occasion when there were no men gaining skills quickly enough for 

around, for peopleto realis that women efficiency, and, for me, being the 

really could run the whole show (and On'̂  woman. 
perhaps for them to realise it themselves!). hBundey* Lancashire 
And people outside weren't convinced . These seem to be a b i t  less of a 
that there wasn't really a boss, until the problem in the building co-op I'm in 
man they thought it to  be went away, now, Altham Workers' Co-op, in 
arid we clearlycontinued. Burnley, Lancashire. There are several 

' .Inthe next co-op I was in, Leeds women and we're not tryingto earn 
building Collective, we were more con- so much money - which is  more 
cerned to provide ourselves with work possible because we're also living to- 
and pay conditions that would enable gether andare in low cost housing. 
people with familyresponsibilities to  be The Workers' Co-op was set up by the . energy ... . . ~ .+ . .  
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I 
People In Common Housing Co-op, 
with the aim of having more control 
over their work as well as housing. We 
run a creche for the children so that 
everyone can do waged work. All 
income i s  pooled, basic requirements 
being provided out of the pool, and 
everyone taking a weekly personal 
allowance. 

There are half a dozen small houses , 
close together, with a variety of 
individual, small group and communal 
spaces and facilities. The group also 
owns an old corn mill a few miles 
away, on the edge of another small 
town. It 's gradually being done up, 
with the hope of living there later, and 
crops are being grown on some of the 
3% acres of land. 

Decisions are made at regular meet- 
ings, and structures are changed depend; 
ing on what people want to try at the 
time. Work and the rest of life are 
more integrated than in the Leeds 
Building Collective, which can have 
drawbacks (e.g. talking about damp 
proof courses at midnight) but mainly 
feels quite good. 

One problem is that the degree of 
co-operation in several spheres can make 
it quite difficult for other people to 
ioin in. There are arguments for making 
the Workers' Co-op more separate 

- 

from People In Common. But that might 
lead to  changes that the present group 
don't want, so there may be more to 
be said for encouraging another work- 
ers' co-op to set up, controlled in the 
way i t s  members choose. 
Consensus? 

I t 's relatively easy now to list general- 
ly accepted ways of collective working 
in small co-ops. But even if we're doing 
all the 'right' things, it can still feel 
quite wrong at certain times or for 
somy neople. And it can be very difficul 
to pin down what is really happening 
in terms of power, emotions, feelings, 



' For example, all sorts of things can 
go wrong with consensus decision- 
making. It can favour those who like 
to function in meetings, orwnversely, 
those who are relu~tantto.changs. It's. 
often difficult for group tobe effec- 
tive, dynamic. Often those who'inno- 
vate, have ideb,~eate change, can 
feel attackedand&l&ked, and may 
eventually le,i6?; 6 ~ ~ ' ~ a y  feel ,, ~. 

trampled ~n,,f9yft(e,#~ emotionally .. ..' 

attached, t o  the$ide,&. -,often my idea 
come out of ttt@&!fWi'ngs.;.We canbe: 
scared of .ens-.$teh.%h.maten. . . 

the status am .rBprey$[@~ 
equilibrium. Therecanbqatrrenqof, 
emotionalbla$km@il or alte:@atively+ ,.; 
of attempt! to.'blind.Mthfac$s. . ~' . . :  

The basis o f  consemis respect for .. 

. . . ,.. ' .. , . ..,. .. . . . u> pe#e will join .:: 
co-ops for a better life, not 
to ~n martyrs to a canee8 

. . . . .  
.,."-..~>. ., 

, Seven of the residents togetherwjth 
3 people from the village work hete in 

, Delta-? Devices, a scientific instrument : 
making business which started with one, 
person in a small shed and has expanded 

I, into the ten of us who now work In a sel 

and established as iconmum 9 iears a miter of we do oat with ~ ~ . ~ ~ .  - - ~ ~ ~  ~. , 

ago, and converted from joint &emhip to supply lnstrh& for hiiitary woe 
to a housing co-operatiwe In  1978. There of to estaWshmftits closely linkudto ah 
are9 adults, 3 smallchildren and a *.in oppress/by'regime,an& weprsftrhot to; 
the home, and 3 goats,* 20 chickm receive suchorders . . . We like to : : 

. 
1 rabbit and thousands of trees inthe maintain p t f f t  with our custOmeq 
ganfed. , 

~. 
. . asrf + w w w y  . . Ideas for improve- , . 

We need to sticktogether, take % Â¥/Y , f 

ourselves seriously,tj~th in our groups> . . 
and as a movementfor radical Change, 

*. . x,*.* 

foster &ps'(tfl& 4 and ~ 2 ; .  Â ¥  A 
build links @(hetrade nton' , , . 

movembnt,a~dlocal political action 
we support. But COAs eften seem to . . 

those. of us actually i!n coops to be ~ , 

' made up ofpeopleriding on our, 
backs -liking what we're doing but. 
not prep@ @ . d ~ ; l t  themselves. We 
wonderabout Mi-motives. Co-.. . 

~ , 

operatorsfiusthav6trais-roots control., 

workswaps, regional and national 1 

. . wuru; 36 cowlw ~oadibxford. ' . , ' , 

Led8 Building lBJl&itibe, 4 Kfkwde Road' 
LeedÃ‡4 /Â ., ' ,, ,.. , . , . .  . 
Althorn Worker*' Co-op and ~ e o p l e  In : -:' 
&-nmon.'~CItrenca Street. Burnley, ' ' 
Wci. (We would likinew memben - 
writqW you're intoreledin visiting.) . , 



~ e $ h  or new a,vpiiauwis for our 
prodmts. Help and MvIce are freely 
given Ifyou need then) '. 

Although Delta-T is 'co-operatiwflv 
run', with decisions made by consensus 
(as i s  the case in commune meetings), * 

ail wdrk paid equally and profits used 
for the business, it is officially a partner 
ship -albeit with a rather unusual 
partnership agreement. We would like 
to  change to a bona fide co-operative 
but would instantly run up against a 
changeover tax bill o f  several thousand 
pounds and would also thereafter be 
liable to corporation tax rates. As it 
now seems there is a distant possibility 
that this situation may change, we are 
hanging on to  the partnership, but . 
have registered bn ICOM co-operative. 

9 children, soon to be 11 
Within the limits of having to honour 

our consignment despatch dates, people 
working for Delta-T choose when and 
how much to work - this ranges from 
three people who regularly work a 
30-35 hour week; to a couple of 
people who may not work those many 
hours in a month. 

^Between us we hake 9 children, sdon 
to  be 11, there i s  a creche twice a week, 
and we tely on people not directly 
involved with the business to look 
after the children while we have meet- 

3 .This is paid at the same hourly 
as all other work, as is cleaning 

'IF LUCY and her friends A r e  im- 
practical dropouts', wrote the 
Daily Mail, 'they might have form- 
ed a sewing circle and tried to sell 
the proceeds in local shops*. 
Lucy Spawton expalins what they 
did instead. 
WE ARE a group o f  women who came 
to Wales independently in the 70's with 
our families insearch o f a  better life. 
Most of us had dreams of self-sufficien- 
cy but the thing we all had in common 
was that we ended up brbke! Jobs are 
very scarce, particularly for women, 
and wome of us wantedto go back to 
the cities so b e  decided p create our 
own jibs. Ten o f  us met regularly in 
a shed/workshop to make plans. 

We had a variety o f  skills between 
us (mostly rusty after a few years hav- 
ing children) and it gradually emerged 
that the thing we all enjoyed was sew- 
ing. We thought we would make clothes 
which were not generally available at 
reasonable prices. Clothes in natural 
fibres that were tough and comfortable 
but also beautiful. We invented our 
Freedom Suit which all our children 
liked, and some unique wrapover 
trousers for women. 

We formed ourselves into a co-op 

RF= d Robin after a flower that 
grew ou I& our workshop, and applied 
for and received a loan from I W F  
(the finance branch o f  ICOM whose aim 

c6-operatives.) We also applied f o r i  
small factory from the Development 
Board for Rural Wales. 

While we were waiting for the factory 
to be built we went of f  on TOPS. 
Courses to learn to be industrial sewing 
machinists. We also researched fabric 
costings and sales methods. We discovef- 
ed Bedford Cord, a strong British fabric 
that usedto be used for riding breeches, , 

and had it dyed to our own exciting 
colours. It was perfect for our Freedom 
Suits; we decided to sell by mail order 
to keel costs down. 

We moved into our factory in 
November and have been busy ever since. 

People often ask why we became a 
cwperative and no-one remembers 

'whose suggestion it was. It seemed to 
be a natural way to work. We started 
by sharing our skills and filling in for 
each other when our children were ill 
The responsibilities were everyone's s 
must the profits be. We also plan to 
use some of our profits to open a crei 
for any workers in the area as well as 
ourselves, and to help other co-opera- 

ves. 
We worked together for nearly a year 

before we earned any money and it - 
wasn't as smooth a path as I've made it 
sound, but we enjoy working togethe 
very much. It'is good to earn a living 

one's work. We are determined to suc- 

'I 
and have a large measure of control 

ceed and share our success with others. 
which is done on a weekly rota. , is to help establi$&nt.of . 

In  the Tudor barn adjacent to . . LUCY  pawt ton 
Rl ta-T the commune's newest mem- 

.- . 

bet has built a pottery which besides 
providing the house and garden with 
subtle ceramics has also given us 
welcome new contacts with the 
villagers. The other resident who is not 
a Delta-T worker divides his time 
between teaching aryj making prismatic 
jewellery. Together these two have 
been travelling to  fairs and extending 
odr horizons beyond the front gate. 

In  all we do we try to rotate jobs 
and responsibilities as much as possible. 
Although we're not aiming at self- 
sufficiency we enjoy growing what 
we eat and doing as.much practical 
work as we can ourselves. We like to 
share our knowledge and skills and 
during the past year have helped a 
couple o f  groups from Cambridge to 
make their own woodstoves, had a 
flurry of wwoofers, including some 
From a special school, and are in the 
process of swapping accountancy for 
olasteuiag. 

It's not all rosy, but it can feel that 
$k$ on a sunny June afternoon! 
1. ,~ . Y' ,. , f Jane Jane 

t to know more about us - meet 
c-fair, or (write (no'utpnnounc- 

vi$iW plÃˆaÃ§ to PwonageFarm 128 Low d, Burwall, -ti&. -5 OEJ.. 

AN OBVIOUS area for the forrna- 
tion of c* is any business in 
which the main aspetas highly 
skilled labour. But agComputer- 
craft report there are particular 
problems. - 
COMPUTERCRAFT has been opera- 
ting since October 1979,and is 
registered under ICOM Model Rules. 
Weare a group o f  six computer pro- 
grammers a@ analysts, all full-tiine 
co-op members. We design and write 
the wmputer programs -kcessary to  
make a machine useful. Without 
programs to run on it &machine 
would just sit there, hamming expen-. 
sively, like a stereo system without 
records. 

Our nrrgrams have been mainly to 
do with things like Stock Control, 
Accounts and Company Record;, and 
our clients mostly small businesses 
or othercomputer firms. Usually we 
write to  fit the exact requirements 
of one particular computer user. This 
is an expensive' process, rather like 
hiring a recording group.to make one 
copy of a record to be played just on 
your own stereo system. We hope to 
go beyond th& but it takes more 

resources to produce and market a 
program suitable for many different 
users. . 

When'we came together to form 
Computercraft we each had about 
two or three years experience of work- 
ing in the computer industry. Our 
general aims were to get more control 
over our work, to ensure that it was 
not used to make people redundant, 
repress or kill them, to explore better 
uses of computer technology, and to 
demystify computer skills. We have 
since taken a number of crucial 
decisions as we have tried to find a 
visible way to realise these aims inside 
the capitalist marketplace. For instance, 
we work as much as possible on the 
newer cheaper types of machine. In 
consequence what we are now i s  only 

Computercraft Ltd. 

Tailored Software, . 

for Microsystems 
lephone 123 Newinglon Green Road. 
226 0656 London N1 4RA. 



Undercurrents 4 
,'t̂'~ . < 1 , t - 

^iKe^vamr.ie of  what a r.fÃˆ-n in the -. - -- -r ... -.- 
$an@ute~industry could be like; itself is sticking at its present-size. 
ether approaches could turn out It i s  important, sspectklty as we 
better are encouraefne other workers to - - - -. . 

We hope other co-ops will form. n their clearcut role as em- ' 
At  the moment there are two other , to be honest about our fail- 
CO-OPS that we know about in the c s as a co-op. It i s  all too easy to 
puter field, Galdor and Analysis/ sent outsiders with a false picture 
Synthesis, both exploring different nqualified success. So far-we have 
lines of development to us. If you h en compromising on most of our 
the relevant skills and are intereste main aims. We have failed to achieve 
starting your own co-op in t h i s  sec a satisfactory overall wage level, to 

-, . *. - 
conflict. Of fate we have been ?Aid "^ 
into 'aouyshopping', that is into ' ,  

sending members to work away from 
our site on other companies' projects, 
which obviously invites fragmentation. 
These problems will ultimately lead . 
to our disintegration if we are unable 
to solve them. 

We are coming to the Co-op Fair, 
not to sell people computer systems 
they don't need, but to learn how such 
problems have been overcome by 

we would like to help. Send us rigorously vet all o f  our clientstor to Otners. 
sheet with your ideas and skills do much in the way of demystifying - on it and'we will xerox and circ or providing access to computers. We 

your details to anyone else wh have had our fair sIia*.of inttrpersonal 

AS YOU WE. NEVER 
SEEN IT SEFOCE ! 



;0-OPS are too of ten  badly 
managed. Muddled meetings and 
nadequate legal and financial 
structures reduce the workers' real 
iontrol over a co-op. So argues 
Freer Spreckley of Beechwood 
College, whose Workaid courses 
ire designed as a remedy. 
'A PRODUCER CO-OPERA TI VE is 
lot a business like others: but at the 
qw time i t  is subject to the same 
scqnomic constraints. A producer 
so-operative Wflich is an economic 
failure is automatically a social 
failure. A producer co-operative 
which is solely an economic success 
Is of no social interest '. 
Antoine Antoni, Secretary-General 
of SCOP,the French Confederation 
of Producer Co-operatives. 

A BUSINESS run co-operatively i s  
based on a radical concept of the rela- 
tionship between capital and labour. 
Traditionally, 'capital hires labour' with 
the overriding emphasis on making a 
'profit' over and above any benefits 
either to the business itself or the 
workforce. Diametrically opposed to , 
this is a co-operative where 'labour 
hires capital' with the emphasis on 
personal and social 'liberation' from 
the exploitation o f  capital. 

The starting point of the co-opera- 
live is its legal constitution and it i s  
this that in the long run will determine 
its democratic nature. To begin with a 
co-operative will be heavily influenced 
by the founder members, but as time 
goes on new members will increasingly 
rely on the legal framework for guid- 
ance. It is important to get it straight 
in the beginning, and recognise the 
need to  make clear to each new mem- 
ber exactly what a co-operative i s  and 
how it is  legally established. 

As an extension of the constitution 
a contract of employment for each 
employee i s  required by law. This 
should set out the terms and condi- 
tions of employment, what responsibil- 
ity each members has as a co-owner, 
and how the democratic procedures 
are made: decision making, appoint- 
ment of new members, dismissals, etc. 
Traditionally i t 's  a one way relation- 
ship from the employer to  the em- 
ployee. In a co-operative i t ' s  two way, 
each member i s  both an employer and 
employee. 

All too often in co-operatives the 
relationship between the individual 
and the collective is too vague and leads 

to general confusion and inefficiency. 
This relationship between the individ- 
ual and collectives must be given con- 
siderable attention for efficient co- 
operative management. 

The key to participation 

The regular meeting of a co-opera- 
tive is the collective process of 
management, making decisions, setting 
policy, planning etc., and acts as a 
forum for debates on the social and 
organisational implications o f  the 
co-operative. Meetings are also a 
medium for internal information ex- 
change. Often there is only one 
general meeting conducted in the same 
style to discuss all the issues. This is 
bad management. If the meeting b e  
comes dull and unrelated to the issues 
at hand it will soon be a resented 
chore, instead of an exciting process 
of development. The meeting is not 
there to control the individuals, but 
to give them support. I t 's  also not 

advisable to i d  run the day to 
day operationin the full meetings but 
to set policy and give guidance. As 
long as the meetings are controlled by 
the collective and the style varied in 
order to  meet the particular needs 
then they become an efficient form 
of management. 

Like any business co-ops need 
good management to see that the books 
are kept, financial control i s  maintain- 
ed, stocking and ordering are kept in 
line with each other, marketing and 
production are run smoothly etc; with- 
out it the business will fail and so will 
the co-operative. Many co-operatives 
are formed with an anti-business 
stance and an attitude that what i s  
important is  working together. 1 
would not deny this, but suggest that 
we can work together better if the 

business is efficiently managed. And 
that through efficient management 
working together becomes all the 
more rewarding. Once again the style 
of democratic management depends 
on the particular nature o f  the co- 
operative though emphasis should be 
placed on rotating tasks,and clear 
and scrupulous communication. 

Communication has been widely 
identified as the key to participation. 
The trouble i s  we rely too heavily on 
one or two forms - there are hundreds 
of ways o f  communicating and it's up 
to each co-op to look around and pick 
and choose for itself and develop as 
many non-verbal and unwritten ways 
of exchanging information and making 
decisions as can be comfortably 
integrated into its democratic practice. 

T w o  common styles of manage- 
ment 

In some co-ops traditional manage- 
ment practices prevail, and in these it's 
questionable whether or not they are 
democratic, and even whether they 
may not sometimes be less participatory 
than capitalist businesses. 

The other end of the spectrum 
shows some alarming overkill of 
participation whereby a small co-opera- 
tive can get burdened with the minutiae 
of individual character traits. This i s  
all good experimental stuff, but if co- 
ops are to represent an alternative which 
i s  accessible to unskilled and unquali- 
fied working people then a balance ef 
these styles of management i s  needed: 

It i s  important to have an overview 
of the co-operative. Usually only the 
management has the necessary informa- 
tion for-this, while the shop floor 
worker gets a very narrow but more 
detailed view. Long term strategy, or 
'corporate planning' as it i s  known, is 
the key to maintaining an overview. It 
is nq more than planning ahead, decid- 
ing whether to change products, pur- 
chase new equipment, expand, etc, etc. 
It i s  also a good vehicle around which 
to involve all the worker meqmbers in 
a debate about their co.-operative. 

Many co-ops cling to the 'small is 
beautiful' approach and suffer from 
lack of capital due to their smallness. 
It will become increasingly important 
for co-operatives to either merge or 
expand to survive and their organisa- 
tional structure will have to change 
accordingly, possibly developing into 
subsidiary co-ops with a worker con- 
trolled holding co-op. The holdingco- 
operative would retain the assets and 
lease them to the subsidiaries thus 
retaining the capital under one roof 
for reinvestment etc. while maintaining 
small manageable working units for 
production. In i t s  simplest form the 
optimum number of workers may be 



+out 50 to keep this balance between 
small and big. 

It is  unlikely that a co-operative will 
reach perfection. Participation i s  
dynamic and ever-changing. The more 
developed and the better ways of 
communication a co-operative reach 
the further the potential horizon 
stretches. 

Freer Spreckley 

Accm 
For details of Workaid courses and in-house 

women's oppression. 
I've worked in co-ops before, but 

at present I'm working alone as a 
carpenter. Thdas  many advantages 
for me, such as overcoming my fears of 
taking responsibility for every aspect 
of my work - finding work, estimating, 
keeping records and accounts, and 
carrying out each jpb from start to 
finish. No time or energy is  wasted in 
having meetings, I can make my own 
decisions when and where I like, and 
I learn from mv own mistakes rather 

training (when Workaid's legal and financial than looking f& ways to blame them 
ixperts come to your co-op to teach I on other people: 
iveryone together) write to Beechwood 
College. Elmete Lane. Rwndhav. Leedc 1 hope to work co-operatively with . . 
LS8 ~ L Q .  Tel: (05321 720205. others again in the future, hoping that 

I will be clearer about why I choose 

Fair ' 

to do so when I have more experience 
of the other options, and have over- 
come my fear of them. 

Helen Sanders 

Points 1 
CO-OPERATION is often regarded 
as a panacea for-all the ills of our 
late industrial society. This is an 
illusion, as two comradely critics, 
Helen Sanders and Ellen Bucking- 
ham, point out. 
AT planning meetings for the Co-ops 
Fair, I've at times been disturbed by 
some people's apparent assumption that 
if it's a co-op it must be.worthwhile. I 
question this. There are many other 
important issues involved in setting up 
better work situations, apart from just 
the ways work and profits are shared. 
Such issues as what products/services 
we produced, whether they are ewlog- 
cally sound, and how much they perpe- 
tuate unnecessary consumerism. 

And the position of women and 
zhildren is important too, not only in 
whether women can be part of the 
:o-op and whether provision for child- 
:are i s  included, but the wider implica- 
ions of the ways in which the products 
v raw materials used are part of 

IT SEEMS that most of the 'alternative' 
workers' co-operatives support the 
labour movement and struggles of  
trade unions. I feel therefore it is 
important to open up the issue of 
how we as cooperatives join in the 
fight for a new labour government and 
strong trade-unionism. 

Many smalt workers' co-operatives 
shopfronts make it clear that they back 
trade unions. The attitude though, seem 
to be that the workers' struggle does 
not apply within. As if to say 'we 
have already found the ideal work 
situation - but just need to iron out 
a few small problems' (long hours, 
unsafe working conditions, inadequate 
breaks, very low wages. .) The fact is  
that trade unions bring workers togethe1 
they are well established - (powerful), 
and have evolved simple methods of 
dealing with work crises. 

The attitudes that trade unions are ' 
necessary for some workers, but not all, 
is elitist and separatist. it stems from 
habits of thinking inured into die 
middle to upper middle class make 
up of the majority of co-op workers. 

Trade unions are not solely neces- 
sary where there is  blatant hierarchy. 
At present our alternative workers' 
co-operatives are spending an unreal- 
istic amount of time taking part in 
often fruitless discussions which 
culminate frequently with the weak- 
er giving itxor resigning. As trade 
unions are the backbone of the 
Labour Party we should join and 
actively support them. 

We cannot continue to applaud 
unions from the sidelines. No-one i s  
perfect. We can benefit from unions 
as much as any other worker. Even- 
tually we could even form our own 
branches. 

Ellen Buckingham 

~cO-OPERATIVE COMMUNITIES 
ire not merely something it would 
M nice to have', argues John 
Southgate, 'if we don't build such 
immunities there may well soon 
be no living persons left to co- 
iperate with". ' 
ECONOMIC and social forces in the 
world are pushing in a different 
direction. The first is  towards three 
unthinkable calamities, nuclear war, 
famine arid disaster. This is  where 
western imperialism is pushing the 
world. The second is towards bureau- 
cratic state socialism on Soviet lines. 
Although the likelihood of war and 
famine would be less, I shall argue that 
bureaucratic economies cannot allow 
orgasmic satisfaction in labour, and 
that planning for the small nuclear 
family with large scale technology 
reproduces ever more complex and 
incimpetent bureaucracies. 

However, a third way could prevail. 
This would be an economy based 
upon co-operative communities whkh 
could provide an environment that' 
encourages creative-orgasmic work, 
self-sufficiency in basic needs for food 
and shelter and a more efficient basis 
for local and national economic plan- 
ning. I wiU argue that co-operative 
communities are not merely a way of 
life for an alternative fringe. They are 
necessary for our survival and happi- 
ness. 
Orgasmic Labour 

My term 'oorgasmic-creative labour' 
may puzzle the reader. I t  is a new term 
that has grown out of recent research 
on co-operative group dynamics. The 
phrase 'labour of love' is often used to 
describe work that excites you and 
which you really desire to do. Both the 
work process and the end product 
bring pleasure to the worker. You en- 
joy the preparation stage. You put in 
a lot of energy. You have the joy of 
'putting in the last brick'. The 
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labouring cycle and the loving cycle 
are two examples of a universal creative 
orgasmic process. Pleasure, energy in a 
particular form, and the production of 
something new indicate the presence 
of the cycle. 'The New' can be a real 
object like a baby or a house, an imag- 
inary object, a relationship, a symbol, 
or a mathematical formula. Although 
the experience in relation to labour i s  
very common, the conceptualisation of 
labour as 'orgasmic' i s  new. 

When work i s  fully creative then a 
particular cycle takes place. It has four 
phases. First people nurture each other: 
this can be physical like when athletes 
'limber un', or emotional like giving 
encouragement; or intellectual where 
facts and information are provided for 
the task. Second there i s  an energising 
phase where people 'get stuck in'; they 
push and pull the task along. Then an 
orgasmicpeak; at this point people 
reach a peak o f  excitement: Aha! 
Eureka! we've done it!; in theatrical 
performances or concerts this is  often 
the point for applause. Then a 
relaxing phase; tie up the loose ends, 
celebrate; cool it out. People now 
contemplate the task or the achieve- 
ment; sometimes a more active 
relaxing phase takes place in the form 
of parties. 

What i s  important as far as this 
article i s  concerned i s  the fact that 
some environments and situations en- 
courage the or asmic cycle to take 
place; others I iscourage the cycle or 
even make it quite impbssible. One 
of my central arguments i s  that co- 
operative production encourages the 
cycle and most alternatives do not. 

How To Have a Collective 
Orgasm 

The first condition is that people 
share a common desire. People need to 
be excited about the task. The second 
is a safe environment for the production 
to take place. A third i s  that people 
have the knowledge skills and resources 
to perform the work. A fourth is that 
leadership and the division of labour 
can change according to the requirement 
of the orgasmic process: nurturing 
leaders come forward when they are 
needed and people allow themselves to 
pMftMM and to be nurtured; similarly 
M d e r s h i p  in the energising and 
hhl& phases. 

Afilth condition i s  that in order 

necessary that all members be in con- 
tact with each other. I f  half the group 

.are on holiday at the 'peak' then they 
cannot directly experience the orgasm. 
This usually means that the group has 
to be in face-to-face contact. But not 
always. Different people around the 
country have planned the Co-op Fair 
and only met a few times. We may 
all experience a 'peak' i f  the Fair is 
successful. Finally there i s  'variety'. 
For example, it can be an orgasmic 
process to make your own bread once 
a week. Making bread all day in a 
bakery may become boring and un- 
orgasmic. 

Bureaucracy: the big turn-off 
If we consider the six pre-conditions 

for orgasmic labour we can see how 
mass-b~treaucratic organisation and 
production cannot fulfill a single one 
of them: 
(i) shared desires are ruled out because 
the system i s  based upon forcing one 
group's desires on others (or by the 
similar mechanism of 'competition' - 

-- - 

(ii) The infinitely splintered division 
of labour splits planners from pro- 
ducers and makes each work role 
an isolated activity; nobody gets an 
environment which could facilitate 
orgasmic work cycles; 

@) Knowledgeskill and resources are 
commodities to be sold; skills and 
knowledge follow the same pattern 
as the splintering division of labour; 
you only know your specialist bit; 

(iv) the leadership has to ensure that 
boring and repetitive processes are 

effect; because motivation is lack- 
ing a whole host of bureaucrats are 
required to check and 'work study' 
every operation a worker does; 

v) huge organisations with their many 
subdivisions keep people out of 
personal contact with each other; 

vi) the boredom and alienation of this 
kind of work situation i s  so.well 
known that comment would be 
superfluous. 

Clearly the bureaucratic-industrial 
structure cannot provide an environ- 
ment for orgasmic labour. I t  seems 
fairly obvious that a small community 
of co-operatives could do so. Critics 
often argue that they wilf never 
be a basis for national production. 
There are several key arguments I have 
come across; they are examined below. 

Can Co-ops Deliver The Goods? 
A common objection is 'People 

don't want to be Hippies' - usually 
followed by the implication that co- 
operative production, self-sufficiency, 
growing your own food, and AT are 
for middle class freaks who have not 
outgrown the 60's. Another objection 
runs 'Bureaucratic technology is indeed 
boring and alienating but it produces 
the goods - the gadgets that save 
labour'. This leads tothe third objec- 
tion: 'The goods are produced by 
'automation' leaving us more and 
more leisure; in this 'leisure' we can ~ 

enjoy our creative-orgasmic labour'. 
Finally the argument i s  clinched 

by claiming that a complex industrial 
state cannot be planned, on a co- 
operative basis. The apologist for 
capitalism argues that only competing 
market forces can provide what 
people want. The apologist for bureau- 
cratic socialism argues that the state 
planning apparatus and five year plans 
are the only alternative to capitalism 
or anarchy. But in the 1980's the 
bottom falls out o f  all these objections 
because of events in the world. The 
key event will be the collapse of 
imperialism. 

For the last 100 years or so the 
ruling classes of the cold northern 
nations have made their desires for cheap 
fuel, foodstuffs and commodities pre- 
vail over the desires o f  people in the 
hot southern parts of the world. But 
no more. Iran i s  only the latest in a 
whole series of revolutions. And of 
course the fossil fuels are running 

to experience a collective orgasm it is performed despite their alienating out anyway. 
- 



+out 50 to keep this balance between 
small and big. 

It is unlikely that a co-operative will 
reach perfection. Participation is 
dynamic and ever-changing. The more 
developed and the better ways of 
communication a co-operative reach 
the further the potential horizon 
stretches. 

Freer Spreckley 

For details of Workaid courses and in-house 1 
training (when Workaid's legal and financial 
exoerts come to your CO-OP to teach 
everyone together) write to Beechwood 
College, Elmete Lane, Roundhay, Leeds 
LS8 2LQ. Tel: (05321 720205. 1 

Fair 
Points 

women's oppression. 
I've worked in w p s  before, but 

at present I'm working alone as a 
carpenter. Thkhas many advantages 
for me, such as overcoming my fears of 
taking responsibility for every aspect 
of my work - findihg work, estimating, 
keeping records and accounts, and 
carrying out each job from start to 
finish. No time or energy i s  wasted in 
having meetings, I can make my own 
decisions when and where I like, and 
I learn from my own mistakes rather 
than looking for ways to blame them 
on other people: 
I hope to work co-operatively with 

others again in the future, hoping that 
I will be clearer about why I choose 
to do so when I have more experience 
of the other options, and have over- 
come my fear of them. 

Helen Sanders 

IT SEEMS that most of the 'alternative' 
workers' co-operatives support the 
labour movement and struggles of 
trade unions. I feel therefore it is 

COOPERATION is often regarded z; ~ ~ ~ ~ p v e s ~ ~ ~ ;  $ 
as a panacea for the ills of our for a government and 
late industrial society. This is an trade.un~ism. 
illusion, as two comradely critics, Many small workers' co-operatives 
Helen Sanders andEllen Bucking- shopfronts mate it clear that they back 
ham, point out. trade unions. The attitude thou&. seem 

AT planning meetings for the Co-ops 
Fair, I've at times been' disturbed by 
some people's apparent assumption that 
if it's a co-op it must be worthwhile. I 
question this. There are many other 
important issues involved in setting up 
better work situations, apart from just 
the ways work and profits are shared. 
Such issues as what products/services 
are produced, whether they are ecolog- 
ically sound, and how much they perpe- 
tuate unnecessary consumerism. 

And the ~osition of women and 

to be that the workers' struggled& 
not apply within. As if to say 'we 
have already found the ideal work 
situation - but just need to iron out 
a few small problems' (long hours, 
unsafe working conditions, inadequate 
breaks, very low wages. .) The fact i s  
that trade unions bring workers together 
they are well established - (powerful), 
and have evolved simple methods of 
dealing with work crises. 

The attitudes that trade unions are' 
necessary for some workers, but not all, 

children is important too, not &Iy in is  elitist and separatist. It stems from 
whether women can be part of the habits of thinking inured into die 
co-op and whether provision for child- middle to upper middle class make 
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ikimpetent bureaucracies. 
However, a third way could prevail. 

This would be an economy based 
upon co-operative communities which 
could provide an environment thatr 
encourages creative-orgasmic work, 
self-sufficiency in basic needs for food 
and shelter and a more efficient basis 

Ellen Buckingham 

care is  included, but the wider implica- 
tions of the ways in which the products 
or raw materials used are part of 

up of the majority of co-op workers. 
Trade unions are not solely neces- 

sary where there is  blatant hierarchy. 
At present our alternative workers' 
co-operatives are spending an unreal- 
istic amount of time taking part in 
often fruitless discussions which 
culminate frequently with the weak- 
er giving in,or resigning. As trade 
unions are the backbone of the 
Labour Party we should join and 
actively support them. 

We cannot continue to applaud 
unions from the sidelines. No-one i s  
perfect. We can benefit from unions 
as much as any other worker. Even- 
tually we could even form our own 
branches. 

'CO-OPERATIVE COMMUNITIE 
ire not merely something it woulc 
ie nice to have', argues John 
huthgate, 'if we don't build such 
mmrnunities there may well soon 
ie no living persons left to co- 
iperata with". ' 
ECONOMIC and social forces in the 
world are pushing in a different 
direction. The first is towards three 
unthinkable calamities, nuclear war, 
Famine and disaster. This i s  where 
western imperialism is  pushing the 
world. The second is  towards bureau- 
critic state socialism on Soviet lines. 
Although the likelihood of war and 
famine would be less, I shall argue that 
bureaucratic economies cannot allow 
orgasmic satisfaction in labour, and 
that planning for the small nudfear 
family with large scale technology 
reproduces ever more comolex and 

for local and national economic plan- 
ning. I will argue that co-operative 
communities are not merely a way of 
life for q alternative fringe. They are 
necessary for our survival and happi- 
ness. 
Orgasmic Labour 

My tern) 'orgasmic-creative labour* 
may puzzle the reader. It i s  a new term 
that has grown out of recent research 
on co-operative group dynamics. The 
phrase 'labour of love' is often used to 
describe work that excites you and 
which you really desire to do. Both the 
work process and the end product 
bring pleasure to the worker. You en- 
joy the preparation stage. You put in 
a lot of energy. You have the joy of, 
'putting in the last brick'. The 
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Letter From A Dissident 
A RUSSIAN comrade explains proletariat, the alliance o f  this proletar- 
how the co-op movement can con- iat with the many millions o f  small 
tribute to the building of socialism. and very small peasants, the assured 

I T  SEEMS t o  me that not enough atten- 
tion is being paid to  the co-operative 
movement i n  our country. No t  every- 
one understands that now, since the 
time o f  the October Revolution, our 
co-operative movement has become 
one o f  great significance. There is a lo t  
o f  fantasy in the dreams o f  the old co- 
operators. Often they are ridiculously 
fantastic. But why are they fantastic? 
Because people do not understand 
the fundamental, the rock-bottom 
significance o f  the working class 
political struggle for the overthrow 
o f  the rule o f  the exploiters. We have 
overthrown the rule o f  the exploiters, 
and much that was fantastic, even 
romantic, even banal in the dreams 
of  the old co-operators is now be- 
coming unvarnished reality. 

Indeed, since political power i s  
in the hands o f  the working class, since 
this political power owns all the means 
of  production, the only task, indeed, 
that remains for us is to organise the 
population in co-operative societies. 
With most o f  the population organis- 
ed in  co-operatives, the socialism which 
in the past was legitimately treated 
with ridicule, scorn and contempt by 
those who were rightly convinced that 
it was necessary to wage the class 
struggle, the struggle for political 
power, etc., will achieve i t s  aim 
autom-ttically. But not all comrades 
realise how vastly, how infinitely 
important it i s  now to organise the 
population of  Russiajn co-operative 
societies. 

Indeed, the power of  the state over 
all large-scale means o f  production, 
political power in the hands o f  the 

proletarian leadership of  the peasantry, 
etc. - is this not all that i s  necessary 
to build a complete socialist society 
out of co-operatives. 

The Acceptable Face of Socialism 
It is this very circumstance that 

i s  underestimated by many of  our 
practical workers. They look down 
upon our co-operative societies, failing 
to  appreciate their exceptional im- 
portance first, from the standpoint 
of  principle (the means of  production 
are owned by the state) and, second, 
from the standpoint of transition to 
the new system by means that are 
the simplest, easiest and most accept- 
able to the peasant. 

But this again is o f  fundamental 
importance. It is  one thing to  draw 
up fantastic plans for building social- 
ism through all sort o f  workers' 
associatinrs, and quite another to  
learn to build socialism in  practice 
in such a way that every small 
peasant could take part i n  it. 

We went too far when we intro- 
duced NEP (the New Economic 
Policy), but not because we attach- 
ed too much importance to  the 
principle o f  free enterprise and trade - 
we went too far because we lost sight 
of  the co-operatives, because we now 
underrate the co-operatives, because 
we are already beginning to forget 
the vast importance o f  the co-opera- 
tives from the above two points o f  
view. 

I now propose to discuss with the 
reader what can and must at once 
be done practically on the basis o f  this 
'co-operative' principle. By what means 

can we, and must we, start at once to 
develop this 'co-operative'jrinciple 
so that its socialist meaning may be 
clear to  all? 

Co-operation must be politically 
so organised that it will not  only 
generally and always enjoy certain 
privileges, but that these privileges 
should be o f  a purely material nature 
a favo'n-able bank-rate, etc.) 

A social system emerges only if it 
has the financial backing o f  a definite 
class. There i s  no need to  mention the 
hundreds o f  millions o f  rubles that the 
birth o f  'free' capitalism cost. A t  
present we have to realise that the 
co-operative system is the social 
system we must now give more - than 
ordinary assistance, and we must 
actually give that assistance. 

It is certainly a correct form o f  
assistance to give a bonus to  peasants 
who take part in  co-operative trade; 
but the whole point is to  verify the 
nature o f  this participation, to  verify 
the awareness behind it, and to  verify 
its quality. Strictly speaking, when a 
co-operator goes to a village and opens 
a co-operative store, the people take 
no part in this whatever; but  at the 
same time guided by their own interests 
they will hasten to try to take part in  
it. 

The thing now i s  to learn t o  combine 
the wide revolutionary range of  action, 
the revolutionary enthusiasm which 
we have displayed, and displayed 
abundantly, and crowned with complete 
success - to learn to  combine this with 
(I am almost inclined to  say) the ability 
to be an efficient and capable trader, 
which is quite enough t o  be a good co- 
operator. 

In conclusion; a number o f  econo- 
mic, financial and banking privileges 
must be granted to  the co-operatives - 
this i s  the way our socialist state must 
promote the new principle on which 
the population must be organised. But 
this i s  only the general outline o f  the 
task; it does not define and depict in 
detail the entire content o f  the practi- 
cal task, i.e., we must f ind what form 
of 'bonus' to  give for joining the co- ~ 
operatives (and the terms on which we 
should give it), the form of bonus by 
which we shall assist the co-operatives 
sufficiently, the form o f  bonus that 

And given social ownership o f  the 

I will produce the civilised co-operator. i 
means o f  production, given the class 
victory o f  the proletariat over the 
bourgeoisie, the system of civilised 
co-operators is the system o f  socialism. 

Vladimir llyanovitch ~ e n i n l  
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Macho-Nations 
'OUR HOPE lies in a sense of community'. Daniel 
Ellsberg, the publisher of the notorious Pentagon 
Papers, talks to Robbie Brandwynne of our chances 
of averting nuclear annihilation. 
LET ME give a sense of what the danger i s  in physical 
terms. I mentioned earlier that we launched an airborne 
alert in '61, in response to the supposed Russian predom- 
inance at that time. Many people in the Air Force and the 
Pentagon were very proud of the missile gap hoax. They 
said there was no other way they could get enough tax 
money for the necessary weapons to maintain our superior- 
ity - which was the real issue. They said, now we have 
the Minutemanmissiles and the B52's. A t  worst we 
wasted money, Why worry about it? 

The first thing that we did at the time was the airborne 
alert. As a result o f  the airborne alert bombs began 
dropping out o f  the sky on the United States. These planes 
were not built for continuous flying. They were very 
high-performance aircraft for thermonuclear weapons built 
to be used for one-round trip. They're not built to be used 
for days and days at a time as they were for the airborne 
alert. So fatigue problems began to set in, including pilot 
fatigue along with metal fatigue, and wings would fall off, 
engines would fall UFf, collisions occurred and the bombs 
would fall. 

Now one I recall in particular, when I was at Rand, was 
on January 24th, 1961. A B52 crashed near its home base 
Seymour Johnson Air Force Base right near Goldsboro, 
North Carolina. In  the course of crashing it dropped from 
the air one of i t s  H-bombs, a 24 megaton weapon. It had 
six independent safety devices to keep it from exploding 
by accident. These devices are supposed to make it 
improbable that it should go of f  as being h i t  by a meteor 
in the city, if you've heard that analogy before'. Five out 
of the six failed in the course o f  the fall and the crash. 
So one safety device protected it from a possible thermo- 
nuclear explosion. If it had gone of f  it would have 
released more explosive power than all the wars of human 
history - in this one bomb. 
I think it is apparent from our discussion that the 
Millie has a massive denialgoing about nuclear real- 
Vies. People are not hearing it. 
Well, it 's true. Yet in the first instance, it 's ignorance, 
certainly. If you try to understand why there is that 
ignorance one must not underestimate the role of 
conscious deception and conscious concealment. These 
hings have been kept very, very secret. When I talk to 
~udiences, after Vietnam, Watergate, and the CIA revela- 
ions, I don't encounter much intellectual resistance on 
hese points -even though it's completely new to  
hem. On the contrary, people in the public find it both 
)ossible to believe this pretty fast - out o f  the blue - 
md very disturbing. And they react in a way that's 
fery encouraging to me; a lot of them start getting very 
ictive. I'm convinced that it's mistaken to say that they're 
o apathetic, but that really they are ignorant firtt of 
he scale of the threat and more importantly of the 
)ossibllity of doing anything about it 

Let me go just a little bit further on a question you 
aised earlier - how did we get this way?! think very 
ilausibly you have to say that this pattern o f  imperial 
mhaviour or of great power bullying, both of its own 

jple and o f  neighours, and other people in the world 
- 

- goes back as far as cities: It i s  as old as civilisation, as 
it is usually defined, in terms o f  cities, irrigation, 
agriculture, writing: and along with these, slavery, 
heavy sexism, racism, imperialism, empire, kings, 
priests, armies and major inequality - a  package which 
the anthropologist Stanley Diamond calls 'civilisation'. 
All o f  these things come pretty much at once with 
the big surpluses that you get from irrigated-field 
agriculture. All these other brutalising phenomena, 
the impersonal destruction and the authoritarian regimes 
come with them. They don't characterise every part o f  
the world at the same time. But ever since the appear- 
ance of cities, for five-thousand years or so, there have 
been these phenomena in the world. 

I think the machismo factor is an important element. 
Out of this same pattern of behaviour in which centralis- 
ed power" is held by men, grew male-culture, the aggres- 
siveness, the rivalry, the competitiveness, the willingness 
to contemplate massive, destructive or constructive 
works - for impersonal causes and abstract causes. 
'Winning', the most abstract cause of all, is part o f  our 
socialisation in modern times, and that i s  primarily a 
male phenomenon, It would seem that this whole 
pattern has to be confronted and somehow changed. 

I can't really believe that life can persist very long 
with the level of nuclear weapons and the dispersal o f  
them that we have now achieved. That has to change. 
t h i s  is not a status quo that can be lived with or for long, 
lived in. 

Our problem then is to reverse five thousand years 
o f  imperial culture, patriarchal culture based on war- 

' 

fare and some twenty-five years o f  thermonuclear 
weapons. That's the problem. 

I think that our hope lies in a sense of community. 
both in a conscious sense and a latent readily available 
sense. The sense of a broad community with other 
life, with other humans and with the environment as 
a whole is much more present in the mass of the public 
than it i s  in that relatively small number of middle-aged 



od achieved positions of immense coercive power 
hat distances their concerns from the concerns of most 
eople and who see most people somewhat abstractly , 

nd subject o manipulation and to destruction as well. 
We haven't really talked much about one final point I 

hink I should mention. There is a sex difference in 
ttitudes on these things, both of the nature of commun- 
ty, the importance of community and values in general. 
Tie difference is between men and women in the 1 , 
hough not between every individual. It seems that T e 
arms of thought which are most valued, most highly 
aid and most useful to power structures are forms of 
bought that men have been trained to excel in. Where- 
s the intuitive caring for life that is  born of women, 
nd for other forms of life, by analogy, comes more 
asily to women. Women are not all mothers and don't all 
wit to be mothers, but unlike the men who also came 
?om mothers, they are encouraged to identify with mothers. 
i complicated thing, but though we all have mothers, the 
lea of mothering is something that men are trained to 
ut  behind them at an early age. 

Now, I'm not saying women asthe guardians of the 
hit of concern for life must limit themselves to that. 
;ut I am saying that there is  a good deal of empirical 
widen? that right now attitudes questioning the state's 
urposes and especially questioning the necessity for wars 
nd winning are shown, by polls, to be more common to 
omen. But that doesn't mean that they act democratic- 
liy on those values. (In the case of Vietnam that happen- , 
d also to be true of blacks compared to whites, perhaps 
ecause, like women, blacks were not so inclined to 
ccept as true and necessary the statements of white, 
biddje class males.) 
think you put your finger on a realty Important point. 
fen are m/$ed to put nurturing behind them and that's 
be break at which the hierarchicalpower, game oriented 
ind of personality moves away from the carinpfor kind 
f personality. 
i lot of feminists that I've met as individuals are very un- 
asy or even hostile i f  you point to something like this, 
ecause thev reeard this kind of woman's trait as a way 

'Our problem is to reverse five thousand 
years of imperial culture and some . - . .  , . 

twenty-five years ot..ther.mo~iuclear ,,.. 
" .  

weapons.' .' . 
of keeping them in a less valued kind of orientation or 
attitude, discouraging them from acquiring the skills, 
analytical thinking and aggressive competitiveness that 
they need taacquire power to account for more in the 
world. But even though it suggests a trait associated with 
an inferior power position it nevertheless has something 
to recommend it. It is  regarded as a way of keeping 
people in oppression: I understand that in termsof the 
immediate context. But it has a long run context as well. 
I think it has to be recognised first, that this more favour- 
ed, 'male' way of thinking and acting, to which the 
President appeals when he warns us against being a 
pitiful, helpful giant, is  an attitude that does make for 
getting ahead - not just in U.S. or capitalist society, 
but in most Centralised, industrialised, urbanized 
societies. And, second, it's going to kill us all. I think 
that what we're facing now is the truth in the assumption 
in Jefferson's time, that a country as large and centralis- 
ed as ours now can't remain a true republic. And it i s  
also true that we should achieve democratic self-govern- - 
merit 

So where do you go from here? I certainly want to 
see explored the possibility of great decentralisation, great 
de-emphasis on national institutions as opposed to 
federated regional and local institutions. And a much 
greater sense that other nationals are not to be burned 
boiled or shredded any more than we think it i s  appro- . 
priate for our own nationals to be cannibalized. 

The full text of this interview was first published in the January istu 
of the Yo&&, the newspaper of the San Francisco Bay Chapter of 
the Sierra Club. I t  WM reprinted in the February number of Not 
Man Apart, the newspaper of the US Friends of the Earth ($15 pa. 
from 124 Spear St, San Francisco, CA 94105). We can supply a 
xerox of the complete interview on request. 

UNA INTERNATIONAL SERVICE 
Volunteers needed for third world work 

@J you have the skim that are needed in the third world? 
And the capacity to pass them on to others? By working 
qide by side with peasant farmers and the urban poor, 
volunteers can make, a small byt real contribution to their 
struggle for a decent life and a just society. On return to 
Britain, volunteers' experience can help to raise awareness 
here. 

UNA International Service takes the trouble to flnd 
organisations in the third world which are really working in 
the interests of the ooor. and to recruit volunteers who will 
be useful to them. It 'seeks mature and experienced 
people who are prepared to work (or two or three years on 
q modest allowance. Language ability is essential as the 
volunteers all go to non-English speaking countries. 

UNA International Service is currently recruiting for 
posts in francophone West Africa, the Middle East and 
Brazil. It also has programmes in Bolivia, Paraguay and 
Madagascar, and may soon be recruiting agricultural 
engineers and EFL teachers. 

Mechanic to give on-the-job training In maintenance and 
repair of diesel lorries and landrovers. 

UPPER VOLTA 
Rural Engineer to help villagers improve water supplies 
and irrigation. 

MIDDLE EAST . 
LawyerILegal Workqr to work in a Palestinian law centre 
and carry out legal research and law reporting,- 'Ã̂ 

BRAZIL 
PhvBlotheraolcL Occuoatbnel Themolstand Technical 
lnstructor to work in a rehabilitation centre for physically 
disabled, mentally retardedand disturbedsociaily margin- 
allsed m o l e  in Sao Paulo state. . . 
Nurse to treat lepers as in-andout-patientsand train local 
staff in Amazonla. 
UNA International Service is a department of the United 
Nations Association of Great Britain, whose 20.000 
members uo and down the country work to oromote 
peace, understanding between peoples, and to give critical 

MALI support to the United Nations Organisation. Like VSO, IVS 
Field Officer to develop and administer the volunteer and CJIR, UNAIS isan Independent agency part-funded by 
programme. Overseas experience and fluency in Frenqh the Overseas Development Administration of the British 
reaulred. . government. 



be given the statutory right to turn 

Can Capitalism their f i rm into a co-op, with a loan 
from the government. John Tilley, 
Co-op Party MP, suggested to  me 
that this made a nice parallel with 
Tory sales o f  Council houses - 

? 
~ a b b u r  offering workers too 'the 
right to buy'. C 0 - opt Co mops - working up Tilley as a sub-committee group serves on on co-operatives, a Labour of  the Party set 

Industrial Policy Committee. It is CO-OPS are becoming trendy. Tories for workers control? Or i s  
All sorts of strange (but power- workers control not precisely what 
ful) people are pronouncing in they have in  mind? Co-ops appeal 
favour of them. Dave Belden for various reasons to  all these ideo- 
has been asking around to try logical positions. A quick round up 

and see behind some of the can help explain why. 

Establishment figures' new 'A fiscal revolution' 
found interest in co-ops. What The Labour Right: Shirley Williams 
can they have in mind? Not and David Owen have both recently 
co-option of the idea for other spoken publicly in  favour o f  co-ops. 
purposes, surely? Addressing the ICOM Spring Con- 

THE INTEREST o f ~ o n y  B~~~ in ference this March Owen called for 

co-ops is well known. Hiss message 'a fiscal revolution, the introduction 

to the Co-ops Fair is a welcome ex- of a co-operative budget that takes 

pression of it. As Industry Minister i n  as its central objective the Promo- 

1974-5 he helped sit ins set tion of industrial co-operatives and 

up co-ops at Meriden, KME and , is openly and unashamedly dis- 
Scottish Daily News. There is every criminatory'. A Labour Government 

reason to  expect-that he will do in 1984 dedicated to  co-ops could 

more still and, with the experience quadruple their numbers to  at 

of  those three struggles against the least 2,000 enterprises, he predicted. 

odds behind him, do it more effec- T o  counter the Labour Left's 

tively next time around. The fact call for more nationalisation, the 

that as Minister o f  Technology Labour Right i s  latching onto the 

earlier he had encouraged capitalist idea o f  co-ops as a middle way. For 

mergers (such as that which led to  instance Owen suggested 'a major 

GEC) encouraging the concentration stimulus to  building co-operatives' 

o f  power in  fewer hands should as an alternative to nationalising the 

not worry us overmuch. His conver- building industry. He foresaw an 

sion, we have to  believe, is real. expanding 'GO-operative sector' 

M~~~ surprisirrc,is the conversion between the necessary private and 

o f  the Labour r k h t  wing and o f  the Public 

Liberals to  co-ops. And a strange 
air o f  unreality wafts in  when one The Labour Left: One 
considers that one o f  Triumph hears proposals here that would 
Meriden's main backers has been scare the daylights out o f  the build- 
none other than Sir Arnold Weinstock, ing industry as much if not more 
the hard driving capitalist architect than nationalisation would. A 
o f  the GEC merger himself. Tories serious proposal has been made 
have spoken in the House o f  Com- that workers in  medium sized firms 
mons in favour o f  co-ops. (say 50-500 employees) should 

Message from Tony Benn to  the Co-ops Fair 1980. 

"THE co-operative movement is coming into its own, partly because of 
the growing dissatisfaction with centralised and multinational power, 
partly because of a feeling that decisions should be rooted nearer the 
place of work, and partly because profit has come to seem an inadequate 
guide for production for social use. 

'The development of co-ops in the '70s holds out real prospects of 
expansion in the '80s, although of course there are problems of marketing 
and production in an atmosphere of hostility from a conventional 
business world. A co-operative trading exchange arrangement was going 
in the 1930s, and the Co-op Fair should be o f  help in furthering a similar 
development today. 

'The experience of the last few years has convinced the Labour 
Party at every level that a really big push to encourage and assist co- 
operatives must be forthcoming from the next Labour Government, and 
we will have to secure an absolutely copper bottomed guarantee that 
this will happen, which is of course why party democracy is so important. 

preparing a report on co-ops to make 
to  the 1981 party conference. The 
group is left o f  centre, including left 
MPs Stuart Holland and Bob Cryer, 
another Co-op Party MP (J im 
Craigen), and representatives from 
ICOM, the CDA, the TUC, SERA, 
the retail Co-ops, under MP Les 
Huckfield in the chair. It can be 
expected to  come up with fairly 
radical proposals, though whether 
the Party chooses them or Owen's 
milk and water suggestions depends 
on whether the left as a whole 
gains power irvthe party. 

The Mondragon model 
The Liberals: The spectre of  a left 
wing takeover o f  the Labour Party 
has revived ideas o f  a Centre Party 
recently. I f  the Liberals take part 
in this, or if we have another Lib/ 
Lab coalition, a certain view o f  
co-ops may get major publicity and 
perhaps political muscle. 

This view was expressed succinc- 
t ly by J o  Grimmond MP in a speech 
t o  the Scottish Co-operatives 
Development Committee in Glasgow 
this February. It i s  based on the 
model o f  the Mondragon co-ops in 
Spain's Basque country. The 
Mondragon co-ops employ 16,000 
people in industries which include 
a foundry, textiles, electric cookers 
and washing machines (they are 
Spain's largest producers of both 
these), services and electronics. 
Grimond stressed two points: the 
requirement that workers invest 
between Â£ 000 and Â£200 in  the 
co-op on joining; and the central 
role o f  the co-operative bank which 
allows new co-ops to start only 
when they have passed a stringent 
financial examination and are 
employing approved management. 

If the Liberals gain influence 
the same requirements would be 
made for co-ops in this country to  
gain state aid or recognition. 
Grimond explained the politics 
behind this. He rejected nationalisa- 
tion as a complete failure, and 
praised 'free enterprise and compe- 
tition' which 'history shows' i s  the 
best way t o  run the economy. He 
castigated the unions for wanting 
higher wages without more produc- 
tivity. ' I t  is a tragedy ', he said, 



Undercurreni . 
'that the workers should not be leader of Wandsworth Council Tories 
involved in promoting the emcien- 
cy of the Industries in which they 
make their living! His apswer i s  to 
engage the workers fully in free 
enterprise capitalism by making 
them the new capitalists. 

The main brains behind this view 
-'co-ops i s  Robert Oakesho t one 

ne ICOM enthusiast and a k u n -  
aer of the Sunderlandia building 
co-op. He now runs job Opportun- 
ities Ltd (JOL), a pressure group 
and advisory body to promote the 
Mondragon version of co-ops. 

No Mondragon style co-ops have 
been started here yet, but Oakeshott 
has high hopes. If the Times journal- 
ists had bought the paper off  Thomp- 
son, jOL's report for them would 
have been involved. A large oil corn- 
pany, worried about the way i t s  road 
tanker drivers could hold a pistol to 
its head if they were dissatisfied, has 
suggested the drivers taking over their 
part o f  the business as a co-op. A 
company employing 800 workers 
owned by 'on eccentric and rather 
admirable Jew who doesn't want his 
sons to inherit' may be turned into 
a co-op. The owner is encouraged in 
his plan by his belief that 'there Is a 
little bit of the capitalist in the ordin- 
ary drklng people', (Oakeshott), 
The small business sector 
The Tories: This echoes a pertinent 
comment made to John Tilley by the 

after they had supported the Labour 
Council's first measures to  help co- 
ops. Tilley, then leader of the Labour 
Council, asked his Tory opposite 
number why they did not oppose 
worker ownership. The Tory replied 
that he considered co-ops 'the quick- 
est way of turning working men into 
capitalists that's ever been Invented'. 

The Tories did not oppose the last 
Labour Government's bill to  set up 
the Co-operatives Development 
Agency. Sir 
Keith Joseph told the CDA Chair- 
man and Director in an interview 
reported in CDA's January newsletter 
that he 'regarded industrial co-opera- 
tiws as a desirable expres/on of 
private enterprke', as long as they 
did not ask for government money. 

The thinking here is less the Labour 
right and Liberals' attempt to  gain 
the workers' enthusiastic involvement 
in capitalism, than a desire to  further 
the small business sector. Small 
businesses are in fashion, not just be- 
cause our large ones'are collapsing, 
but because o f  theories that multi- 

'Tories for workers' 
control? Or is workers' 
control not precisely what 
they have in mind?' 

nationals depend on small businesses 
to run difficult areas that they are too 
big to  do efficiently; and they also 
require them to  make innovations 
which the big firms can later co-opt. 
For instance, let small groups of 
enthusiasts like Northumbrian 
Energy Workshop develop windmill 
technology, or solar panels, let them 
iron out the problems, and then 
move in. The same may well go 
for supermarkets moving into whole- 
foods now that small co-ops have 
shown that there is a real market for 
them. Will the breweries move into 
real ale off  licences before the Leeds 
Beer Co-op has inspired co-ops in 
every town in the country to follow 
their present successful example? 

Tony Eccles, Professor o f  the 
London Business School whose book 
on the KME co-op comes out next 
year, indicated a more sinister Tory 
interest in co-ops. Nicholas Ridley, 
right wingTory MP, in 1978 embar- 
rassed his own party with asecret 
report on how to  run theindustries 
after denationalisation . . . including 
the use of co-ops. 

Born again Capitalism 
Arnold Weinstock and others: Ar- 

nold Weinstock and Ian Fraser (Rolls 
Royce) both attended a JOL func- 
tion last year. "At least it shows they 
don't reject this thing as the work o f  
an insurrectlonary movement, what?' 



thought that Weinstock's interest in 
co-ops reflectetfpe pragmatic q+ 
ger's desire to see en rprises IW ' 

smoothly. 'Anyone 3 .  o's interested 
in seeing industry work well would 
investigate the alternatiw~', sdd 
Oakeshott. 

Another enthusiast for co-ops is  
hard to place in the political spec- 
trum at the moment Peter Jay, 
Callaghan's ambassador to Washing- 
ton, and one time economics expert 
on the Times, has frequently written 
in favour of worker ownership, in 
spite of his conversion to Friedmanite 
monetarism. The summary of his 
'Employment, Inflation and Polities', 
Wincott Lecture 1975, says: The 
inflationary influence of collective 
bargaining can be removed only by 
offering working people a better 
protection than national trade unions. - 

The only potefitially acceptable 
alternative is a change in compaayh 
which gives ownership and ultimate 
control of entefprises to the people 
employed 'by them. They would 
then have to take risks In a market 
environment'. Jay talks about 
'market socialism'. So did Owen in 
his ICOM speech. How do the two 
connect? 

It is not hard to see in a vision of 
the year 2000 aborn again capitalism 
which has found that renewable 
energy sources can replace oil and 
that workers be trusted to par- 
ticipate in free enterprise if only 
they are trusted with the excitement 
of ownership and responsibility as 
well as part of the spoils. Britain 
could pioneer this worker capitalism 
and reattract American and Japanese. 
capital to these shores, assuring a 

good return on ihtment. 'Long . ,: ' .  : 
.' h~Ã§apitalism. : ,  , . : -3 , .. " , ; ; ' ]  

I asked Jenny Thorriteyj researchi : ] 
er with the Centre for Envirotunen-: 5 , 
tai Studies whosebook oh w&sjfel : i 
coming out soon, whether die thought ; 
capitalism could takeoWbper+ ! -.. 
atives; She was reassuring. 'It's not : . , . 

t co-ops;she said. She..? : 
i n ' f a  tmi"gw . 

suspicious towards everybody that. . . ,; 
they cannot even accept hepilet ' ; '  . .  . . 
alone be co-opted by, groups .!,,' 
could help them - including Ihe. .'.:,. " 

national CDA and the retail &&I ' :,: ' . 
Movement, the Labour left and the- .: : : 
trade, unions. 'Co-ops have no . . . . 
.common strategy for changing ' ,,*, i;!.,: 

society', she said, but she believes., . ,; 
they could find allies if they set . , , ' . : , ~ j  

, about it There is hopeyet. . , .,: ~ ,,; 

~- ~ ~ ~~ ~ 

(firm). I am not personally convinced:>, 1, 
that this narrowness isa bad thing: $,p; 
all too easy to dilute the concept of, ,. 
worker ownershtp. . . ,  ,. 'A. . . . 

If, as seems likely,only abouttwo:? ..,...,., :, 

thirds or a half of workersco-ops in..,:: 1, 

Britain actually belong to ICOM, @&>  ̂
reason lies more in their own failure to.: 
join, than in ICOM's rejecting \ 

*This apathy presumably stems from t&$ 
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Back in 1974 at their first national meet- 
ing t^fte were only a handful, and they 
talked mainly about the purity of food. 
The next year, though;whokfctod shops 
id the North came together to support 
a warehouse, Suma, and a federation 
which ajmed among other things 'to 
change the world's economic and social 
structure'. There was much mirth at a 
conference last December when one of 
the authors of this idealistic document 

and the BSSRS ~gricapitat Group 
this was publicising issues in food 

: - , politics. 

The Tyranny qf Structurelck 
ness I 

Between them the FNWC and 
C ~ N A  could have been a powerful grass' 
roots association, able to  help co-ops 
expand and make their views heard 
to the vublic. the Labour Movement 

read it out to  fellow co-opetators, older and government. Perhaps they will be 
and wiser that we now are. But it is again in a new form. The experience 
important to remember that Suma and , o f  Suma workers, described in another 
the FNWC were set up with political article, suggests that structure i s  not 
as well trading objectives. the dirty word it once was. Many 

people have heard of, and felt a reson-' 
Huge unstructured meetings 
i There werematerial incentives to  
join the NWC (later FNWC- see article 
by Suma workers), namely a discount 
OR food supplied by Suma. And although 
a shop was supposed t o  be a b a  fide 
(xi-opto join, all small 'alternative' 
'ybolefwd shops were accepted even 
whdn not legally co-ops. Wholefood 
shops were easy to set up with little 
capital and a ready market. So the 
FNWC grew very quickly to over 40 
$00~. 

In the first flush o f  setting up shops 
FNWC people were reacting against 
Structured,work of any sort. They did 
hot want FNWC to be too structured 
either: there was no representation, 

wery co-op worker being free to attend 
meetings, at which decisions had to  be 
by consensus. Soon the regular meet- 
ings (sometids every six weeks) be- 
came huge, very long, repetitious and 
exhausting. 

The FNWC put a levy of 1 % on 
f ~ ~ d  spu by e&skop. This would have 
raised Â£7,00 a year. Some was raised 
and aloan made to  a wholefood 
restamrant in York - which went bust. 

I It seems to have been largely the 
impossibility of making sensible deci- 

ance with, the pamphlet from the 
Women? Movement in the States call- 
ed The Tyranny o f  Structtfrelessness'. 
The example of Fair Ground (see 
Undercurrents 39) the 'maxi co-op' or 
virtual building society set up by a 
number of communes suggests that 
some alternative groups are becoming 
confident enough to  handle very - 

/difficult legal structures without fear- 
ing loss o f  autonomy; Fair Ground 
will own the property'of these com- 
munes as a way of raising collective 
collateral on a large scale. The Federa- 
tion of Alternative Booksellers has 
been more structured from the start, 
with a part-time paid coordinator, 
delegate meetings,lclear decisions. 

A small but interesting example o f  
an alternative trade association's 
influence was the case o f  FAB and 
the book 'Fat Is Feminist Is&. 
T h i s  wijspublished by Hamlyn with 
a sexist cover which contradicted the . 

, message o f  the book. FAB put their 
own cover on the book as a protest, 
and within two months Hamlyn had 
changed to use a very similar cover. 
Trade associations can get results. 

' . . . co-ops are about 

East Midlands, Devon and Cornwall, 
and the London boroughs of Hackney 
and Islington. Views on the politics 
and nature o f  coops differed widely. 

Whether the local CDAs come to 
* 

be run by lotal 'interests' or by local 
co-ops will depend considerably on 
how much interest local co-ops take 
in them. They could be very import- 

sons about this moneyat the huge 
unstructured meetings which led to 

changing society as well as 
the splitting up of the FNWC into 
-regional groups in March 1978. Low I making a self-managed 
@wered local meetings continue. niche for ourselves.' 
But as a social and political force the 
FNWC iyasleep. 3) Local CDAs. Not all co-ops are 

It i s  quite possible that it hill be in a field with enough colleagues to 
revived in some form. The excite- form a trade federation. Printing co- 
rnent of the FNWC for me, working ops could, but Computer Craft or 
as I was then in  a wholefood shop Northumbrian Energy Workshop 
in the South (the Federation of could not (yet). The best way to 
Southern Wholefood Collectives had group together for such co-ops i s  
not-got off  the ground then and i s  probably therefore on a regional 
still quite small) was the way it was basis in a local Co-operative Develop- 
mixing politics with successful ment Agency. 
business. As a group the FNWC Attendance at the first national 
would have had considerable buying conference for CDA workers in Leeds 
power and collateral. in March revealed that there were 
+ A t  the same time the FNWC had active CDAs with voluntary or full 
set up an educational and political time paid workers in West Glamorgan, 

'campaigning wing calledlCENA. North Wales, N. Ireland, Scotland, 
With others like Uhuru in Oxford England's North East, West Yorkshire, ' . 

? A,.. " *  
7 > ,  , . k , .  ' 

ant in stimulating new co-opsandget- 
ting local government support.,The 
studies by national CDA officers for 
the London Councils of Lewishpm 
and Lambeth identifying co-operative 
potential could well be copied by 
many local authorities. Manchester 
City Council invited the CDA to hold 
a oned'ay conference in the town 
hall for Councils all over the country 
to come and hear about co-ops, in 
mid June. 

Beyond the fragments 
The purpose of this and the previous 

article is not to provide answers but 
t o  show that there are questions, 
opportunities, dangers for co-ops of 
which they may not be aware. fn the 
last few years during which the num- 
her of co-ops has grown so dramatical- 
l y  there has been very little widespread 
discussion in print or in meetings 
abtnit the future road to  afo-operative 
society. This is a lot healthier than 
the opposite -all talk and no creation. 
From my own experience of whole- 
foods and building co-ops I know that 
work in a co-op can leave little energy 
for political work outside it; co-ops 
can be exhausting. (Perhaps I am only 
writing these articles because a year's 
illnessand a desire to write a book 
means 1 am not at present working 
in a co-op). . 

But co-ops are about changing socie- 
ty as well as about making a self , 
managed,niche for ourselves. If we ' 
don't act together even that niche 
may become precarious. If we do 
there may be exciting things we can 
do together, ways of impacting and 
struggling with the nuclear armed, 
monopoly ridden, male run, polluting, 
alienating, imperialist profit mad 
society ih which we happen to find 
ourselves. 

Co-ops acting together can do 
two things: first build the practical 
co-operative networks that will secure 
finance, advice and practical service;, 
including things like a new bank if 
necessary; second, have a political 
impact on local and central govern- 
ment, the political parties, the banks 
and surrounding capitalist firms, the 
trade unions above all and the old Co- 
op movement: both to  lobby for co- 
ops' immediate interests and to  join 
with other 'fragments' of political 
struggle to  push towards a more co- 
operative society. 

/ I Dave W&n .- 
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<. ' hce or new members To datedirectories 
have been published annually and in some 

; years supplements have appeared. , 
' The Chief Registrar of Friendly 

.Societies reports on his duties in relation 
t o  Industrial and Provident Societies in 
part three of his Annual Report. Apart 
from giving a brief account of the state of ' 
the game it also contains many useful 
statistical tables with moden and retrospec- 
tive information included. 

The 1978 Directory of HousingQuips 
produced fry the. late Co-operative Homing 
Agency, as yet no$ superseded, is s t d l H u l  
though getting increasingly dated. The 
Education Department of the Co-operative 
Union produced two sets of notesgiving 
information, addresses and bibliographies 
on workers co-operatives and housing co- 
operatives. 
Studies and Appraisals 

A number of studies and/or appraisals 
have appeared, ghe most well known of 
which have been focussed on the cwpera- 
lives of the Mondragon region in Spain. 
Worker Owners a report published by the 

Anglo German Foundation for the Study 
of Industrial Society, in 1977,put Mon- 
dragon on the map by causing widespread 
interest. 

1977 also saw thg publication of a survey 
of contemporary British worker co-operative: 
by Paul Chapli and Roger Cowe. As an 
impartial study this is well worth attention. 
The survey was of 24 existing co-operatives 
and five which were being planned. The 
authors conclude that 'the problems of set- 
tin8 up a co-operative enterprise are no 
differentfrom those en ountered in establish 
ing a conventional smallbusiness: finding 
the money andgettingpremises from which 
to operate. Also the sources of finance for 
the co-operatives was very much the same, 
bans personal xavings and bank loans'. 

Paul Chaplin is now a leading member 
of the Open University's Co-operatives 
Research Unit which was formed in 1978 
to consolidate and provide a framework for 
developing research into co-operatives as 
well as providing advice, information and 
training aids. A number of impressive series 
of Occasional Papers, Case Studies and 
Monographs have been started. 

This tremendous growth of interest in 
co-operative enterprise and in the volume 
of literature on the subject is to be welcom- 
ed. The bigger and better the co-operative 
sector in Birtain the happier I will be. But 
reading through this literature day in and 
day out the one thing that concerns me is 
that no-one seems to be thinking about 
where we are going, i.e. what the horizon 
is and what, at the end of the day& the 
ultimate objective of all this co-operative 
activity. I believe that the ultimate objec- 
tire is the establishment of a Co-operattft 
Commonwealth and instead of complaining 
about this gap I have been busy writing a 
pamphlet to fill it. 

Peter Clarke 
For lack of splice we had to nuke some 

' 

Procrustean cuts to Peter Clarke's review 
article; we hope he will fom've us: we didn't 
realise how vast the co-op fit is! We have, 
however, printed his bibliography complete 
sad unabridged. 

I V .  

Co-operative and Community Group 
Dynamics - or your meetings needn't, 
be so appalling. Rosemary Randall, 
John Southgate and Frances Tomlin- 
son. Barefoot Books. 1980 56pp. 
Â£ .SO. Available from PDC outlets 
or from the publishers at 12 Nassing- 
ton Road, NW3 at cover price + 30p 
P&P. 
I GUESS we get into co-operative 
group working for all sorts of individ- 

ual reasons. Idealism and choice, also 
necessity and harsh reality. And then 
at some stage we have to think out 
what the hell we are doing, both 
individually and as a group. These 
cartoons are an attempt to explore 
the kinds rf  issues that bring people 
to realise their need for some kind 
of self-examination, and to demon- 
strate ways they can build on their 
commitment to working and living 
co-operatively. 

T h * k ~ @ m y i ~ , ~ i f s ~ n m W a w i n a g r o u p w ~  
is DESIRE. Th* fint quettion to M I I  whm looking at a group is - 'Â¥Wha do hi mmnbua (Mn7" 

Sometinm if8 my to we. Everyone sham tha urn* (MI*. It's olwious howto a c h h  it. 
People work+ together in a way they find vleasurabla in or* to achim* their (lured &. 
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John Southgate and Rosemary John and Rosemary have taken on is remarkably similarp 'These things. 
tandall have put together in cartoon an essential task in describing the under- . ' we declare to  be our native rights . . .I 
arm t tÃ ˆ~d i rec  experiences of work- , lying unconscious proce,sses that sh 
ig yith-co-ops in understanding any group experien6:They have do 
teir dy(Hun1Cs,while drawing what it without losing touch with whi t  is 
ley wantin the way ~f theow from 

, on the surface, so. their approach 
h l o  Freire, Wilhelm Reich and should not immediately frighten off  
Alfred Bion among others. What .:,,,+,tho* who do not easily -pt that 
wire,. Reich or would thinkof : , & r e  influenced in our actions and re- 
ie use made oftheir workis any- ., actions bv our own unconscious desires - ~ ,  ~ ~ 

~ 

ody's guess; what matters t o ,  ~- ., ' - ~  . and ~ defences. One can recognise from 
0tmtial Users o f  the bookis 'its . :: , their examples .that they are talking .-., . 
bility-to make sense to them.:. :: , ,  ,,.-;-ihn,,+:.- 

my.  FrancesTomlinson hasdo*. . . to positiveuse; they do, how- - ie drawings, and together they have =.b;~,ever,tend to idealise the creative group. Diggers today eveloped q style that i s  Simple with-. : ::j.$~~or'example,they use B~on's account . service, equality before the l a y -  a 
u t  being banal. The Barefoot Psycho- .;,:of basic assumption behaviour with. :- liberal programme with no mention of . . 
wlyst is at an individual level a *reference to a destmctive.group, while . .>:~;, 

:? redistributionof income or for that 
ofthis manual of Co-opera- he would have seen this as characteris- , matter of common The p dynamics. tic of all Small groups. In Such Ways - " s : . ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  may fall into a different cate- 1 was a member of a workshop John they m w  leave others feeling envious :?:-?:mry, . . but  thebook con&traGs over- 

nd Rosemary have just done at North or disbelievingin their own energising '&eimingly. (and rightly, in view of 
ohdon Polytechnic. They used. , :-*. .., so*. . , .  . . , . - capacities.,. .. . ' . their relative importance at,thetime) 
f the cartoons du.ti'rtgthejvof@hop; Those working co-operatively have on the Levellef$kndbdescribe them 
ie usual. form~t@$j$.!ps? tins ; .  ." ' to achieve and maintain and readjust , : is ina sense to do tfiem an. 
vtoo^s, theft ft> get!,fitqp0mÃ§.e)s-'-: . aibalance of reflection and action. , injustice., . . 

e r i e n t i a k x e r i i ~ , ' : ~ ~  then to  run out, T!iqe cartoons demonstrate a ,yay o f  I n  anothersense, however, the ..:: 
f time for further discussion, .whfeh."'' exploring the cpnnections - and any- 

. : . Levellers do representan mti;authori- milled o ~ e r i n ~ t h e  pub. So I have a .-. oneic'an joi~..'n. ,, I . . 

~1 of how they tryto, resolve the , ,!: . , ,--A^*:&.:::;.; ,;:. . tarian strain (Liiburne's integrity and 

iiemma of being the custodians of ,< : ~:%:. . ~. , > . ,  
. lik ~ ~ r l i & t &  bravery in thid role are perhaps the 

. , .,, '. . ;. . . 
., .. , .  . . .  . 

. ~~ anventional (or unconventional) .: . '  
-, :. . , 

. . " . . ,L 

outstanding features of the story) 
. . 

isdom, and at the sametime provok-. ..;? . - 
which became atldmark o f  early 
British socialism (Keir Hardie entering tgothers to  focus their own thought #. 

i d  feeling into creative action. The Parliament i n a  cloth cap, for example). 

irtoons in  the book give much of , . 
All this, though, is: academic. What 

ie same feel, encouraging to  those . makes this bobkgood is the content, - the way it' is +it!@ +n?:alsosome 
h o  want totake risks. i , remarkableinsights~OnCromwel1: 'His 

The ippioach i s  constructive, with ' . action beganto reveal histrue nature,. 
1 emphasis on what i s  good in  group seeking influence where power was'. 
orking, without seeing all aspects Or on the Agitators: fThe Agitators, wh 
f the group asproblematic arid des- Britain's.Flrst ~oi ial ists - by Fennet - ;. it should be remembered,were the 
uctive. Thfr'workshop~ov~d (he. ,: . 

, Brockwy, Introduction by Tony Beno.. ^elected spokesmen of each regiment ,, tea of the'creative~ofSasmic cycle..Th:is: :.Quartet Books Â£5.95 : ..... .,. t w  (direct ancestors of the shop stewards 
lay have hadas muihfi~d6'withiour 11, , .: THIS IS a good yhe factthat^,$: j,? factorieytoday~~,..~ ~ >. ,. . . , rivate desires as our dedimion to . - . ,,& written by a manofover 9 0 ,  - .; -:;: The latter indicates another feature 
ie Desire the group. But it ..,.:.M it remarkable. For, while it isnot o f  both the book and the events with 

to negative . ;?' a work o f  first hand research (as the : -^, ; which it is concerned; their relevance to 
pects: a'so'tiring these a"thor freely admits in hi$ introduction) ' us in the late twentieth-century. Brock- 
1 life, so that wecan laugheven as we +% a I;,,+, a account," t way deserves credit for bringing this out ip on the banana ski:% .'.' . : Â full of insights the general reader, One comparison he doesn't make thoug The workshopexerci&s.~eme?. to ' $:of ideas and actions of Britain,s is the similarity between events o f  the (pose a proass of exponential '.!: pfrst socialists- the Levellers, Diggers 1940s here a"& those at present unfold- rexity- Questioning leads 'more natur- ;::̂,@ Agitators of the English Revolution, , ing in 1 ran . I~  both cases we have the 
l y  tb more questions , than to , - '  

~. . , .,. . ~~ 

P e r h a p s  the main quibble with the ' fall of a monarch claimingsome'kind of 
iswersi As the group its >'book: isthe title. Itcertainly leaves it 1. .,-divine tight succeeded by the, rise of a wn life$ the participants did ': ..opento the accusation of ceadinghis- 3::. feligiouslyintolerant clique (the t the ciiallenge of the material but : 

: tory backwards, calling the great 17th <.: Presbyterians filled this role in England' 
wght live with c?mpJexity rather. century revolutionarips socialists. The revolution). It will beinteresting? 
ian close down options:. . ~ 

' 

Levellers were much more forerunners . see if these parallels run into the future. 
Perhaps it i s  a paradox of t h e a r - - i o f  liberalism than if they :.it canonly be hoped that revolu- mns that their apparent simplicity : - .  ..anticipated any important thread of 

- tionwill in the long run provide as ,. , . lcourages us to take account ofour ..political thought (and the modern I a source of liberating ideals as 
WÃ private sub-text to the headlines, ynature of much of ,their nd's did 330 years ago. And 
hile a more detailed analytic account .. 
outd leave us screaming for simple .. . :  alism,s greatest 

kway can surely be excused of 
ng history backwards; for the iswers. A bonus i s  the sense of fun , -,Declaration of Independence - ,we tat need not be lost when we take , ' ' read history forwards. , 
Hers had a remarkable ability to 

urselves ,seriously. + 

. hpld these truths to  be self-evident - . . .- , .. " . . -. . , 
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calling for a non-nuclear EEC. Oo 
'A Nuclear Ireland' (eds) John same t i ye  by  objectors at the Wind- more practical note Cleland McVeigh, - Â 

Carroll & Petra Kelly. Published by scale Inquiry. Not surprisingly in fact, from Brighton Poly contributes a Â¥ -1 

the Irish Transport & General Workers since the cast is very similar -Â Alice short section on alternatives, including 
Union, Unity House, Dublin. Â£4.50 Steward, Dr. S. Fernglass, Helen some useful estimates of the person 'A' 

Coldicott (on medical implications) power requirements for small solar is a word 
collector and wind mill manufacturing of the proceedings o f  a confer& 

heid in' ,978 sponsored by the lri* firms, and John Carroll, Vice-president 

Transport & General Workers Union , of the ITGWU analyses the employ- 
- who have come out strongly against ment implications of nuclear power i n  
the Irish governments p r o p d s  for general and Carnsore Point in particular, 
the construction o f  a nudÃ§a plant - pointing out that many more jobs 
at Camsore Point. could be created jf the capital (Â£600111 

Apart fr,m a couple for pro-nuclear at least) was invested elsewhere (e.g. 
contributions from Irish energy on solar and wind). And there's a use- i. 

officials ('we need more electricity') ful set of appendices including one , 

and a review of EEC policy by an which explores the energy potential 
EEC offttial it's an unremittingly anti- - of Ireland's peat bogs - a unique source 

nuclear book, repeating most of the of biomass. 30% of Ireland's electricity; 

arguments presented at about the is already produced by burning pea& 
Although th is  book isa littlepneven 

broken hacksaw blades, drills, etc. in places - occasionally lurching into , 

rhetoric and although it would have The main difficulty in making such a gwd to union cm- stove i s  in working the steel with a tributions it will no doubt prove to be , Flue e hammer to correct erxm in  cutting of considerable use in Ireland, well and folding; an experienced metal as being a useful compilation of some Euild/ng woodbuhhg Stoves Lauries- ' 'worker would no doubt take care to of the more dramatic argumm ton Hall, published by Lifespan, Town- get the folds exactly right in the 
head, Dunford Bridge, Sheffield, first place but any novice working against nuclear power. It's certainly : 

Yorks, 50p post free. alone may well find that like all good to see a union sponsoring this 

Burning Wood, Dermot McGuigan; manuals this one glides over steps type of conference - and making the 

Prism Press, Â£1.95 that leave him sweating and swearing.. papers available for a wider audience. 
Maybe our own TGWU will follow 

WOOD STOVES are simply metal box- Three types o f  stove are described, 
suit. 

es fitted with a tight fitting door, a plus the chortle (featured in UC 35) Dave ~lliott 
controllable air vent, a flue and an and a wood burning fireplace. Flues, =---AÃ‘Ã‘ ' 
internal baffle. Comhe?cial makes are dampers* bases and either casting, (j otull or welded from installation are also covered. Armed 
Miler plate (Wbb) .  ~aurieston with calm of mind' caution and 
stovemakers (Linda Mallet and Dave commonsense any competent DIYer Song of the.Man Who Came Through, 
T ~ ~ ~ ~ )  describe in detail a third can make themself a stove frorn-this Douglas Lockhart, The Compton Press 
type of-stove made by foldingand pamphlet. A t  only 50p it i s  ludicrous- Â£595 
riveting 16 gauge sheet steel, a mater- IY commercial publishers must 
id malleab~e,enough to be forded in regard it as unfair competition. Th is  This is a beautiful book: ftot a great 

,a home press and worked with will be the Best AT Book of work of literature but a book full of 

a heavy hammer. Such stoves will the year. heart, inspiring and uplifting. 

not last as lonffas a cast or boiler And so to the ridiculous: Burning On first reading, it appears the author 

plate model but they are cheap and Wood must easily be 1979's Worst has taken as his model the dialogue of, 

fairly easy to make. Their standard AT Book. Once upon a time Prism Castaneda with his teacher, Don Juan. 

box stove, made from half a 4' by were reputable publishers putting out Indeed, the cosmology presented and 
' 

8' sheet, usesabout Â£ worth of useful books, McCartney's Practical the form of the teachings that the pro- 

ne total for the Solar Heating for example. Now they tagonist, Peter Derwent, i s  taken 

one I made was Â£14 but th i s  includes are reduced to this, a pathetic me-too through by his mentor, iabazlus, closeL 
-- 

A- 
trying to cash in on the success of ly parallel those to be found in 
The Woodstove Book (which- as we Castaneda. On second reading, the myth- 
should have said in UC 37, costs Â£ .50 ic qualities of the story become more ', 
post free from Broad Leys Publishing apparent' the inner journeys are set " 

. ' 
Co., Widdington, Saffron Watden, pieces employing striking and powerful 

I Essex). It i s  rambling, scrappy, inaccur metaphors: 'the cave of blue moonlight', 
ate (a bale of straw i s  only equivalent 'the goddess and the child'. 
to 1 gillon of oil, not 1.2 as stated), Several passages capture the power 
out of date (Scanfield Boilers have and impact of being 'awakened' by a 
moved f tom Windmill -St, !+the and psychedelic with remarkable fidelity. - Simon Thorpe Ltd. have no multifuel - The overall emphasis on the 'man of . 
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itself from the commercial press. candidates for the May 1979 elec- 
'The Advertising Diremma' receives tions for the Swansea District 
due discussion, as it should, since Council. They justify t h i s  move In . 
the argument between indevendence' freauent volemics on the theme: 
from outside influences visa vis 'HOW much of thiscity has to  be 

Here Is The Other News: Crispin Aubrey, financial security from advertising demolished . . . before we begin to 
Charles Landry, Dave Morley. Minority is usually thrashed out in collective get angry about it and do something 
Press Group Series No. I, Â£3.5 hard- meetings whenever telephone and about it, and start controlling our 
back, Â£1.2 paperback, (80pp). printers' bills are imminent. own lives'. They are actively attack- 
THIS BOOK has been written % In the six individual articles, a ing corruption, as well as averting 
on where the alternative press has got great deal of inf~rmation i s  given people's attention to it. 
to in the tast ten years. The birth of this" about the aims and interests of the Other papers show just as deep 
press began in the  6os; &During 1967/-"Â Ã‡ ; Papers. Of particular interest is,., an involvement in the community. 
68, the first local radical papers were . -' Swansea's 'AArm'~ which centres The Islington Gutter Press began 
founded - BY 1969 there were 10, by i ts  attention oh a dozen key Person- from the squatting movement, and - 
1975 over 60'. The papers vary in  size, allties from local political and has put a lot of energy into the 
frequency of publication, in fact in business life, known as the 'Swan- . . housing problem in London. It has . . 
every variable you may choose& con-, sea Mafia') The article reads: also extended i t s  influence, helping 
sider. ButJn one aspect they are simi- Throueh articles on their minor other organisations get off  the ground, 
lar - they exist to provide a forum for and major corrupt practises, Alarm for example, the National Abortion 
isshes that are ignored or distorted by has been partly i~str~f-nental in Campaign, Women's Aid for battered 
the establishment press. Rochdale's seeing two successive council lead- - wives, and recently the Islington 
Alternative Press pus  it in a nutshell: ers sent to prison-' Alarm has Socialist Centre, which has in turn 
'RAP was started in November 1971 , 

also extended i t s  role beyond that helped the Gutter Press expand. 
because there wasn't one and continue of a by putting UP 52 . = -  
because there is'. 

The book isdivided into three sec- 
tions, a history of the local radical ' '-', ? :, 
press, a background on how they exist* ,:. ience, including hisinvolvemint with 
and support themselves today, and - , Hiving ,. off the ~ucas Aerospace Workers, 
lastly, and most valuably, six articles . Alternative Corporate Plan. Not 
contributed by members of the differ- surprisingly he has become a familiar 
ent papers, showing how they organise Architect Or Bee? The HumanITechnol- figure on environmental platforms - 
their publications. o@ Re/atfoflshjp, Mike Coole~, La%- and t h i s  volume includes some of his 

This last section is important because ley chnica'5ervices <95 sussex -place- speeches on nuclear power, workers 
it tackles the politics within ll.e paper slOuJ1 Bucks) 12.50 pius 50p p i p  plans, together with his views on 
itself - how they operate indicates , (All proceeds to promote work on community politics, feminism, the 
their relationship with the outside corn- - production). neutrality or otherwise of science and 
munity which they reflect. Also, it Â¥ 'A BEE puts to shame many an archi- the like. ,--> -- 
enables you to see how separate, or , $ect in the construction of i t s  cells, but 
how close'they are to the commercial . .. what distinguishes the worst of  
press As the book says in the section - .architects from the best of bees is :?'. 
entitled Tt e Politics of Production: 'As namely this. The architect will con-. & .  

' 

much through their internal structure struct in Ms imagination that which he * . 
as in what they eventually write, many will ultimately erect in reality. At  the 
papers argue that theyare challenging. end of every labour process, we get 
the established system of newspaper that which existed in the consciousness 
production'. of the labourer at i t s  commencement'. 

The historical section raises the Karl Marx Das Kapital Vol. 1. 
interesting point that in the nineteenth In 'Ard itect or Bee', Mike Codey) 
century, the balance between establish- a leading member of the Lucas Aero- 
ment and radical press was the reverse space Combine shop Stewards corn- ' What emerges finally from the 
of what it i s  today. The mass popular mittee, indicates how the independent book is a clear picture of the way in 
newspapers belonged to the emerging- creativity, skill and tacit knowledge of which human creativity and imagina- 
working class, wfth'names like 'Poor workers aluded to by Marx, has, been ' has been blunted and repressed 
Man's Guardian' and the Chartist gradually fragmented absorbed and in order to maintain the social system 
Northern Star', while the middle class controlled by the capitalist - and state we live in. 
'Times' and 'Observer' struggled, with capitalist - system, with technology But at the same time it gives us a 
tow circulations. The cause of the rise providing one of the key means. picture of  haw individuals and groups 
in fortune of the establishment press This collection is a little uneven - managed to org~ise.col la t ive l~ 
was the rise in advertising, which en- jt includes academic papers, alongside to challenge this situation. And 
ahled thenl to cut their prices. The ,* weeches - but it certainly provides a therein ties h w e  for a future in 
radical papers were unable to attract .- comprehensive analysis of the which we are notsimply reduced to 
advertising revenue, and eventually - 2 politics of technology. Cooleyls being passive drones. As Cooley 
they went broke. : 'ability to link abstract theory to comments 'Most human development,, 

However, the tradition of radical - practical reality is in evidence - technical, cultural and political, 
ers remaining independent of pap. while l e f t  thboreticians struggle for depended upon those movements 

adv tisements has b ~ e n  retained, the 'right analysis' Cooley i s  in there Which questioned, challenged and 
and it Noday one of the main ways swinging with convincing arguments where necessary disobeyed the then 
in which the free press distinguishes based on real world industrial exper- established order'. 

Dave Elliott 
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this book. My main concern has been 
whether it might not  be used as fuel for 
the right wing.. . but I realise that this 
fear has been groundless. Eventsin the Debugging Darwi ha;t~iveredmorethanh~n~hf~for 
that point o f  view: her amazing admira- 
tion for and cultivation o f  so manv o f  

Ever Since Darwin: Reflections in 
Natural History, Stephen J. Gould, 
PeJican, Â£ .SO. 
'OUR THEORIES, whether true or 
false, tell us more about the world than 
we yet know', said Carl Popper and 
nowhere i s  this more clearly demon- 
strated than in Stephan Gould's erudite 
survey of evolutionary theory. The 
vast range o f  topics covered in  this 

'book are in  fact a collection o f  essays 
written for 'Natural History Magazine' 
by Gould between 1974 and 1977 
and fall roughly into three categories; 
the historical theories o f  evolution, 
areas o f  study relevant to  contempor- 
ary evolutionary thought and socio- 
biology. 

Stephan Gould deals with the 
historical background to Darwin in 
some depth outlining the many theor- 
ies from Darwin's time onwards, not  
only those that are s t i l l  relevant but 
aLso many that have conflicted with 
them. The quite recent work o f  Veli- 
kovsky, with his Worlds in Collision 
theory which Gould sees as gloriously 
wrong, is given as much space as the 
much more popular and widely known 
theories o f  Lamarck; indeed Lamarck's 
differences with Darwin are minor in 
the light o f  Vcli kovsky's claim that 
Venus came from Jupiter like a comet 
passin? Earth twice through its tail 
in 1500 BC, bequeathing plagues on 
us, nearly colliding with Mars which 
in turn nearly collided with us in 
700 BC. Our collective desire to  forget 
this time o f  terror Velikovsky claims 
has resulted in  our present neurosis 
and aggression. Gould has set Velikov- 

sky up as a philosopher's strawman as 
he is so easy to  demolish, but  it makes 
for entertaining reading. 

The essays on contemporary aspects 
o f  evolution are illustrated by what 
Gould calls 'evolutionary exemplars' 
and 'patterns and punctuations'; these 
provide ample scope for some fascinat- 
ing insights into the nature of evolu- 
tion. Why, he asks, does a f ly  eat its 
mother from the inside? Or how can 
a clam mount a fish on its rear end? 
On currently more important topics 
he deals with bamboo, essential to  
the survival o f  pandas, flowering only 
once every 120 years, and the theor- 
ies o f  Cornell ecologist, R.H. Whit- 
taker, whose new taxonomy has 
radically altered our understanding 
o f  our relationship with the world. 

It's all good stuff and it's all here, 
morphology, palaeontology, the 
cambrian explosion and Noah's flood. 
It just seems a pi ty that considering 
all that's gone before Gould's last 
sectio i, 'The Science o f  and Politics 
of Human Nature', should be so 
short. In  all fairness he does deal with 
the main topics; why we should not 
name Hunan Races, Racist Arguments 

,and IQ, and Potentiality versus 
Determinism; but perhaps we could 
have expected a little more from such 
a lucid book. 

Simon Woodhead 

I Ching 
'Revolution: There and Back ', Jan 
Bredsdorff, Faber & Faber 1980 207pp 
Hardback Â£8.95 

THIS BOOK reads beautifully - a 
rare event considering that it is a report 
on life in  China, covering the changes 
before, during and after the Cultural 
Revolution. Jan Bredsdorff is a novel- 
ist who has spent some years teaching 
in China. He gives you a real feel o f  the 
place by mixing fragments o f  conversa- 
tion, images and history, receptions, 
meetings and street life. 

Two primary factors emerge from 
the book. One is  that an extreme puri- 
tanical thread runs through the whole 
society. This helps maintain an efficient 
patriarchal bureaucracy. The second 
point is that China has degenerated since 
the cultural revolution. Jan reports 'I 

the vilest elements o f  Western capitalism; 
her drive to  reach Western standards 
with l i t t le apparent thought o f  whether 
we are in  fact worth emulating; the 
uncritical admiration o f  politicians o f  
the extreme right - West Germany's 
Strauss, England's Thatcher, Nixon o f  
the United States and the former Shah 
o f  Iran, t o  name b u t a  few! 

John Southgate 

No Fizz ! 
'Nuclear Power and Public Policy: 
The social and ethical problems o f  
fission technology' K.S. Shrader - 
Frechette. Reidel, $1 0.50. 

'THIS IS applied philosophy at its very 
best', says the promotion blurb. 
Certainly the author provides us with 
both a good and easy-to-understand 
account o f  the safety issues surround- 
ing nuclear power, and a scholarly 
essay on the moral and ethical impli- 
cations. Her analysis suggests that a 
whole range o f  moral rights and ethi- 
cal principles are being overlooked 
or distorted by the current approach 
to  risk assessment, radiation levels, 
public safety, long term waste stor- 
age and so on. Her conclusion, per- 
haps unsurprisingly, is that if we are 
to  get anywhere near genuine 'social 
assessments' o f  new technology, as 
opposed to  dubious cost-benefit 
analysis produced by distant experts 
then philosophers must play a role - 

But then maybe that's t o  ask too 
much -even o f  an applied philosopher. 
As Marx said 'Philosophers have only 
described the world: the point is t o  
change it'. 

have hesitated a great deal in  writing Dave Etliott 
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. * t h e  will still be oil in)% around, 
wort4 oil production *ill level o f f  
between 1985 and 1995 while the 

Yattety demand for petroleum product 
will continue to grow. 

T h i s  pinch will be.on the lea 
essential usei and mat is bound 
be  the private auto, the prioritie 

The YAT (Youth Action Team being produiingfood first, then 

Manual. Sundlee C.A. & Stapp heating homes, running factorie 
1979. Social Action Research and powering public transport, 
Center, California. All ;~ernments, regardless o 

help idedloq, will begin to put the 
THIS BOOK describes how to set UP and if pressure on car use in order to kee 
Youth Action Team - a group of suggests feeding their people and keep thei 
young people working togethe factories producing. That i s  the- 
project or issue which they fee main theme. A more detailed look 
important; for example, a Con is also gFven to alternative fuels, 
Action service dealing with local 
consumers' complaints, or a Young" 

find it more difficult to express thern- the role of  public transport and 

People's Rights Lobby. 
selves, don't feel confident about street more efficient vehicles but such 
interviews, and don't have any firm fixes only ease the transition an 

If you understand the American .* ideas on burning i-s ,,,+,ich they , don't alter the basic problem - 
education system, and social educa- -7.+p cau,d or is the last chapter is  titled - 
tion/group work jargon, you may 2.t-s') A final point to make if that YA T , -'The Handwriting i% on the Wall. 
find this book interesting, as 1 did, members are, of should be, according 
Interesting, but not, however, a book@ to the Daid for %eir 

' I. ' Pete Glass 

I would use much in my own work 
with kids; nor one I would recom- 
mend to anyone new to the young 
volunteer/social education field. 

I ts  'target group' (this jargon i s  
catching!) is that of the 12-21 year 
old school student who will hopefully 
be inspired to start a YAT almost 
immediately. To give credit where it 
is due, the Manual spends a great deal 
of time discussing goals, objectives, 
strategies, decision making etc. in a 
fairly readable, chatty way. Fund- 
raising i s  also covered, as are interview- 
ing and questionnaire techniques, and 
there are some interesting ideas - 
Health YATs, Food YATs, Video 
YA Ts and so on. 

But two things bothered me - apart 
from the fact that all references, 
addresses etc. are American and of 
limited use in Britain.tFirstly, the 
wordiness and use of jargon makes it 
a book for kids in the higher academic 
bracket. It i s  quite possible, and 
commendable, that it would inspire 
them to start a YAT but 1 suspect that 
the Team members would tend to be 
of the same ilk - articulate, confident 
at interviewing and having fairly strong 
views on relevant issues to start with. 

Secondly, involvement in a Y'AT 
seems in many instances to be a school- 
based activity, seen as part of the 
curriculum. An important member of 
the Team is the Learning Co-ordinator, 
a teacher or student teacher who sets 
up Learning Contracts with individual 
Team members, and monitors and 
evaluates progress. Academic credits 
can be awarded for participation in a 
YAT project, and although I support 
the idea of expanding school activities 
to include the develo~ment of non- 

which is a significant difference 
' 

between them and our Youth Action 
groups where the kids are all volunteers. 
Whether th i s  payment affects the spirit 
in which the ~rojects are undertaken' 
is not discussed wisely perhaps, as that 
subject warrants another book. 

All in all, an interesting book for 
those involved with community action 
a d  young peopl6, but not particularly 1 - 
plevant on this side of the 'pond'! Politics & Power 1: New Perspectives 

Alison Curnow on Socialist Politics, Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, Â£4.95 , 

Kaput /'-Â 

Running on Empty; The Future 
Autdmobile fn an Oil Short World. 
L. Brown, C. Flavin, C. Norman. 
W.W. Norton & Co (for World-Watch 
Institute). 116 pp. Â£4.50 

THE WEALTH REPORT must be makin 
somebody rich, since Routledge & 
Kegan Paul has decided to follbw it 
up with another sodalist discussion 
series, this time biannual. The aims 
of the Politics and Power editorial 
board are ambitious - discussions, 
surveys and reviews of every 
problem facing socialism in  Britain , 

- and the exercise deserves to 
become permanent if the standard 

EVER SINCE 'Limits to Growth' in 
197112 we have been proclaiming the 
ofl is  running out, but it has always- 
seemed comfortably far enough ahead 
to have been blase about it. However 
the first pinch is  not so far of f  now, 
according to the Worldwatch listitute 
who have rushed out this repcrt in 
book form:Their thesis is that although 

w 

'of number one can be kept up. . 
The first volume opens with two 

papers on energy, and also talks 
about defence, trades unions, 
feminism, and many other of the 
right subjects, looking at each at 
a sensible length and in a reasonably 
approachable style. And although 
no authors operating in this field 
are without their own positions, "&<A$&- 
the contributors to Politics and ;" 
Pbwr at least make it clear where 
they stand, and are selected from a 
wide range of socialist commitment. 
Well worth a look, especially for . 
clear examinations of complic>ted 
matters like hbw the le f t  should 
approach the European Monetary 
System or the Labour/TUC nexus. 

: 
Martin Inca 

academic skills, there' is a danger in a 
Yft T project being such an integral 



gging Darwin 
fer Since uarwin Reflections in sky up as a philosopher's strawman as 
itural History, Stephen J. Gould, 
tlican, Â£ .SO. 
IUR THEORIES, whether true or 
Ise, tell us more about the world than 
? yet know', said Carl Popper and 
)where is this more clearly demon- 
rated than in Stephan Gould's erudite 
rvey of evolutionary theory. The 
s t  range o f  topics covered in  this 
)ok are in  fact a collection o f  essays 
ritten for "Natural History Magazine' 
1 Godd between 1974 and 1977 

..id fall roughly into three categories; 
the historical theories o f  evolution, 

o f  study relevant to  contempor- 
y evolutionary thought and socio- 
ology. 
Stephan Gould deals with the 

storical background to  Darwin in 
me depth outlining the many theor- 
j from Darwin's time onwards, not  
i ly  those that are still relevant but 
50 many that have conflicted with 
em. The quite recent work o f  Veli- 
)vsky, with his Worlds in Collision 
eory which Gould sees as gloriously 
rong, i s  given as much space as the 
uch more popular and widely known 
eories o f  Lamarck; indeed Lamarck's 
fferences with Darwin are minor in  
e light o f  Velikovsky's claim that 
'nus came from Jupiter like a comet 
issin? Earth twice through its tail 
1500 BC, bequeathing plagues on 
, nearly colliding with Mars which 
turn nearly collided with us in  

700 BC. Our collective desire to  forget 
this time o f  terror Velikovsky claims 
has resulted in  our present neurosis 
"id aggression. Gould has set Velikov- 

he is so easy to demolish, but  it makes 
for entertaining reading. 

The essays on contemporary aspects 
o f  evolution are illustrated by what 
Gould calls 'evolutionary exemplars' 
and 'patterns and punctuations'; these 
provide ample scope for some fascinat- 
ing insights into the nature o f  evolu- 
tion. Why, he asks, does a f l y  eat its 
mother from the inside? Or how can 
a clam mount a fish on its rear end? 
On currently more important topics 
he deals with bamboo, essential to  
the survival o f  pandas, flowering only 
once every 120 years, and the theor- 
ies o f  Cornell ecologist, R.H. Whit- 
taker, whose new taxonomy has 
radically altered our understanding 
o f  our relationship with the world. 

It 's all good stuff and i t ' s  all here, 
morphology, palaeontology, the 
cambrian explosion and Noah's flood. 
I t  just seems a pity that considering 
all that's gone before Gould's last 
sectio 1, 'The Science o f  and Politics 
o f  Human Nature', should be so 
short. In all fairness he does deal with 
the main topics; why we should not 
name Hunan Races, Racist Arguments 
,and IQ, and Potentiality versus 
Determinism; but perhaps we could 
have expected a little more from such 
a lucid book. 

Simon Woodhead 

'Revolution: There and Back ', Jan 
Bredsdorff, Faber & Faber 1980 207pp 
Hardback Â£8.95 

THIS BOOK reads beautifully - a 
rare event considering that it i s  a report 
on life in China, covering the changes 
before, during and after the Cultural 
Revolution. Jan Bredsdorff i s  a novel- 
i s t  who has spent some years teaching 
in China. He gives you a real feel of the 
place by mixing fragments o f  conversa- 
tion, images and history, receptions, 
meetings and street life. 

Two primary factors emerge from 
the book. One is  that an extreme puri- 
tanical thread runs through the whole 
society. This helps maintain an efficient 
patriarchal bureaucracy. The second 
point is that China has degenerated since 
the cultural revolution. Ian reports 'I 

this book. My main concern has been 
whether it might not be used as fuel for 
the right wing. . . but 1 realise that this 
fear has been groundless. Eventsin the 
past years have shown that China herself 
has delivered more than enough fuel for 
that point o f  view: her amazing admira- 
tion for and cultivation o f  so many o f  
the vilest elements o f  Western capitalism 
her drive to  reach Western standards 
with l i t t le apparent thought o f  whether 
we are in fact worth emulating; the 
uncritical admiration o f  politicians o f  
the extreme right - West Germany's 
Strauss, England's Thatcher, Nixon o f  
the United States and the former Shah 
o f  Iran, to  name but a few! 

John Southgate 

No Fizz ! 
'Nuclear Power and Public Policy: 
The social andethical problems o f  
fission technology' K.S. Shrader - 
Frechette. Reidel, $10.50. 

'THIS IS applied philosophy at its very 
best', says the promotion blurb. 
Certainly the author provides us with 
both a good and easy-to-understand 
account o f  the safety issues surround- 
ing nuclear power, and a scholarly 
essay on the moral and ethical impli- 
cations. Her analysis suggests that a 
whole range o f  moral rights and ethi- 
cal principles are being overlooked 
or distorted by the current approach 
to risk assessment, radiation levels, 
public safety, long term waste stor- 
age and so on. Her conclusion, per- 
haps unsurprisingly, i s  that if we are 
to  get anywhere near genuine 'social 
assessments' o f  new technology, as 
opposed to  dubious cost-benefit 
analysis produced by distant experts 
then philosophers must play a role - 
along with the rest o f  us. 

But then maybe that's t o  ask too 
much -even o f  an applied philosopher. 
As Marx said 'Philosophers have only 
described the world: the point is to 
change it'. 

have hesitated a great deal in  writing Dave El 



there will s t i l l  be oil in the ground, 
world oil production *ill level o f f  , . 
between 1985 and 1995 while the - -. 
demagd for petro(eum products . 
will continue to grow. 

This pinch will be on the least 
essential use, and that i s  bound to 
Be the private auto, the priorities 

The YA T (Youth Action Teams) part o f  school life that it will be reject- being producing food first, the 
Manual. Sundlee C.A. & Stapp W. ed by those kids who dislike school - heatinghomes, running factori 
1979. Social Action Research the very kids who may well benefit and powering public transport. 
Center, California. greatly from such involvement. All governments, regardless 

THIS BOOK describes how to Perhaps YATs are intended to help ideoloqy, will begin to put the 

Youth Action Team - a group the motivated, intelligent kids - and if pressure on car use in order to 

young people working together they work as well as the Manual suggests feeding their people and keep 

project or issue which they feel then this is undeniably a good thing - factories producing. That i s  the- 
but I cannot helo feeling that a lot main theme. A more detailed look important; for example, a Consumer 

Action service dealing with local 
consumers' complaints, or a YoungJ 
People's Rights Lobby. 

If you understand the American 
education system, and social educa- 
tion/group work jargon, you may 
find this book interesting, as I did, 
Interesting, but not, however, a book 
I would use much in my own work 
with kids; nor one I would recom- 
mend to anyone new to the young 
volunteer/social education field. 

I t s  'target group' (this jargon i s  
catching!) is that of the 12-21 year 
old school student who will hopefully 
be inspired to start a YATalmost 
immediately. To give credit where it 
is  due, the Manual spends a great deal 
of time discussing goals, objectives, 
strategies, decision making etc. in a 
fairly readable, chatty way. Fund- 
raising i s  also covered, as are interview- 
ing and questionnaire techniques, and 
there are some interesting ideas - 
Health YATs, Food YATs, Video 
YA Ts and so on. 

But two things bothered me - apart 
from the fact that all references, 
addresses etc. are American and of 
limited use in Britain. Fjrstly, the 
wordiness and use of jargon makes it 
a book for kids in the higher academic 
bracket. It is quite possible, and 
commendable, that it would inspire 
them to start a YAT, but I suspect that 
the Team members would tend to be 
of the same ilk -articulate, confident 
at interviewing and having fairly strong 
views on relevant issues to start with. 

Secondly, involvement in a YAT 
seems in many instances to be a school- 
based activity, seen as part of the 
curriculum. An important member of 
the Team is the Learning Co-ordinator, 
a teach'er or student teacher who sets 
up Learning Contracts with individual 
Team members, and monitors and 
evaluates progress. Academic credits 
can be awarded for participation in a 
YAT project, and although I support 
the idea of expanding school activities 
to include the development of non- 
academic skills. there i s  a danger in a 

more could be done with those who 
find it more difficult to express them- 
selves, don't feel confident about street 
interviews, and don't have any firm 
ideas on burning issues which they 
could tackle. 

A final point to make i s  that YAT 
members are, or should be, according 
to the Manual, paid for their work, 
which i s  a significant difference 

is  also given to alternative fuels, 
the role o f  public transport antfew 
more efficient vehicles but suc@'Â¥Of< 
fixes only ease the transition and-" 
don't alter the basic problem 
or as the last chapter is titled 
'The Handwriting i s  on the Wa 

. ~ 

ete Glass 

between them and our Youth Action 
groups where the kids are all volunteers. 
Whether this payment affects the spirit 
in which the ~roiects are undertaken 
i s  not discussed wisely perhaps, as that 
subject warrants another book. 

All in all, an interesting book for 
those involved with community action Money - 
and young people, but not particularly I 

relevant on this side of the '~ond'!  Politics & Power 1: New Persoective 
~li~,,,, curnow on Socialist Politics, Routledge 

Kegan Paul, Â£4.95 

Kaput , 

Running on Empty; The Future o f  the 
Automobile in an Oil Short World. 
L. Brown, C. Flavin, C. Norman. 
W.W. Norton & Co (for World-Watch 
Institute). 116 pp. Â£4.50 
EVER SINCE 'Limits to Growth' in 
197112 we' have been proclaiming the 
oil i s  running out, but it has always 
seemed comfortably far enough ahead 
to have been blase about it. However 
the first pinch i s  not so far off  now, 
according to the Worldwatch Institute 
who have rushed out this report iri 
book form. Their thesis is that although 

THE WEALTH REPORT must be making 
somebody rich, since Routledge & 
Kegan Paul has decided to follow i t  
up with another socialist discussion 
series, this time biannual. The aims 
of the Politics and Power editorial 
board are ambitious - discussions, 
surveys and reviews of every 
problem facing socialism in Britain 
- and the exercise deserves to 
become permanent if the standard 
of number one can be kept up. 

The first volume opens with two 
papers on energy, and also talks 
about defence, trades unions, 
feminism, and many other of the 
right subjects, looking at each at 
a sensible length and in a reasonably 
approachable style. And although 
no authors operating in this field gz 
are without their own positionstrs . 
the contributors to Politics and'<%, 
Power at least make it clear whef?*'"' 
they stand, and are selected from a 
wide range of socialist comm 
Well worth a look, especially 
clear examinations of compli 
matters like how the left shou 
approach the European Mon 
System or the LabourITUC nexus. 

Martin Ince 
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Undercurrents 41 

Beruf sverboot 
Wallraff - The Undesirable Journalist, 
Pluto Press, 1977, Â£2.50 

GUNTER WALLRAFF is he 
most remarkable investigative journalist 
in  Europe. It is, therefore, very good to 
see at least some o f  his revelations 
translated and published in English. 
What makes Wallraff remarkable i s  not  
simply the extent o f  his revelations 
about some o f  West German society's 
most. powerful fortresses, nor simply 
that the targets he chooses are so 
powerful; rather it is the method by 
which he makes his discoveries. This 
method involves taking on a new 
character, a new disguise, a new job 
and performing it perhaps for several 
months, all the time recording every- 
thing he does, hears and overhears. 
While some o f  us might manage this in 
some jobs for a short time, it must be 
a rare talent that can take on jobs o f  
some responsibility and trust, hold 
them for long periods o f  time, reveal 
all there is to reveal, publish it and 
still have the skill to  take on another 
disguise and perform again (and again). 
Yet Wallraff has made a living out of 
it. You'd think that the captains o f  
industry would get wise after a while; 
but Wallraff has not yet run out o f  
top-ranking fall guys. 

All  this may be good clean (or un- 
dean) fun, but is it o f  any importance? 
To answer this you have to  look at the 
background against which Wallraff 
operates. 

In  West Germany there is consider- 
able pressure to conform. This i s  for a 
number o f  reasons: West Germany i s  
the economic miracle (so what have you 
got to  complain about?), West Germany 
is on the frontier o f  the 'free' world (so 
opponents o f  the state are Soviet agents) 
West Germany has a Nazi past (so you 
should be thankful that i t 's better now). 

"Tie pressure is applied in  several 
ways. To take on example, there's 
Berufsverbot, the practice by which 
'radicals', 'extremists' and others whose 
loyalty to the constitution cannot be 
guaranteed are excluded from employ- 
ment by the state. Candidates for the 
Civil Service must be relied on ' to sup- 
port  at all times the democratic constitu- 
tional order as defined in  the constitu- 
tion' (Decree on Radicals.1972). At  all 
times: not only in  the office or school 
but in the pub, the bus and the bath too. 
And a subsequent court decision extends 
the required support to  'the prevailing 
constitutional order as it stands today' 
(Federal Constitutional Court, 1975); 
not only the system, then, but the status 

quo too. Berufsverbot in action affects 
not just the official who loses the job 
held for 15 years because he had been 
a member o f  a Communist Party for 
two years, or the law student refused 
professional training because of  past 
membership o f  'red cells'; it affects 
friends, relatives and all other contacts 
o f  those directly affected. Many more 
conform, keeping their beliefs to  them- 
selves for fear o f  losing their jobs too. 

Meanwhile the Verfassungschutz 
(constitl~tion defence force) photographs 

demonstrations, records membership ot  
third world, women's or anti-nuclear 
groups and more, all (according to  i t s  
chief) to add to 'the mosaic' of info---- 
tion collected about i t s  'sus~ects'. I1 
already becoming like Bentham's 
panopticon - the society where the 
observer in the control tower sees all 
but i s  not himself there. 

And that is where Wallraff comes in. 
His importance lies not only in  his 
revealing the seamy side o f  'the econo- 
mic miracle' but also in that he i s  the 
arch-nonconformist, the man in  the 
panopticon who manages to look inside 
the control tower. For that reason alone, 
botht he undesirable journalist and his 
book are most desirable. 

Mike Barber 

and Ghoul. in 1961 ; ghosts are no 

Ghostline 
more thanpictures produced by 
human minds; there is something 
entirely wrong with our conception 
of  time; and magic i s  the applica- 
tion o f  resonance, the interconnec- 
tion o f  all things. 

The Essential T.C. Lethbridge, edited by ~ ~ ~ h b ~ i d ~ ~  was evidently a very 
Tom Graves and Janet Hoult;.Routledge old bird indeed; itls a tragedy 
Â£5.95 that he died just as the revivai of  
TOM LETHBRIDGE was an archaeologist serious study of these mysteries was 
who devoted the last fifteen years o f  starting. Let's hope that thisexcellent 
his life to  the study of parapsychology; summary of  his life's work will 
this is a selection from the nine books, encourage others to build on it. He 
from Gogmagog (1957) to The power' got his fingers into the cracks in 
of  the Pendulum (L976), in which he reality: it i s  for us to widen them 
described his experiments on ghosts, into a window, Chris Hutton Sauire .- . ..... -~ - . ~~~ 

dowsing, psychometry and the - .a 
ancient gods. Theseare all accounts 1 
o f  work in  progress, written in  a 
style that rambles from topic to 
topic, fascinating to  read but difficult 
to  use for serious study. The editors, 
both experienced parapsychologists, 
have cut tf  em down to  about one- 
fifth, concentrating on the three 
major themes that Lethbridge stated 

fe. 
at the end o f  hissecond book, Ghost 
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I the interruptions, applauseetc. The l y  analysing the fat content of different 
general conclusion recorded by Hain foods, & the ratio of potyunmturaterf 

Roundnp that links are needed to independent (D unsaturated to turated fats; dis- ' 
groups (women's groups, trade unions> cussions o f  each o f  ̂1 e basic foodstuffs, 
environmentalists, etc.) outside 'the vitamins, and minerals; more tables 
Labour movement' is, probably, wel- on which foods are good for a particu- 
come, but H i l a r ~  Wainwright's refer- tar nutrient; discussion on the special 

A Radical Agenda for London (ed. Peter to 'Pats On the head from the needs i f  being a vegan . . . In general, it 
Hall, Fabian Tract 469, is about as Labour left to extra-parliamentary could straighten out a lot of half truths 
radical as cold tea. The Labour -wets,, ~olit ics' shows the dangers. Benn's that even well-informed people like 

speech reads better than it sounded Undercurrents readers occasionally pick 
at the time; Paul Foot's emphasis on UD. 

technocratic, statist and right-wing are 
out in force here, running with the 
London left some of the way (London 
Enterprise Board, London Develop- 
ment Agency co-ops, but community 
involvement? Heavens, no. Even 
environmental improvements are to be 
done by councils, rather than the 
people themselves. On transport, the 
old 'ringway box' plusweral other 
motorways are presented as a sensible 
compromise between the road lobby 
and all those nasty bourgeois carless 
workers who don't want their houses 
knocked down so that the bourgeois 
car-owning bourgeois can get around 
faster (= 'local amenity groups'). 
The old myth that Docklands needs 
massive road construction plus an ex- 
pensive tube line to attract businesses 
where from?) is repeated. And tour-' 
ism, rapidly reducing parts of London 
to a 'little 01' England' parody of it- 
self is seen as a great opportunity; 
management rather than control is 
the keynote here. As under most 
established party policies, this i s  a 
recipe in practice for London becom 
ing ths Benidorm of a declining nation 
passing Spain on the way down. No 
more of our space, or, we suggest, 
your money for this. After all, who 
needs London? 

The proceedings of March's 
modestly-billed 'Debate o f  the 

' Decade' have been rushed into 
at a speed normally reserved 
accounts of sieges, under the 
'The Crisis and Future o f  the 
(Pluto. Â£1.50 8 0 ~ ~ ) .  Edited by Peter 

. kin. who chairedthe event. the non- 
meeting of famous minds (.Stuart 
Hol' ' - - 

-m - 
The p nentary road 

Tariq Ali, Paul Foot and Hilary Wain- 
wright) i s  now in black and white, plus 

organising struggle on an industrial 
not a geographic basis (where does 
that leave the unemployed?) is neatly 
taken to bits by Audrey Wise ('I 
object to defining the struggle as 
though it only goes on in factories'), 
who qho refers to Lucas and other 
campaigns. Despite several, points 
skirted (control o f  technology, direc- 
tion of research, use of capitalist 
measurements such as GNP to judge 
socialist progress) that Undercurrents 
readers might hope to see, the 'book 
of the debate' i s  recommended to 
those who still have hope in politics. 

~ndeiyturrents ancients may retnem- 
her articles on London's secret tunnels 
(issues 8 and 9); Laurie's 'Beneath 
the City Streets' lists a few too. Those 
with an interest in this (what is that 
lift on the northbound platform of 
Belsize Park station?) are advised to 
read 'Tunnels Under London' by Nigel 
Penrick (Fenris-Wolf Publications, 
142 Pheasant Rise, Bar Hill, Cambridge 
CB3 8SD, 75p incl. postage), a duplica- 
ted booklet dealing with the whole 
topic in detail. The London Under- 
ground system i s  covered well, and the 
author's suggestion, that new lines are 
being built in old.secret tunnels, i s  back- 
ed up by lots o f  references and maps. 
Wartime installations get close atten- 
tion, but Pennick misses one or two 
old favourite's -how about the tunnel 
under Edith Cavell's statue near 
Trafalgar Square, clearly visible through 
the grille at the side? There's even a 
notice saying 'Cavell statue - No 
Smokeing', on the subsurface wall, 
suggesting that spelling. at least, i s  not 
assured survival of armageddon,' what- 
ever else may be. 

'Radiation', written and published 
by the Radiation & Health Information 
Service (SOp, 31pp) i s  a beginners guide 
to radiation - both ionising and non- 
ionizing -and its effects on the human 
body. It's written in non-technical 
language and covers the different types 
of radiation, natural and man-made 
sources, and the effect of radiation on 
human health. Useful particularly for 
people who don't know much about 
the medical effects of radiation, and 

The goal of 'Laurel's Kitchen; a 
Handbook of Vegetarian Cookery and 
Nutrition',by Laurel Robertson, Carol 
Flinders and Bronwen Godrey 
(Routledge, Â£7.95 508pp) is  to convey 
understanding of food and nutrition and 
help you feed yourself well. It succeeds. 
About half the book i s  recipes that may 
or may not be to your taste (one man's 
nut cutlet etc.)'The rest i s  a huge 
amount of information on foods and 
nutrition. After opening with a more 
philosophical section, there are tables 
of the nutrient content of foods, 
particularly wholefoods; tables special- ' 

are dying to prove the Atomic Energy 
Authority's reassurance wrong.. . . 

If your interests are in the past 
rather than the future, try Dennis 
Hardy's Alternative Communities in 
Nineteenth Century England (Long- 
man, Â£5.95) which - sets the com- 
munities in their historical context, 
and finishes with a discussion of 
twentieth century communes as part 
of a continuing process of political 
activity. Sociological verbiage makes 
for dry reading-from time-to time, 
but it's comforting to be told that 
the social impact of community ex- 
periments doesn't end when the 
communities fall apart; tommunitar- 
ian ideas and forms o f  organisation, 
so the theory goes, long outlive their 
places of origin. 

.Finally, our friepds at the Centre 
for Alternative Technology (Llwyng- 
wern Quarry, Machynlleth, Powys, 
Wales) have asked us to let people 
know they stock an American 
sdition o f  Jerry Mander's 'Four 
Arguments for the Elimination of 
Television' (reviewed in UC 40) at 
Â£2.50 compared to the Harvester 
h rice of Â£ 2.50. 
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ALTERNAIVE letter in your next issue. the ideas and ideals of co- only serious attempt at 
1) I never said that a fl&d ,operative living is laced with anarchist analysis! was in 

I can't understand your of Swiss money enabled Remi a good dose of healthy seep- . regard to conunufles, another 
article about Longo Mai to  build small foolhardy tici$m. Decisions are taken indication that yottr percep- 
(UC 40). Three or four years businesses or that the farm by as many as possible, tion of anarchism is 'I can't 
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an alternative event who had to  do with small businesses: intent to  explain that only 6 acre field 
visited the place. Their it was concerned with selling patient and humane persis- Kepples Farm' 
comment: a real concentra- fruit. tence are worthwhile. It is- Abingdon 
tion camp, unorganised and , 3) Remi did not go into said by members that 
chaotic, absolutely male details over the murder or possibly their children (there BRADFORD CA.1.T.S. 
dbminated'; and they also told suicide of each of the three are 26 of them) will achieve 
me th t most visitors only women who died. He simply convincing results. In UC-40 Mike George of 

stayeda day or so; the declared that all three of '1 simply cannot be CAITS at the North East 
London Poly states that he is 

unfriendly atmosphere and them had been murdered and bothered to deal with the 
in dispute with us. we would 

ten hours work a day made one of them had been raped. hysterical outbursts of ex- 
them run away; they told of He had to recognise that Rae1 LMers, nor with the cheap like UC readers to that 

loopholes in the walls that had committed suicide at the nasty veAiage of a would-be we are not in dispute 

reminded them of wartime court at Digne on June 5th writer, who has never spent a him. Our CAITS~ as Mike 

. . . and of Remi driving 1980. singleday at  LM. caffs it, is not ours at all but 

around in his expensive car I do not want the 'refram- Lon Mai invites open those 
pushing everyone to work mission' of your criticis% it wishes to  involve workers, community wOrkÃ§ 
harder. So for me your article paper attributed to me. as many people as possible, and academics in the Brad- 

is not riew. Francoise d'Eaubome it invites hundreds of people ford community who choose 
I suspect that in a few to its annual, congresses.  hi^ to use it and run it for  the 

years you will publish an 26 Rue Lecluse July and August there will be Purposes advancing 
article about 'an English Paris, XVIIeme a series of week-long seminars S O C ~ ~  usefu1 P ~ ~ v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  as 
commune I knob. They look led by scientists, economists, ,an alternative t o  redundancy 
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Mai. I don't want to write were spent in four of its co- look toS'*her for practical 
their name: they hate me, I operative projecb. I got to, alternative solutions to  our here-in ' ' 
think, because I wrote in 

UC readers who would like 
know most of the 150 men- Mted pOblems' (detafls Ewwb*y from LM, '* to know more about us please 

another (English>paper what bers; this is possible because av.,able fmm , write to  the address below, 
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Dave Stansfield 
So let us look forward! people at Longo Mai because Leicester 4 Peter Southwood 
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been writing political articles) 
behold, the same left analysis 
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urrents 4'. 
Lisabeth Bear I am sympa- 

letters - 
THOUGHT Streneth. Freedom is not 

i s ~ i g h t .  
And this is the Real War- 

the war between Ecoloric. 

Bravo for BBC2's production 
The Scientists. I think this is 
the first time the media has 
attempted to make the 
obvious-co~ections between 
such poisons as radioactive 

, isotopes, Thalidomide, 
Dioxin, etc. and the psycho- ., 
logical imbalances that 
characterise the 'civilised' ' 
world today. 

DNA is the real record of 
History, the real message of 
the Cosmos. The double helix 
of modem molecular biology, 
the caduseus of Hermes of 
the ancient Greeks, the time- 
less yin/yang symbol of Tao. 
DNA is literally a complex 
chain of logic, constructed 
out of the fundamental build- 
ing blocks of the Universe, 
atoms and molecules. 

Today, we have all the 
Knowledge necessary to 
rediscover Eden, Stonehenge 
now has its microchip, the 
spokenword its communica- 
tion satelite, light from the 
sun can now be made t o  
release its energy, sex is being 
released from the straight- 
jacket of religious moralistic 
dogma, the deserts themselves 
could bring forth green 
plants. 

But 'modern' society has 
mistaken the Mirage for 
Reality. In seeking t o  usurp 
the power of the Cosmic 
Intelligence rather than 
readapt its ways, we are 
smashing atoms and smashing 
logic. The American dream 
of material wealth is now a 
global nightmare of material 
destruction. Everywhere, 
even the simplest of human 
activities are now impossible 
without the power and 
influence that only money 
can buy. 

But to continue, Earth is 
now approaching Genesis 
III-that is cataclysm and/or 
Armageddon. Cataclysm is 
written into the Destiny of 
Mankind, but Armageddon is 
not a necessary consequence. 
The first and last of all 
choices now confronts us-to 
partake of the forbidden 
fruit, the fruit of brute 
power, the Atomic Apple, o r  
not. If the illogic of Double- 
think prevails we can say 
farewell to the Idea of Evolu- 
tion of Life on Earth. Let us 
try t o  remember that: War is 

Slaves. The temptation to 
pervert natural logic, the 
temptation to substitute 
Dogma for Doctrine, is very 
powerful, it is the inexorable 
Law of Entropy. Sanity, 
action guided by intelligence, 
is no* making its last stand 
against the mystique of Might 

logical ecology and its natural 
conclusions and the blatant 
contradicition of an elitist 
few haves existing in a world 
of have-nots, have-nots who 
do not even enjoy the most 
basic of human tights. In this 
war, Satan is NOT the serpent 
in the leafy jungle-with its 
potent sexual connotations- 
but St. George in all his 
armour, the armour of the 
desert cactus and armadillo- 
the armour of prejudice, 
bigotry and conservatism- 
the ideology that refuses to 
acknowledge man's natural 
needs and functions. 

So, I for one, hope the 
BBC will continue to vigilantly 
keep us all informed of what 
we had and how busily we are 
throwing it all away. In a 
world of Goliaths we need all 
the Davids, not hors de com- 
bat, available. Otherwise 
there will be no more flowers. 

Adam Blackadder 
Rigg Beck 
Newlands, Keswick 
Cumbria 

DEPROGRAMMING 
I agreed with the gist of 
Lisabeth Bear's article on 
depmgramming (UC 40) but 
wish to raise a few points. 

Firstly, she fell into the 
trap of making very powerful 
assertion without qualifying 
each one properly. She 
mentioned the U.S. laws that 
suppress the intrinsic human 
rights of those in new religious 
groups without giving one 
example of such a law. She 
said that institutional 
psychiatry was the worst 
offender in stifling individual 
religious beliefs. That too had 
little objective substantiation. 
If she believed psychiatry to 
be "unscientific and ground- 
less' then she should have at 
least given us some evidence 
to reinforce her rigorous 

thetic to her message but its 
suppositions and generalisa- 
tions might well have found 
some readers doubting its 
whole credibility. 

Secondly, I was deeply 
disturbed by her simplist 
verdict that the appalling 
Jonestown tragedy happend 
because of group violence. 
Did she not wonder what 
caused the violence in the 
first place? 

Could it be said that the 
people of Jonestown-not 
unlike so many of us-felt 
abandoned and lost in a con- 
fusing world, and like a child 
lost in a fair-ground, turned 
to an authority for help? 
They may well have found 
themselvetcaught up in the 
rules and dogmas but were 
only too glad to drift along 
in what was relatively secure. 
They were perhaps both 
pressurised and comforted by 
the fact that hundreds of 
other people were doing the 
same. 

Then tragedy struckand 
the new safer world began to 
fall apart. They ran from one 
frightening world to the next 
and when they found thafit 
too was disintegrating they 
had nowhere, so they 
thought, to go. Suicide, with 
the backing of authority, may 
have seemed almost easy. 

I have therefore serious 
doubts about charismatic 
religious leaders who, because 
of their own fear of abandon- 
ment, seek to be controlled. 
Religion has t o  find the 
balance between individual 
dependence and individual 
autonomy. We all have the 
right to question any religion 
that emphasises one of these 
at the expense of the other. 
Jonestown, I believe, lost its 
balance. 

Mrs. Veronica A.T. Young 
33 Cheyne Hill 

ship between the British stat1 
and the Anglican church. 

Firstly, British law pro- 
vides special protection for 
Christian thinkers with the 
Blasphemy Laws, which, if 
enforced, prevent free dis- 
cussion and debate of religio~ 
matters.<This is the law whic 
Mary Whitehouse has made 
use of in recent times. . . ) 

Secondly, the law demand 
that all children shall be 
subjected to compulsory 
Christian indoctrination and 
worship rituals unless -the 
parents specifically request tl 
the contrary. 8 

Thirdly, the laws relating 
to Sunday openings of places 
of culture, sport, entertain- 
ment and trade are a direct 
result of the links between 
the Church and British legal 
system. 

It would possible to 
extend this list considerably. 

Ms. Bear should not be 
surprised at the persecution 
suffered by those who 
identify with new emerging 
religions: apalling though it 
is, history is full of examples 
of adherents of 'new' 
religions being invited to 
forego their beliefs or suffer 
agaony. However, it is vital 
to draw a destination 
between the new faiths, and 
those (such as Christianity, 
Judaism and Islam) which 
have been around for long 
enough for cult and state to 
work.together to the bendfit 
of both parties. 

In Communist Europe, of 
course, the situation is dif- 
ferent. Communism (in the 
Marxist-Leninist sense) and 
Christianity would appear to 
be mutually irreconcilable: 
hence the Church is regarded 
with mistrust and suspicion. 

Whether it is better to live 
in a Capitalist western state 
and be indoctrinated into 
theistic beliefs. or in a Com- 
munist state and be indoc- 
trinated into atheistic beliefs 
is debatable. Personally, I'd 
sooner live in an anarchist- 

In her article 'Deprogram- 
ming' (UC 401, Lisabeth Bear 
states ". . . there has been a 
long-standing policy of sepa- 
ration between Church and 
State in this and other 
Western countries". I feel 
that I can't let this remark 
pass without comment. 

I believe that it would be 
more accurate t o  say the 
exact opposite; that there has 
been a long standing policy of 
symbiosis between the estab- 
lished churches and the 
various states of Western 
Europe. Let us consider the 

based society whose approac 
to religion was agnostic and 
secularist, but until a substar 
tial number of people begin 
t o  recognise and question thi 
interdependence between 
Church and State is Western 
Europe, that day will never 
come, will it? 

Stephen D. Morga 
'Eddvstone' 
167 sandy Lane 

specific case of the relation- not Peace, Ignorance is not accusation. ~ortunatelv for 
r . 
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HARDWARE 

SURVIVE nuclear disaster! We 
stock a full line of radiation 
detection equ~pmen t. Survival 
instructions and nuclear danaer 
map available. For free informa- 
t ion write t o  Nuclear Emergency 
Services. Deot UCa. 3 3  Sidburv. 

HARVESTER solar water heating 
system. Complete wi th two 
panels, tank, pump, thermostat 

WORK 

EDINBURGH Cyrenians need fu l l  
full-time voluntary workers (6-1 2 
months) for their city hostel and 
organic farm outside Edinburgh. 
Working and living wi th people 
aged 18-300f varying back- 
grounds. CSV rates of pay, 
workers' f lat for time-off, 
termination grant. Please contact 
Bob Stewart, COSW, 12a Forth 
Street, Edinburgh. (031) 554 
4014 (evenings). 

CYRENIANS-Help homeless 
single people by running projects 
and campaigning o n  their behalf. 
250 volunteers are needed this 
year to help run  community-style 
houses throughout the U K. Board 
and pocket-money provided. If 
you want to do something about 
homelessness, come and help us. 
Contact: Volunteers. The 
Cirenians, 1 3  wincheap, Canter- 
bury, Kent. Tel: (0227) 51641. 

PERSONAL 

FEMALE divorcee, forties, seeks 
compatible male companion any 
age, t o  laughlcry with; interested 
i n  ideas, writtenlspoken word, 
art, Politics; nature loverlaffec- 
tionate; would enjoy creating 
corn fortable home; growing f ru i t1  
vegetables. I have Â£20.00 t o  
purchase farm houselrural nouse 
with large garden. condition 
unimoortant. Tel: 1011 568 841 1: 
or write Jane Russell, 79 ~ a r t h a i  
Road, Isleworth, Middx. 

I Sell your solar sauna here' . Ã£ PROFESSIONAL couple, both 
only  ~ , p  "er word; BOX N~~ ~1 9 7 e28, with Own and yacht ' DC 4.2 Copydate-(September 5 

?r working towards extended 

COURSES 

HONOURS araduate. wi th com- 
puting experienceo; background, 
sought for action-research 
project o n  Worker Information 
Systems in  co-operatives. Con- 
tact: Rob Paton, Co-operatives 
Research Unit, Faculty o f  Tech- 
nology, Open University, Walton 
Hall, Mi l ton Keynes MK7 6AA. 

ENERGY politics: th i rd year o f  
5-weekly conferences on social 
implications o f  the energy situa- 
t ion begins 27 September. 
Particulars: Harry Frost, Univer- 
sity of London, Department o f  
Extra-Mural Studies, 26  Russell 
Square, London, WC1 B 5DQ. 

L A N D  

FAMILY (husband, pregnant 
wife, two  children, two  dogs, two  
cats), urgently require piece of  
land with dwelling ( to rent). 
Purpose, the study and practice of 
self-sufficiency in  general, and 
bio-dynamicl~renih intensive 
vegetable growing in  particular. 
The condit ion o f  the dwelling is 
not too important provided the 
terms of the lease are satisfactory. 
Will anyone willinq and able to 
offer genuine assistance, please 
contact: Roy and Lucia Birch, 
8 Litt le Elmbridge, Longlevens, 
Gloucester GL2 OHH. Tel: 10452) 
34569. 

17th CENTURY smallholding. 
14 acres wi th stream and pond 
3 dwellings, large barn and out- 
buildings on 20 year renewable 
lease. edoe o f  peak district. 
current residints 25-26 seek two 
offers o f  approx. Â£ 1,000 to 
share orooertv. T e l  Huddersfield 
843832, evenings. 
TRANOU 11.34-acre smallholding, 
Vardi, on small island of Egilsay, 
Orkney. Unmodernised croft, on 
beach. overlooks own secluded 
bay and headland, panoramic 
views beyond. Old boathouse, 
natural slipway, ideal for fishing. 
Two outbuildings for cattle. Truly 
idyllic property, Â£16,000 Tel: 
Rousav 310. 

NATTA 
NATTA-the Network for Alternative Technology and Tech- 
nology Assessment-is a national coalition of A T  activists, 
set up t o  lobby for and support local level A T  projects. I t  
produces a bi-monthly newsletter packed full o f  news and 
information, and has just published its first pamphlet- 
Alternative Technology~the answer to the energy crisis? 
( 7 0 ~ ) .  Individual membership costs Â£ p.a. and entitles you 
t o  receive the newsletter plus publications. NATTA's th i rd 
national conference wil l  be o n  'Community Action and 
Alternative Technology'-to be held in  London i n  November. 

Full details of membership, publications etc. from NATTA 
c/o The Alternative Technology Group, Faculty o f  Tech- 
nology, Open University, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK7 6AA. 

Affiliated organisations include Undercurrents, OU-ATG, the 
Centre for Alternative Technology, New Age Access, ERRL, 
EDAT, SCRAM and SERA. 

FARM in  the Preseli National 
Park with 64  acres of productive 
land. Bordering on common with 
grazing rights. Has been farmed 
organically for 6 years. Well kept 
traditional framehouse. Electri- 
city and mains water, also own 
well. Outbuildings in  excellent 
condition. Buyer wil l  have option 
o f  livestock, implements, dairy 
equipment and existing mi lk-  
round. Â£90,00 or best offer. 
Llether Uchaf, Mynachlogddu, 
Clynderwen, Dyfed. Wales. 

EVENTS 

ECOLOGY PARTY summer 
gathering to  be he ldat  Worthy 
Farm, Pilton, Nr. Glastonbury, 
Somerset, Thursday August 7 t o  
Sunday 10th. Well-known 
speakers on eco-politics and 
alternatives: discussion workshoos 
theatre; stalls; children's play- 
space. Adults Â£ admission, 
inclusiveof evening entertainment; 
children free. Bring your  tent- 
campers must be self-sufficient. 
Food on sale. Enquiries: (0734) 
478297. 

COMMUNITY 

THE FIRST homely house: 
would you like t o  live in, and 
share ownership o f  a large house 
as a member of a warm, caring 
communitv? Contact: 0 Moss. 
(01) 764 8231 or (01) 636 1686, 
ext. 388. 

PEOPLE wanted to  join us in  
search for orooertv in S Warks t o  
divide intoseparate small holdings. 
Partial self-sufficiency. Capital 
andlor income essential. Phone 
Stratford 68697. 

CARTWHEEL. Cartwheel now 
rottinga thousand miles around 
Britain raising consciousness and 
money for new village community. 
People t o  help push urgently 
required. It's great fun. For ful l  
details ring Graham, (01) 
656 51 55. 

SUE MANST and daughter need 
harmonious people t o  live with or 
look for place with. I am a vege- 
tarian training t o  teach lyengar 
Yoga, Have some leftlfeminist 
involvement, but  am pissed-off 
wi th narrowness of many lefties. 
Londori or near town (my 
training is here), outside perhaps 
later. 4 8  Trafalgar Avenue, 
London SE15. 

COMMUNITY-8 adults, three 
kids, centred on self-sufficiency, 
farming, crafts, building work, 
gardening, fishing, some group 
childcare, is open to  visitors 
interested in community living 
and possibly t o  new members. Co- 
operative income sharing struc- 
ture. Large old house and farm 
near the Welsh coast. Please write 
first enclosing sae for further 
details, to:  Glaneirw House 
Community, Blaenporth, 
Cardigan, Dyfed, Wales. 

familylcommunal co-operativel 
self-sufficient small-holding wish 
t o  meet others t o  explore 
possibilities. Please write t o  John 
and Juliet Morgan. 30 Manorside 
Close. Abbey Wood, London 
SE2 9HD. 

VEGETARIAN community seeks 
people, ideas and plans; study and 
essential community, with work 
and accommodation. Allan, c/o 
13, The Rose Walk, Newhaven, 
Sussex. 

PARSONAGE Farm commune 
have some vacant space at the 
moment. We.are nine adults and 
three children and have some 
workshop space available. Please 
write for details t o  Parsonage 
Farm, 128 Low Road, Burwell, 
Cambs. 

WE WOULD prefer t o  sell our 
15-roomed seaside house t o  a 
commune rather than t o  business 
people. pill sell cheaply t o  the 
right people. Enquiries: Atlantis, 
Burtonport, Co. Donegal, Eire. 

COIVMUNAL iivinglworking 
collectives. For ful l  detailsof 
some groups looking for ne\ 
members send sae to  2 Men' 
Street, Manchester 13. 

FREE SCHOOL. We're loot 
for oeoole t o  ioin us in  settina UD - .  
a school in  a loose community on 
a farm t o  teach our own children. 
Libertarian, anti-authoritarian. 
Also any other practical co- 
operation. Box JPP. 

AURORA WHOLEFOOD CO-OP 
We are here' 54 Market Street, 
Hebden Bridge, W Yorkshire 
(Tel: HB 4505). 

HOLIDAYS 

ISOLATED caravan o n  farm close 
t o  Offa's Dyke path oh Welsh1 
Shropshire border. Beautiful 
countryside. Sleeps 5. Phone 
Bishops Castle 396;or send sae t o  
Jenny Davies, Mainstone Farm, 
Bishops Castle, Salop. 

SHROPSHIRE holiday in  craft 
orientated house. Beautiful 
countryside. Ideal walking 
cycling. Full board: single room, 
Â£ per day; double room. Â£ per 
day. Carol, Yarborough House, 
The Square, Bishops Castle, 
Shropshire. 

WE ARE a small group o f  people 
who try t o  provide in  our cost of 
living by running an organic-bio- 
dynamic garden. If you want t o  
spend your holiday wi th us and 
help us in  the garden, we have a 
caravan t o  let. The costs are Â£3 
a week for a maximum of 4 
persons (including light, gas and 
nater). We are located in the 
Green Belt o f  the Snowdonia Park 
close to  beautiful mountains and 
the beach. I f  you want more 
information write or phone: 
Magda Admiral), Dyffryn Farm, 
Pen-y-Groes (Gwynedd), North 
Wales; Tel: Pen-y-Groes 441. 
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INFORMAL HOLIDAYS, N wmmunitywith work offered in HALF PRICE BACK NUMBERS! 
Devon organic farm. Bed break- (partial?) exchange for rent ideal. 
fast and evening meal. Vegetarian, The Underctimn@ Summer Sale offep you two years worth of. 
meat and wholefoods provided. DO YOU believe in axtratarrestial back numbers for the @rice ofone: ~ d s ,  12 to 25 (exclu&ing 13 
Sendsae m: Vern~n  and Oatley, life? UFOs, ghom,fairies, things i9) or 26 to 37 br ,,3.6& She " ~ L  w o r , ~ k  Butlers Farm, Chittlehamholt, unexplained? I f  so our compre- 
Umberleigh, N Devon. hensive directory of UFO and Even better, get the whole set, 12 to 37, for a,,mere Â£6 Your 

strange phenomena societies, holiday reading problem solved! Single copies are Mp. We 
ETCETERA groups and publications is for 
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SUBSCRIBE ! UNDERCURRENTS is the magazine of soft technology and hard 
politics, published every two months by ~ndercurrents~td., a 
comoanv registered under the laws of Enaland (No. 1 146 4641 and 
limited by Garantee. Ninth year of i s s u e . 1 ~ ~ ~  0306 2392. 

ACCESS: UC is cobbled together on Wednesday evenings from 7 pn  
on; anyone i s  welcome to come along:the business meetings proper 
start at 8 and adjourn about 9:30 to the back bar of the Crown 
Tavern. The office is not staffed at other times but  our new sub- 
scriptions co-ordinator, Simon Woodhead, will be working in the 
office on Mondays and Wednesdays and there is often a member of 
the collective in the office on the other days of the week around 
2 o'clock opening the mail. Please note that, human nature being 
what i t  evidently is, a letter, particularly if accompanied by an sae, 
is more likely to  be answered than a scribbled invitation to phone 
back someone unknown. 

EDITORIAL OFFICE: 27 Clerkenwell Close, London EC1 R OAT. 
Tel: 01-253 7303. 

COPYRIGHT: The contents of Undercurrents is copyright: parmini 
to reprint is freely given to non-profits groups who apply in writing, 
and sold to anyone else. 

DISTRIBUTION: within the British Isles by Fulltime Distribution, 
27 Clerkenwell Close, London EC1, tel 01-251 4976. Please don't 
phone them to ask about subscription queries. US distribution is  by 
Carrier Pigeon, Room 309, 75 Kneeland Street, Boston, Mass 021 11. 
Our US mailing agentsare Expediters of the Printed Word, 527 
Madison Avenue, New York, NY 1022; second class postage is paid 
at New York For details of our other overseas distribution please 
write to us. 

CREDITS: Undercurrents 4 1 was CONTRIBUTIONS: Undofcm 
put together by Dave Belden and isan open forum for radical 
John Southgate (Features), Tam alternative ideas: we delightin 
Dougan and Peter Culshaw unsolicited contributions, 
(News), Simon Woodhead and particularly if they are: abput 
Stephen Joseph (Reviews), Chris wmething real; written from 
Raff (Letters), and Lowana Veal direct experience; typed, double 
What's On) aided and abetted by spaced on one side of the paper 
Bill Flatman, Bridget Hadderly, mly; not more than 2500 word*; 
Chris Hutton Squire, Dave accompanied by a contact phone 
Kanner, Dave Smith, Dave Elliott, number; and written in plain 
Godfrey Boyle, Martin Ince. English Offerings which fail on 
Nick Rosen, Peter Glass, Sue several of these pointsshould be 
Lobbenberg, Vicky Hutchings, sent to our rivals (names and 
Val Robinson and some persons addresses supplied on request). 
unknown. The cover was drawn 
and designed by Cliff Harper. Our 
thanks to the Collective At Large 
for encouragement, spontaneous 
contributions, etc. 

COPY DATE: Undercurrents 42 
(October/November) will be on 
sale on Saturday October 4; 
closing date for last minute items 
is Wednesday September 3. 

PRINTER: Western Web Offset, 
59 Prince Street, Bristol. 

BALHAM FOOD & BOOK CO-OP 
Cul more Cross, SW 12 

Off Balham Station Rd 
01-673 0946 

A non-profit-making workers' co-operative. 
Come and see our wide range of wholefoods 
a t  fair prices) and radicallalternative 

books. 



- "* ,. - scos a say 
Call for higher incomes for 
people aged Over 75 shell cuts petrol *""Â 

t̂iire importance of Cheap vegetable prices hit 
wa termwer 
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I TS  OUT!!! I 
IN THE MAKING (No. 7 )  
THE 1980 DIRECTORY OF CO-OPERATIVELY 

RUN PROJECTS AND HELPING 
ORGAN ISATIONS 

2 1 5 entries, 9 articles, pages of 
information about books, journals, 

forthcoming events. 
THE HANDIEST AND BEST 

GUIDE AVAILABLE 
â‚ 

FROM YOUR LOCAL ALTERNATIVE BOOKSELLER 

. OR 

44 Albion Road, Sutton, Surrey. 

FILES FOR 

UNDERCURRENTS 
Each file holds 3 years 

copies of Undercurrents,turning 

them into a valuable reference 

work. Strongly built in an 

attractive dark brown colour; 

IUndercurrentsI is printed in 

gold lettering on the front. 

Â£2.9 each. File your 

back issues: 2 for Â£5.20 3 
and over Â£2.2 each.(prices 

Send order & cheque/~O 
(payable to Falcon Books) 
direct to: 

Falcon Books, 
13, Hillside Road, 
Marlow, 
Bucks. SL? 3JU. 

Allow 28 days for delivery. 



DON'T COMPUTERISE YET! 
We think that organisations with limited resources 
should wait, probably till the end of 1980. Disk storage 
prices have stilt to fall to a stable level. Meanwhile get 
together with similar potential computer users and 
discuss your needs. 

I f  you are really determined to go ahead now we 
can provide the following services: 

CONSULTANCY 
Help in clarifying individual cequirements and selecting 
appropriate commercial packages to meet identified 

need. 

S O F A R E  
Writing or adapting programs to make up the shortfall 
of available packages, or designing and writing a full 

dependable system where no alternative exists. 

- DOCUMENTATION, TXAININO & SUPPORT 
Writing user manuals, instructing staff in  system use 

and providing adequate on-site follow-up. 

We have a wide experience of small business machines 
and applications. 

COM WTERCRAFT LTD. 
129 NEWINGTON GREEN ROAD, 

LONDON N1 4RA. 
Tel: 01-226 0056 (24-hour answering service) 

1% 
$J -,,S Is looking for people who: 

Â¥hav a vision of a world-wide community 
based on justice, equality and co-operation; 

Â¥wan genuinely to  assist those 
disadvantaged by international competitive 

and exploitative structures, and 

Â¥hav useful skills, training and experience 
to  utllise and pass on. 

Volunteer vacancies in the Third World: 
ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, BUILDERS 

and TECHNOLOGISTS 
for Rural Clinics Renovation in Swaziland: 

Footbridge construction and Village Technology in I 

Lesotho; Training young builders in Botswana. 1 
FARMERS, MARKET GARDENERS, LIVESTOCK 

PERSONS 
Integrated rural development projects in Lesotho 7 

and Mozambique; Training young people in 
Botswana 

MANAGERS/ACCOUNTANTS 
for youth training community development centres in 

Botswana 
Also OPHTHALMIC NURSE and GARMENT 

MAKER for Botswana; SPEECH TEACHER and 
TEACHER OF DEAF for Swaziland 

Write for our current vacancy list, Including brief 
C.V. and s.a.e. to: 

Section O S ~  IVS 
53 Regent Road 
Leicester LEI 6YL D .. I 

4 
I 

ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLO 
VERSUS NUCLEAR POW 

FOR THE EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS 1980 I 
AUGUST 17  - APTEMBER 6 

ART EXHIBITION: FREE INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 

ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY WD, PRODUCTION FOR SOCIAL NEED 

"ENERGY PLAN FOR WESTERN MAN" ' 

THE WORLD TRADE SYSTEM. RECESSION AN0 THE UK 
CREATIVITY I N  LONG-TERM IMPRISONMENT: THE SPECIAL UNIT HMP BARLINNIE 

HISTORY OF THE VISUAL ICONOGRAPHY OF NORTHERN IRELAND 
"?HE BRAIN OF EUROPE" 

A I D  OTHER COMPONENTS: LWCHTIML TALKS 17 AUGUST-30 AUGUST 

PUBLIC DEBATES: 1 s t  SEPT. ALTERNATIVE AND RADICAL TECHNOLOGY 
2nd SEPT. THE WORLD TRADE SYSTEM AN0 RECESSION 

3rd SEPT. POLITICS ANC POLITICAL ECONOMY OF NUCLEAR 

4 t h  SEPT. CREATIVtTY AND LONG-TERM PRISON 

5 t h  SEPT. WHAT I S  'MODERN' I N  MODERN ART 

6 t h  SEPT. SUMMARY DEBATE -'WHAT'S UP I N  THE 1980s 7 '  

VENUE: THE RICHARD DENARCO GALLEPY,GLADSTONES COURT.179 HIGH ST.EOINBURGH 1 , 


